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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS

Currency Unit - Malaysian Dollar

1 Malaysian dollar = U. S. $0. 327
1 U. S. $ M$ 3. 06
M$ 1 million = U.S. $327, 000



FREFATORY NOTE

This report updates the previous IBRD report on Malaysia
entitled "Malaysia's Development Prospects and Plans", (FE-51a)
dated February 10, 1966. For a more detailed discussion of the 1966-
70 Plan, the experience of the early 1960's, and an assessment of
Malaysia's economic problems, reference can be made to the above report
which also includes additional volumes covering the Agriculture,
Transport, and Education sectors.

Volume I of the present report also includes Annexes I and
II describing the economies of the States of Sarawak and Sabah
which contribute significantly to the Federal Government's financial
difficulties. Volume II takes a closer look at the problems of the
rural economy in West Malaysia.

Terminolopv

Malaysia comprises the former Federation of Malaya, and the
former British Colonies of Sarnwak and North Bornon (now qqhnh)- The

former is now referred to as West Malaysia or the States of Malaya,
and~ them latteAr asq EatMlyinr t.he Bonrneoimn e
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BASIC DATA

Area:
Malaya 'u,1N sq. m.
Sabah 29,388 sq. m.
Sarawak 4o,2,u sq. m.

Malaysia 128,338 sq. m.
Under cultivation 22,979 sq. m.

Population (mid-1966 estimated):

Malaya 8,279,000
Sabah 541,000
Sarawak 861,000

Malaysia 9,681,000
Rate of Growth (1957-1965): 2.9% p.a.

Gross National Product:

Estimate for 1966 M$ 9,252 million
Rate of Rrowth, 196166 6.8% p.a.

1965-66 5.2% p.a.
Per capita (1966) m$ 955 (US$ 310)

Gross Domestic Product at Factor Cost (1966):M$ 8,432 million

of which percentages:

Agriculture
Mininm nnrl Oinarrvinry 7
Manufacturing

Distributive Trades 15

Others 19

Percent of GNP at Market Prices: 1966 1961-66

Gross investment 18.5 18.1

Balance of payments current
account deic p1.7 2.7

Investment income payments 2.8 2.7



Money Supply (MT) million):

Relationship to monetary areas At present Malaysia has a common

currency, Malaysian Dollar, with

Singapore and Brunei, which will
be split into national currencies
of the respective countries as of
June 1967.

Rate of Change
1966 1961-66

Total money supply 1,830 7.4% p.a.
Currency in circulation 1,096 7.05 p.a.
Currency as ' of money supply 60.0

Rate of change in consumer nrices 1965-66 1961-66
( West Malaysia)

2.0% 0.9% p.a.

Public Sector Onerations (M million': 1961

Public sector revenue 1.97 I.hoL
Government current expenditure 1,693 995
Public scrtor cuirrent. urnin 2.h )O6
Public sector investment 778 404

Pr+.rna fianc 10 79

Dcternal Thilic btn+ (TTrq rmsIlIn* Avr nna nf

1961-65 June 1966

Total debt 225 339
M A 4- UU a-VIAG Ae1,-.- LL

Debt service as % of merchandise export 1.5 1.7

Rate of Change

"alan eo Pra- If~U11 U AU L -.3 -P) IT -LD--L i~ yien so

Total merchandize imports 1,105 + 5.05 p.a.
Ile -LiviLSiLUes a.L)- V.' )

Net current account 50

Average
Commodity Concentration of -,ports 1966 1,6o-65

Rubber and tin 58.6 63.4

Gross foreign exchange reserves 851 882
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1. Malaysia's growth performance continues to be generally good.
eaSured in terms of output and exports, performance in 195f and 1u weLL

exceeded expectations and overall since 1960, real output has increased by
a heanLy 0.47 a year. GU? at market prices has risen by abouT ).47 a year
since 1960 because of adverse trends in the terms of trade and this growth
was achieved despite the fact that export values rose by only slightly over
1% a year. Over the same period, there was an investment boom in both pub-
lic and private sectors, with investment rising to 10.5% or ur, and the
stage appeared set for the emergence of a growing external deficit. However,
the upturn in the fortunes of the export sector In 1905-00, with the accom-
panying high marginal propensity to save of the private sector, postponed
temporarily the emerging gap between investment and savings. The outlook for
1967 and beyond is considerably more gloomy, however, and the downward trend
in export prices and thus private savings appears to have been resumed.

2. However, public investment did not grow in 1966 mainly because of a
growing public sector finance problem. Malaysia had planned to rely fairly
heavily upon external finance for public sector investment but is not yet ad-
ministratively equipped to utilise external finance from bilateral sources.
This, coupled with the low level of commitments from previous years, led to a
very low level of disbursements from foreign sources in 1966. To some extent,
this shortfall was offset by the ability of the public sector to mop up the
liquidity existing in the private sector because of the export boom and both
public savings and domestic borrowing were higher than expected. Performance
in raising tax revenues has been good, but this has not been matched by a simi-
lar ability to control the growth of Government consumption spending.

3. So far, this public sector finance problem has been the major bottle-
neck in implementine the First Malaysia Plan. Favorable progress has been
made in executing most of the sector programs. However, the most intractable
problems are found in the fields of agriculture and industry, and here the
performance in overcoming problems of land settlement and land use, the pro-
vision of agrinti-ral services, and formulation of industrial noliev leaves
much to yet be achieved.

4. For the present, the major emphasis will thus have to be on im-
nrovin, the nblin finanre sitmation- and in solving the difficult problems
of rural development. It is encouraging to note that the Government has al-
rpnHv madep a major- tax Pffrn-t- whicnh has, resuilted. in ro-upnilp cv~ which
have so far more than offset the continuous increases in current expenditures.
VH%-oeve-r, t.he n+nT laterwllhveo be cumrtaniledP i f n rannann) P I ovl r)f'h bicr
savings is to be achieved and the Government may thus have to cut back the
rothv - of' some of it + n c,v-nn-1+.ir"n~ r%& r"m n-f 1nT.Tz-r n"rNT4+.-r. Ti nrlrl+i +A~ rnn

the Government will have to devote considerably more resources to using the

prospects for maintaining a sound basis for further growth are good, and

rowing on a mixture of IBRD-type and commercial terms.



I - INTRODUCTION - THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMTC ENVTRONMEMT

1. Since the late 1950's, the territories which now comprise Malaysia
have enjoyed unoreman+ coonomic ---o,wh wwnmenal stability And the
stability of the basic traditional framework of financial institutions and
economic DOlicip hv- + m an +h achieveman+. hnv i Con imhe
whole this continuity has largely insulated the economy from the political
events of f.hepas -n.+ wears -- D1-1A .4 _4_144- 14+- ~ ~ mrv i

vivendi which is at the heart of the country's economic structure and develop-
mAnt- Rt'+.nerr ndic has to- a_ sucee".2-+1

F,7 - VV" J Lit - UaL- u U Veuu .Ll U JJJLu IJU J.wlz-± UJ.LQ
ities of Malay, Chinese and Indian origin despite their considerable dispar-

itp. in itanOOSine-tX.4-y. h
-U Jn a LuILuO V±VU111UHA 150 OULT 2E1 rluU uring the
colonial period in Malaya the Government sought to preserve Malay societyand traditionS, -a the syem of Malay rulers was in essence enuriued in
the 1957 Constitution, under which Malays, who comprise half the population,
retain a dominant position in the Federal and the eleven State administra-
tions. The Chinese (37%), Indians (11%) and others were left free to forge
ahead Un Udi so, becoming dominant in commerce and most service trades,
small and medium-scale tin mining and rubber growing and, more recently, manu-
facturug. ritish and European firms continue to dominate the large-scale
plantations, tin mines, and other businesses. Rather than a dual economy,
.alaysia thus has three distinct, although inter-related sectors, with the
poorer small-scale subsistence farmers, mostly Malays, being in the third
sector. The pattern is similar in Sabah and Sarawak with various indigenous
peoples in the subsistence sector, although in Sarawak there is no large
foreign business sector.

3. This economic dominance of the non-Malays is also reflected in,
for example, educational achievement, and in 1966, 78% of all University
of Malaya graduates were non-Malays and 95% of the Malay degree-receivers
studied Arts - disparities which are partly a reflection of communal eco-
nomic differences and backgrounds. Different communal groups in Malaysia
tend to attach quite different values to the pursuit of aims such as edu-
cational achievement, or capital accumulation or more customary objectives.
This is the magnitude of the problem faced by the Alliance Government in
closing the "economic gap" between Malays and non-Malays. The conflicts of
interest which could emerge in trying to close this gap would seem to be ir-
reconcilable, yet a modus vivendi emerged after Malayan independence in
1957, under which Malays retain a strong position in Government, particularly
State Governments, yet non-Malays are by and large free to pursue commercial
ends. The successful political parties have been communal, the main three -
UMMO, MCA and MIC/-together forming the ruling Alliance which has achieved

UMO - Mnitld Malanv ConAressn

W, CA -nIn-im-n Chi4nese Assoaton

MIC M lalayan Indian Congress



resounding election successes. Control is in the hands of an educated

through balancing the interests of communal parties has so far endured.
Th11 scn approah is being attbeimpted in Sabah W10d Oarawak.

L. Much of the Alliance Government's evelopment eor, apart rom
infra-structure investment, has been devoted to the closing of the gap be-
tween malays and non-Palays, and progress became visible from the early
1960's. At that time, when the development programs were beginning to show
results in terms of better living standards for rural Malays, merger with
Singapore was mooted. It was initially opposed, but accepted when it was
agreed that the Borneo States would be incorporated to act as a political
counter-balance. In September 1963, the merger of Malaya with Singapore,
Sarawak and Sabah took place after over a year of often acrimonious negotia-
tions, but the new Federation was not to endure. Over the next two years,
the political uneasiness in Malaya over relations with the predominantly
Chinese city-state of Singapore grew to dominate the political scene, and
reached the point of no return with the separation of Singapore in August
1965. During those two years, the Alliance Government faced for the first
time a vocal opposition, and it was increasingly felt that the delicate
balance between Malay political power and Chinese economic dominance was
likely to be upset, and a more nationalistic Malay sentiment came to the
fore to an extent experienced neither before nor since. Any mutual self-
interest in merger which might have existed has been largely overlooked; the
common currency system will be split in June 1967, and the few attempts at
economic cooperation have not yet proceeded far. If anything, Malaysia and
Singapore are moving apart in industrial and trade policy.

5. The Malaysian experience with merger has thus not been a happy
one. Malaysia now has to bear the additional burden of Sarawak and Sabah,
which constitute a drain both on Federal Government finance and on the bal-
ance of payments, without the economic and financial support which Singapore
would have Drovided. Trade between East and West Malaysia is still very
small, mainly because East Malaysia is distant, with Sabah and most of
Sarawak further from Kuala Lumnur than. say. Bangkok. Saigon or Jakarta.
These States also possess a strong sense of local political autonomy. Al-
though containing only one-st-venth of thp neoulation- thAv comnrise over
half of Malaysia's land area and during Indonesian "confrontation" proved
to be a dfPneA linhility. ronfronta_tnnn had little Aff'ect on West MAaiva,
although defence spending has taken a permanent leap upwards. There was
diqriinon +.n ,;noz fi.qhina activities andi t.he qzimi+.rqn frarip. Andi an n-r.ra.i OnA1

ineffective military foray. In East Malaysia Sabah was also little affected,
but A.nwa hara +.he brnt of the anarilla Ananvin which unlike the rest
of Malaysia, found some extremist local support. These incursions were
containvedA~41 with ssizablea Corn-sTho .-realth m4-;v-% noc4Qtr ,vP,,-Odr%nn-,,I

ended in mid-1966, following the change of Government in Indonesia, and trade

basis than before.

6. Over the decade since Malayan independence in 1957, the Alliance
Uouvernment La ILNj velI f.LLILly cOMMitUaLUU- oU aU pU.Lcy .U. 1ULeLuig eco1UIU



development and maintaining what is basically a laissez-faire economic
8-%Mte T+ 'kns han^ nnaeo o (T4a nA nf n +r +hI%o An-ny-_ ri nr o I M?.Cr

numbers of expatriate administrators, in maintaining and adding to the

there are a number of institutional rigidities which constrain development
stategy. VeiW 4' V~ - iLkI -4-J_-4. -4 ±.VV 'k-I1I U P- I* -A± P4-JL UJ -; .J* '- J

important and to some extent has to be nurtured if economic stagnation is
ou ~ ~ ' _ -- A Ivxu u -uv--uu A' -uns 4n-U-nur - -o- --n, matuhen a

economy, but during boom periods of the kind recently experienced it is
pruUCu.Le UnaUU J.LLb colmmerclai tBecuu groWb Labutr Uan1 U11 u;

economy, thus widening the gap between Malay and non-Malay incomes. Whether
this trend can be reversed depends largely upon educational developments
and the success of the Government's rural development program, which is
discussed subsequently. There is really no choice but to continue a strat-
egy to ensure that future investment aimed at reducing the gap between
Malays and non-Malays is financed out of economic growth and with external
support rather than by squeezing the dynamic and prosperous sectors. Unem-
ployment in the predominantly Chinese urban areas is serious, but the suc-
cess the Government has so far had in maintaining the momentum of growth,
and in balancing the demands of the various communities, augurs well for
future political stability.
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and during 1965 and 1966 once again all expectations were exceeded. The boom
was Leu vty CA O .u LI mkyu .L L u W.L011 LUUII VU.Lumt:; Cu PI.ALU UtZIe v Lu k ur

than expected, and in 1966 this high export level was maintained despite ad-
%verse pric trend.U Onc again output lul- w,iu uulI1toLu 111~lru - PCLL UCIC1l

manufacturing and construction - rose sharply. As a result increases in con-
sumrpUiou ana inveument were acueveu with litBe increase in imurt, ud
the balance of payments position remained healthy. Also, during boom periods
in Malaysia private savings show a tendency to rise and this again occured in
1965-66 during which period, however, public savings continued to fall. Be-
cause of these public savings constraints, and the failure of external finance
to materialize as hoped, public investment in 1966 stagnated at about the 1965
level, while private investment continued to rise. The overall picture of the
recent past that emerges is thus one of continued prosperity in the private
sector, but growing overall deficits in the public sector. The deficits have
however not so far been reflected in the current external balance of payments
position because of the boom in private savings. These trends are discussed
in more detail below. In late 1966 and early 1967, however, sharp adverse
movements in export prices and some hesitation in private investment curtailed
this private sector buoyancy, and the current external deficits anticipated in
the First Malaysia Plan seem likely to begin to emerge shortly.

(A) Output and Exports

8. In real output terms the economy has moved forward since 1960 at an
annual rate of around 6.4%, with exports growing in volume at about 4.0% a
year. All regions in Malaysia contributed to this impressive rate of growth
in physical product. Output in both Sabah and Sarawak appears to have ex-
panded at over 7% annually, while production in Malaya grew at around 6.3%.
This is a commendable rate of growth by international standards. Unfortunately,
the deterioration in the country's terms of trade caused mainly by the fall in
the rubber price has partly offset the gains registered in real output during
the sixties. The commodity terms of trade (1958 = 100) declined from 126 in
1960 to 98 in 196L. moved un to 113 in 1965 and slid again to 97 during 1966
and has now declined sharply. Export values rose sharply in 1958 and 1959,
but have actually registered an increase of only slightly over 1% a year since
1960.

9. The gross domestic product at market prices has maintained a rise
averagina P a year sine 1960. desnite these adverse trends in the terms of
trade, and growth in 1966 at about 5.3% was thus consistent with the trend, al-
thouah sianificantlv less thnn the o-traordin;rily high rate of 8.2% witnessed

in 1965. 1965, however, was an exceptional year, in which a combination of un-
xnPntedly favorable onort. nrics and Hovant domestic demand (stmminP in

part from record public expenditures), imparted a powerful expansionary stimu-
lius +e + connomy An a rui1t of +.hiM arnrhh_ nor annita rpn1 nronunt has

been growing at 3.4% a year up to 1966, and per capita real income at
0 C n -%n TP--t. An-trole%n4ner fnii P'nonrl t.Ti+.1, fo l niner +.P-rrn.-- nf{ 1.rnrii nnr

a 3% population growth, have done as well. However, the outlook for the re-

curinge n and in-Lt. Ue 1 9 cl6 s i . -P- -; - P4 cait r +l T 01 unik erT.ly8 - *q C1 ^T.r1q1T.m 4 rise.

curing now, and in 1967 per capita real income is unlikely to rise.



10. The striking characteristic of the expansion of output in Malaysia
during the 1960-66 period is that, in contrast with other periods of economic
advance in recent history, significant growth took place in output for domes-
tic use which rose at over 8% a year. In real terms outout for foreign use
rose by almost 5%, despite adverse price trends which led to almost stagnant
exDort earnings. These adverse trends in exnort oricPs can be regarderi as a
permanent shift away from the 1960 peak, so the net result is an increase in
the relative imnortance of growth of outnut for domestic use as an engine of
growth for the economy. The primary stimulus for expansion was provided by
the ranid rise in dnmentic demand and this still remained largelv true in
1965 and 1966 despite the export boom then. Response came from the construc-
tion indnitry and oinniipu of 1 t manufatures, cetain foodsuffs and in

several service industries. The overall result is seen in the following table:

1966 Rate of

M1 T M ID - P--4-- + --- 4 am fOf 1 0) e f Q 4 14 tO7 '7 17). 7Q46 Qn 1 1 4 )r.vh

U, L CLU LCL%,U1 Llot .J7 r-) -.)717 kJr-7-L u IJfAAJ I LL I 7'-7% UL4_L) J

Net value of output for
dom estic use 37440 3540 0453 09 84%

Net value of output for
-P ni 4 i 1t7 j -~7 '~nm n nVI vr'Q n'In01. -1 1.61

.Lreigi use r - 7 -) .±- jV u i C_ C±~ 1U - r-4.L4/

11. The net value of output for domestic use thus increased from 63.7%
in 1960 to 72.h% in 1966: over the same Deriod. the share of exports as a per-
centage of GDP fell significantly from h3% to 38%, mainly as a result of the
adversa price movements since 1960. This trend. which is likely to continue
into the future, reduces Malaysia's vulnerability to fluctuations originating
in the exnort qnntor althnah the dominan of' eorts in the Malaysian econ-
omy is still very great, and the country's economic fortunes are still signif-
i r-nnt.l v i nfl innpi "v rformanna in thiqs scntor- incni al Iv hv riihhr qnd tin.

The overall recent growth of domestic output and exports can be seen in the
following table*

(Mt Millionn: 98-C:9 1966 rowth nP.a
Current Prices) (average) 1960 1962 1963 1964 1965 (est.) 1958/59-66

Gross domestic product
at market prices 5940 6928 7224 7700 8187 8993 9451 6.2%

Domestic merchandise
exports 2697 3328 2933 3058 3091 3477 3566 3.8%
of which: rubber 1498 1884 1396 1414 1333 1392 1418 -0.8%

tin 235 394 473 522 795 778 763 16.4%
others 965 1050 1064 1122 963 1307 1385 4.9%

Domestic merchandise ex-
ports as a % of GNP 45.4 43.1 40.6 39.7 37.7 38.7 37.7 -

12. In the export sector, behind these aggregate trends lies a steady
inreasp in the volume of rubber and tin outnut. These two commodities con-

tinue to dominate the export sector, accounting for 39% and 20% respec-
+ivPlv of' Pvrnor. -nrninas in l966_ Since 1969 the increaqe in domestic
rubber output has been almost offset by declines in the world price; in

1966,~~ deIt a. I7/ -. nthe vou- of rube exprt in 196 over1_
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1965, reaching the million ton level for the first time. the Pain in earnings-
amounted to 1.6% only, because of the decline in the f.o.b. unit value of rub-
ber to M650 compared with M69d in 1965 and M81& in 1961. However, the heavy
investment in high-yielding rubber varieties is serving its purpose, and the
consequent output increases and init cos. rurions have sunessfuly mini-

ioned efficient producers from much of the price fall. The price held up well
until 1965 because of the favorable Admand situ aionn nrtiu ary +.ho 16l-
65 US auto boom, but in 1966 and 1967 the secular decline returned aggravated

by Th~r ~~lrple rlease andredutionin tire inventories in. th, and
a decline in the growth of world industrial production. By March 1967 the
pri ce 'Had( reacheits A +1m-+Ipr1 -P- _4_,-_

in 1966 to record heights although the number of mines fell after the 1964/65
~ 'J~I~V ~ .L UJ ~U d.U;_1 L I " of 4., /o, .n L .7'AJ fttLI UL)±U

ing on a sharp uptrend from 1961 to 1965. The fall in tin prices in 1966 arose

- -J~~~~ ~ ~ ~ u-e mala"- ;ca";Q LLyLUu,U.V1 1 U1111iul pF1 uuuLug Uuunoul to Un
price decline in 1966 was on top of a reduction in export volumes of 2% attrib-

L~~ U.LUuanc of tin iiifports~ Oru 111aIl.i-alu IOU IlluV.~ ±1

provisions of the International Council's Third International Tin Agreement,
whih estabihed a fLoor and ceiling price of XJ ILuu anu P 14u per ton re-
spectively for the operation of the Buffer Stock, went into effect on July 1,
.L7%u. In prices nave recently been stable at about P 1200 per ton, making
this a highly profitable export industry. Aside from rubber and tin, the ex-
port performance of other major commodities showed mixed trends in 19656.
Round timber exports accounting for 9% of total merchandise exports were again
buoyant, reaching M350 million and showing a rise or 33.6X over lyo5. This
remarkable growth is explained by sustained world demand for tropical hard-
woods and semi-hardwoods. In contrast to the lively performance of round tim-
ber, exports of sawn timber declined slightly. Export earnings from iron ore
also fell by 8.6% in 1966 to M$4 million because of reduced demand from Ja-
pan reflecting also the gradual exhaustion of high quality ore deposits. Ex-
ternal receipts from palm oil exports (at M$115 million) improved 7.5$ in 1964
as expected, despite a 14% decline in price. One of the basic strengths of
the Malaysian economy is shown by the 8% annual growth in recent years of a
group of miscellaneous exports which now add up to a sixth of domestic exports.
These include pepper, coconut products, oil (from Sarawak), pineapple, bauxite,
hemp and a number of light manufactures. This is in fact the most buoyant ex-
port sector after timber and oil palm and has contributed to Malaysia's steady
export diversification.

14. In output for domestic use, the good performance of the last two
years has continued the trend of the early 1960's, and this ability of the
economy to respond to continuously rising demand has been the factor responsi-
ble for keeping import growth low. Manufacturing activity, which is concen-
trated in West Malaysia has surged forward at a very rapid rate in recent
years, total output having grown at 11% annually. The net value of output
(excluding rubber manufacturing) has been estimated at M$660 million for 1966
compared to M$582 million in 1965, an increase of nearly 14% which is slightly
in excess of the 1960-65 average. Manufacturing output thus does not yet
seem to have been affected by the separation of Singapore. Output advances
have occurred over a broad range of manufactures such as biscuits, building
materials, soap, tobacco, cement, sawn timber and veneer, rubber goods and
tires, etc. A steel mill and auto assembly are on the horizon. The contin-
uing production gains in respect of industries producing building materials,
is attributable to the rising tempo of construction activity in the country.
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stimulated by high levels of private and government expenditure. In spite
of r.

4
a e+id Atrddes hovr., -he sheh of. no'v,,n-,bb,0rm .Pn,r n-Whe

gross domestic product in 1966 is only 8% compared with 5% in 1960. Con-
. IL',U.L'± d.LU UUL.LU.L± ac. L'7-i U Li iL.LC2J . 11CL.D 1VCUM UjJ UIiUi.±'V-P~-Y ''~~

impressive pace during the sixties, as investment has increased. In 1966,
con uructLun output Lb 6la1[1iUu to IhEnave UY L.L.,, U1PL1t W-on an

average annual increase of 17.8% during 1961-65, reflecting the slow-down in
government investment. The construction boom has been very marked in Sabah,

where it has generated inflationary pressures.

15. The growth of domestically consumed agricultural products in 1966
was in the region of 4.U%, as in the recent past, indicating that production
not only kept pace with population growth but that there was some further im-
port substitution. Production of rice registered a climo of about 5.7%0 in
1966, compared with 3.5% in recent years, favorable weather conditions ac-
counting to a considerable extent for this impressive increase. Further
increases in output in livestock, fish, tea, and pineapple were also recorded,
which imply a welcome increase in rural incomes in 1966. Public sector ser-
vices also have been a stimulant to growth. The value added in education,
health, defense and internal security and other public services has been
growing at the rate of 7.5% annually since 1960, with only a slight decline
in growth in 1966. Other private services appear to have registered an annual
increase of 10% since 1960 - a pace considerably faster than the growth of
overall private consumption and 1966 was no exception. Banking, insurance and
real estate, and transport have grown during 1960-66 broadly in step with the
overall growth of the economy, but net output in public utilities and communi-
cation services more than doubled over the period.

16. The conclusion from the foregoing is that good management and
entrepreneurship have kept output on an upward path. Since Malayan indepen-
dence in 1957, good fortune has come in the form of a rubber boom in 1960 and
another upswing in 1965, a tropical timber boom since 1960, a tin boom from
1964 and other less important upswings. The good economic management and
entrepreneurship meant that the country maintained and took advantage of a
good business climate, as is seen by the rapid growth in output for domestic
use, and export output continued to rise during periods of declining world
prices. However, the particularly sharp fall in rubber prices in late 1966
and early 1967 implies that the rate of growth at present is significantly
lower than in the recent past.

(B) Exoenditure and Imnorts

17. The recent trends in out-ut in the economy are both reflected and
explained by the pattern of expenditures. The broad summary of the growth
and distribution of PYnRnditures during 1960-66 is prpstnted blow:



Growth
kM Million Expenditures - 1966 5 p.a.

Current Prices) 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 (Est.) 1960-66

Private Consumption 4163 4352 4582 4861 5123 5344 5587 5.0
Public Consumption 881 63 1048 1213 1370 1548 1735 12.0

Total Consumption 5OT 313 630 6 6h93 692 732 2T?67

Private Fixed Investment 648 656 746 818 903 990 1045 8.3
Public Fixed Investment 233 398 550 570 542 618 608 17.3

Gross Investment (incl.
stocks) 1001 1134 1374 1452 1521 1659 1701 9.3

Gross Domestic Expenditure 6045 649 7004 7526 8014 8551 9023 6.9
Current Foreign Balance +883 +429 +220 +174 +214 +486 +467 -
Gross National Product 66h3 6648 7052 7518 8021 8796 9239 5.7

18. The most significant trend during this period has been the rapid
rise in investment, which registered an overall increase of 70% between 1960
and 1966. This spurt in investment took place in both the public and private
sectors. with nrivate investment. stimulated by the exoansion of the economy
and responding to the potential of the domestic market, increasing 8.3% a
year after 1960. Perhqnq nin-third nf nrivqt.p investment has been by
foreigners, however. Investment in the public sector provided an even
stronger ePansionary imnie +. the aconomy. A front.l nlAt.k on thp n-
velopment plan implementation problem, first in Malaya, and later in Sabah
And qaraakq led +n n1mr%c a tripling nG overnmen+ invetm+mnt hA.Taon 1 Q(-0
and 1962. Thereafter, the pace of advance in public investment slackened and
in 1966 it Z alos lledr- prmrl becus o-P- then fa;i"r ton rnobili4e.
internal or external resources in the required volume. The rise in invest-
ment betwee~n 19160 and 19l66 resulted~ in an impressive- ces ntepo~
tion of GNP devoted to capital formation from about 15.1% in 1960 to 18.9%

~ /-'.. L11L L7; 'L C~L V 1Uj .L1IVt:;oL'1t_1IU UUJIU±LUUU t'L. Lou &'U U YJ L L. .L L )

ment declined slightly, so the overall investment rate fell to 18.4% of GNP
in -1966. The share of pbisetrnvtment inte 1oa rose from. one- -

fifth in 1959-60 to well over one-third in 1965-66. Therein lies the princi--

in total investment unless it can mobilize additional resources. This is dis-
cusse atr

7u. Daring tne perioa irom tne late 1y-0s to Une presen, Une growun o1
output has been rapid enough to permit this rise in investment, as well as a
substantial rise in consumption spending, without a change in the current ex-
ternal balance - although the situation deteriorated up to 1964 but recovered
with the 1965o oom. Within this framework, however, private consumption grew
relatively slowly at 5% a year, but public consumption went up at 12% a year
and is not yet fully under control. ly66, for the first time, thus saw a
growth in consumption relatively faster than that of investment. If in the
future overall growth in the value of output slackens, as seems likely, the
control of consumption spending will become a more serious problem.



20. Somewhat surprisingly, the impact of the growth of domestic
expA eD4 tu res =. A' rjOr% A', S no bo T.r a rk-, ed .4 .M r-mlinnrlica

tween 1960-66 rose by 23.7%, only about one-half of the growth of domestic
ex-pend itures. This corparativelyn -lo rate of irt limb ^4ha bee ex-q
perienced in an economy which is open and on the whole has a low tariff
U , -1,4- fdV~ 1 14~.Lj CV ~ /1 n4e) ~ II

is to be found in import substitution.l/ It is also probable, however, that
the iueeaing incidence of' personal taxaton has CUverted some of the in-
crease in consumption away from imported goods, as has the gradual increase
in import duties. The overall trends in imports are summarized below:

1966 % p.a.

Consumer Goods 1219 1228 1211335 13 114 l~ 4 2LJ a5e e .I
Intermediate Goods 766 744 864 876 841 874 890 2.5
investment Goods 426 520 6o0 706 96 73oo ( 1U.U

Total Retained Imports 24 ff L 2492 2755 2917 2969 302T 3072

Merchandise Imports as % of
Total Expenditures 39.9 38.6 39.3 38.6 37.2 35.5 34.1 -

Consumer Imports as % of
Total Consumption 24.1 23.1 21.8 21.9 22.1 20.5 1.5 -

Capital Imports as % of
Total Imports 17.7 20.9 24.0 24.2 23.4 24.4 24.6 -

21. Thus, since the import component of investment has been declining
only slightly, half the increase in imports in the 1960-66 period has been
in capital goods; import substitution in consumer goods has developed so
well, however, that imports account for only a tenth of recent annual con-
sumption increases. For this reason, Malaysia has been able to accelerate
expenditure on investment and consumption despite only slow export growth
while maintaining balance of payments stability. This trend continued in
1966. during which import of foods, beverages, tobacco products, inedible
oils and fats, and many light manufactures fell off slightly as import sub-
stitution progressed. Import substitution still has some way to go, and
whether it can proceed as efficiently as in the past depends essentially on
the auality of Government industrial policy and individual investment de-
cisions. So far, such decisions have been good, and only in a few cases has
excessive protection been emploved to hold down imports. This comparatively
low income elasticity of demand in the environment of a relatively free and
on Pconomy is contrary to the exoerience of most developing nations and is
a source of strength for the economy.

(C) Internal Finance

22. The level of national savings in the Malaysian economy has tradi-
tionallyr been ry'r hM hing in +h r npr of 20% of' GNP- some of' whichareueed

1/ There are however grounds for believing that the recorded import figures
underestimate total imports by as much as 1$100 million in 1966. In the
earlier years, the discrepancy is presumed to be somewhat less.
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fortheusual personal remittances abroad.1/ The savings level tends to
fluctuate in line with nroansrity or dpresinn in e+.h aepo+rt setor and

as a result of the decline in export prices total savings declined from
their 1960 neak and thAv rennahd +he 1KA Inwl Jn 1041h TM< trend .as
aggravated by shrinking public savings. In 1965 and to a lesser extent
in 1966. howAvAr. +.hp yhnnmnc-ta -i +ingn wv and the coo +gen nenw
interrupted the trend towards lower private savings, which rose to an extent
sufficiPnt t. nffzCt +Jla +N1"e'%nV An+g. + in +n n +1 1 4 ,.. + o

the same period there was, as already noted, an investment boom in both pub-lin Rand pivate sectors, pnnfartiula 4" the 1-00- period, and the +

appeared set for the emergence of a growing external deficit. However,
inetmn UVW &LWW L14J .L7W.J, CLLLU UIL LLJL11U Ii±L11 UJ~LLJ.UILULUO~i UL

the export sector in 1965-66, with the accompanying high marginal propensity
to save of the private sector, offset the emergenceU of a gap beUtteen in1vet)-
ment and savings. The prospects for Malaysian exports, and hence the pro-spects for privt savngs do not. _eem bright_A for 1967 and beod,sMyW VAAvu OCLv"1gO' "V1U iut"1 L00-UFg1LU lK 1-7ut aULU UUYU U,Q zU

Malaysia faces the prospect of a lower savings rate from 1967 onwards, so
VmaInaining or icureanuOg the level of investment will require a suppiement

to savings in the form of additional foreign resources.

23. Public Sector Finance. In the public sector the high rate of
grwof current an capiaL expenditure has not been matched by a comparable
growth of revenue, and the strains appear likely to remain serious for some
Ume to come. Crren- receipts/ nave been increasing at about 0..) since

1960, while the growth of current expenditure has been about 10.5%. Against
this background of shrinKing public savings, public investment tripled be-
tween 1960-1966, thus further straining the financial position of the public
sector. The overall surplus of the public sector had disappeared by 1961;
thus despite a large increase in domestic borrowing, and some increase in
external capital inflow, the bulk of these deficits had to be financed by
running down accumulated assets. The overall position is seen on the fol-
lowing page.

1/ Details are shown in Appendix Table 14.

2/ Including surplus of the public authorities and net social security
receipts.
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M $ Million 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 165 1966

Current Receipts 1349 1400 1474 1539 1640 1795 1947
Current Expenditure 930 995 1079 1210 1292 1527 1693

Current Surplus 1-9 77 397 332 3
Public Canital Eynenditure 2q& h0h 611 670 672 769 778

Overall + or - + 22 727 7501 -

Financed By:

External Sources 103 72 78 98 82 160 105
Tnternal Borrowing 92 9 1), 1(0 9A 16 q)a
Use of Assets, etc. -358 - 98 102 131 184 - 24 173

Thus in 1965 and 1966 revenue collections accelerated, but current spending
did too, so Government savings decreased again. Public capital expenditure
increased by 14% in 1965 but increased only slightly in 1966 because expected
external finance did not materialize. The increase in 1966 was wholly due to
increased defence spending, and non-defence investment declined slightly.
Both 1965 and 1966 thus saw record public sector deficits and only good for-
tune on internal borrowing prevented the uncovered 1965 deficit from being
as large as 1966. This situation is discussed in more detail below.

24. The rate of growth of public revenue lagged behind GDP up to
1964. but the tendency was reversed in 196 and 1966. and by 1966 Govern-
ment revenue and social security taxes had reached 20.6% of GDP. This
was achieved by strenuous tax efforts on the part of the Government. which
is successfully adjusting the tax structure to changes in the structure of
the economy. The rmItive imnnrt.nn- of .Ynort anti imnort dutie. has de-

dlined considerably, from 54% of the total in 1960-1961 to 37% in 1965-
1QAA i-f'lat-Anc? mrn no le the antionary orv-ts and +.hp 0 oTrr growt1h
of imports than the total output, while the importance of excise and direct
tayps incresed shanly fnm 1A4 of +.hp tt.nl in 196 0-1 61 to 3o in 1965-
1966. Advances in the excise duties which alone increased by more than 30%
anniinl Iir in IQo'),_IoAA =11A _he chs myy 4-rnn n eiiT-c +nvr in IQAh1 9 A
marked the successful tax effort. Of the 8.5% increase in revenue in 1966
about a third came from, new turnove-r and eXcise taxe-ns and anoth1%er thirdA
resulted from the unexpectedly good export performance. An anti tax-evasion

A w m A- -n +h_ 'k-1T, -P+1

intensified in 1967. The new tax measures to be taken are: (a) the intro-
ductn, fl a, t~cf ,..ln 4- . -Tc c ,n t v.n,e n . 'knc., H,on. N)' +11no

imposition of a 2% surtax on all imports; and (c) higher import and excise
W' U DJ kUCLUr'IU%:; LU.L LU LII1UJU.L;-'Q. .LAU.:, VJL 1t .f tJ.A

direct and excise duties will be further increased and the tax base broadened.
These new tax measure bhoulu increase revenue by mure mtan u6 over 19U.

After adding the growth in existing taxes, revenue should increase by almost
1176 in 1967 - an excellent achievement which, as is noted in the next chapter,
exceeds the Plan targets.
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25. Current public expenditure has been increasing steadily at 10.5
a year in the 1960's and the rate of increase has accelerated in 1965 and
9oo, more than offsetting the revenue increases. Expenditure on defence

and security decreased slightly between 1960 and 1962 owing to the termi-
nation of the "Emergency" by 1960, but the eruption of hostilities between
Malaysia and Indonesia doubled such ependiture between 1962-1965. The
cost of the general administration, the level of which was stable in
1960-1962, has been increasing sharply since the formation of Malaysia in
1963, reflecting the enlarged responsibilities and activities of the
Government. Equally bouyant has been education expenditure, which has
continued to increase from 1960 through 1966 at an annual rate of 12!.
This is the direct reflection of the Government's commitment to implement--
and to complete by 1968--the introduction of a comprehensive lower secon-
dary education system. Increasing oublic debt service charges and expen-
ditures for Government medical services to the public, largely free, have
also contributed to the increase of the current expenditure; since 196'"
public works' maintenance expenditures have increased, which is the con-
sequence of heavy capital spending in the early 1960's. Relatively, however,
spending on developmental services such as in agriculture and rural develop-
ment, and canital maintenance- has nlavd nlv a small -nart in the total
increase. The Government has instituted an "economy drive" which is con-
tributing to the reduction of thip henadlna eprenditure growth. but essen-
tially the same tendency will continue in 1967; the current cost of education
will o un hv ot loi Dsi rm the anniri cf P nn-n+!3+Annff are

some remaining security problems and notwithstanding the strenuous efforts by

increase seems inevitable because of the extended defence responsibility
---- --. t:: -.- , '- 4- _-,'~. .- -_J~L W4.VU~J.J. 0LJ Ij J. L UU.LL

istration expenditure will increase little, but a sharp increase in public
debt+ servie^ chre -4ill offset4 this. The -4--- i-liaton Are-- -
the next chapter.

26. These divergent growth rates of the revenue and current expendi-
tre have led to a decline in public savings since luu, thus contributing

to the decline in the saving rate of the economy. In 1960-1961, the public

while in 1965-1966 the public sector contributed only to one-sixth of the
totUl gross national savings. In the past two years the tax effort and the
buoyancy of the private sector resulted in good revenue results, but this
was entirely offSet by incXease in current expenditures, and public savings
declined further in 1966. This public sector savings problem is however
les serious than envisaged in the Plan, and in 1967 it appears that, given
the tax efforts of the Government, the adverse trend in public savings wil1
be reverseU, if the moderation of current expenditure growth materializes.

27. Against the background of shrinking public savings, public in-
vestment trebled in 1960-1966. This spurt reflects the Government's firm
commitment to economic development, and since about 1963 there has not
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been, in most sectors, a lack of capacity for carrying out even large
programs, if finance were available. The reasons for this spurt in in-
vestment have been fully analysed in previous reports.1/ The bulk of
the increase came in 1960-62, and since then growth has been slowed to 6%
a year, mainly for the financial reasons mentioned above. In 1966, the
first year of the Plan, such non-security investment was slightly below
the 1965 level. The delay to develpment projects was due not only to the
overall resource scarcity but also to the fact that the projects earmarked
for foreign financing could not be started because of delays in the utili-
zation of the foreian aid. Public investment has declined slightly compared
with both GNP and total investment between 1962-1966, except in East Malaysia
where a steady increase in non-security investment has been recorded. The
same cannot be said about West Malaysia, where, if defence and security
spending are excluded. capital spending by the Government actually stag-
nated between 1962 and 1966, although there was a spurt in investment by
the inde-endent authorities mainly in Plntric nowAr. This is not a favor-
able situation, given the development problems outlined in Chapter I, and
the P-onomy ns ahle to afford this lmg-dnin in+he develonment Offort
only because of the buoyancy in the private sector. In essence, therefore,

the inceas in public spending since 1962 can b cone rb eec
and internal security, capital spending in the newly-acquired Borneo States
~ndteosin of curren n?'n1r4CcenV ^- Yan.1yT edAtioMArn, n~ rfi nrlmin_
istration. The First Malaysia Plan (1966-1970) in essence recognized these
problems, but- reversl oF the- above -trnd ma Iotb easyr. if all. goes as
planned in 1967, however, these trends should be reversed.

28. Financing the deficits of the past five years has not been easy.
IDomestic borrowing by the public sector increased substantially in 1960,
1966, mainly in the form of increases in holdings of Government securities
by financial institutions. In 1904 Tne entral Bank changeu Wte regula-
tions concerning the minimum liquidity ratio so as to exclude the
foreign balances held by the commercial banks from the eligible liquid
assets satisfying part of the required liquidity reserves. As a result,
the banks were induced to repatriate some of their foreign assets to
purchase Malaysian securities, mainly Treasury bills, in 1964-1965. In
1965, also, the Government was fortunate in being able to mop up some
of the liquidity resulting from boom conditions in the economy, and also
benefitted from a special defence bond issue and from uncertainty about
the Malaysian stock market. On the other hand, foreign borrowings
fluctuated irregularly during the 1961-1966 period. Although foreign
grants increased in 1964-1965 due to increased defence aid rendered by
Commonwealth countries to help Malaysia's defence buildup, on balance,
however, the sum of the domestic and foreign financing means were not
enough to fully cover the growing deficits. Thus since 1962 continual
recourse had to be taken to running down accumulated assets, with the
exception of 1965 - the year in which domestic borrowing sharply increased
due to the change in the legal liquidity requirement of the commercial

1/ See Prefatory Note.
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vdjKs., unu in wnca the niru.Lvw 01 1oreign capiual waS .57eaboie ow-ing TO wne

successful floatation of US$25 million National Development 1-5 Year Bonds
in New lorK.

29. Public capital expenditure has thus become the residual which is
curtailed when financial problems emerge. The immediate bottleneck in 1966
was the shortfall from high expectation, of the foreign capital inflow upon
which heavy reliance had been placed, because of bottlenecks in eliciting
and utilizing appropriate offers. This bottleneck will remain in 1967, even
though some improvement can reasonably be expected. Domestic borrowing will
probably be lower than the last three years because Singapore banks are un-
likely to continue to hold Malaysian securities after the separation of the
currency in June 1967, and also because the heavy borrowing from the banking
sector might have adverse effects on confidence in the new Malaysian cur-
rency to be issued and managed by the Central Bank of Malaysia. It should
prove possible to increase capital spending in 1967, although an increase
in external borrowing of $50 million would be necessary even to maintain
capital spending at the 1966 level.

30. Private Sector Finance. In the private sector, capital formation
has been advancing steadily since 1960 at an annual rate of slightly less
than 8.4%, stimulated by rubber replantina and oil palm investment, the tin
and iron ore boom in mining, and the rapid rate of establishment of manufac-
turing industries producine daily necessities thus far imported. There was
also a boom in commercial building in other areas. On the other hand, savings
in the private sector have been stronely influenced by prosperity and depres-
sion in the export sector. Thus in 1961-1964, the indifferent export per-
formance caused a sharn decline in savings from the 1960 level, while the
favorable export conditions in 1965-1966 may have pushed the saving level up
to the 1960 lpvel qain. All thronh the neriod total savings OPnerated in
the private sector have exceeded private capital formation. As a result of
thepart numal 'r.qhin patte.orn in t.he crporateP andi estate Rpnt.nrs nhar-
acterized by dominance of the foreign enterprises, and also because of the
pecial hnistorincal ties of the populaninnn of Malaynia wih India C.hin and

the United Kingdom, a considerable portion of savings has been transferred
frm +.ha ontry Ithe Porn of investment incnme nayments. abroad and nr-

sonal remittances. Gross flows probably amounted to about one-third of
total private Saig inAJ Wn to aout - qure i1n 196.51966.

1 . IVIW V ,J CL jj J. W .L ULes flow is no i a .i LL _.J1 ' . - -C - *- -S-

reinvestment of profits by foreign-owned firms, and it would appear that,
"LX%U..L1 .LLIU~J %W_1_V UL tLQ 1-UU 1 eL U Ctj.LUL L.LVW VU ULAV J..LVCLV v,Vw , VL4'.

savings available have always been more than enough to finance private
capIal format-ion and a sizeable net o-auflo of savingsL.L16. L1n addition, JJ

there has been an inflow of new private foreign investment. The existence
of thee sizeable private sector surpluSes in receUU years has enal.eU
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the public sector to continue its deficit financing without seriously
Jeopardizing nalaysia-s external balance nor causing inflationary pres-
sure on the price level. Such bottlenecks as exist in private finance
are structural, in that there is, for example, a shortage of equity capital
for local firms, and finance for agricultural credit and small businesses,
particularly for Malays.

(D) External Finance

32. The rising level of domestic expenditures in Malaysia in recent
years, as well as the intimate connection between the health of the
economy and its export sector, are reflected in the country's overall
balance of payments position. This position also reveals the extent to
which private sector growth is dependent on external investment, and also
the outflows of domestic savings which are the corollary of maintaining
an exchange system with virtual freedom from controls. The present develop-
ment strategy in Malaysia is based on maintaining a laissez-faire environ-
ment in which the vigorous private sector can grow with virtual freedom
from exchange and other controls, whilst public investment is devoted to
infrastructure development and the advancement of the poorer peoples and
areas of the country. This strategy appears to remain the best course to
follow, and it requires the maintenance of a satisfactory external accounts
position if confidence in the currency is to be maintained. There is thus
a close relationship between the inflow of external aid and the level of
public investment that can be achieved, if the laissez-faire approach is
not to be constrained.

33. The overall balance of payments position has recently been as follows:

M $ Million 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 est.

Merchandise (f.o.b.) +557 +340 +226 +230 +480 +46
Exports 32Ub 3232 329b 3346 3752 3b42
Imports 1/ 2651 2892 3070 3116 3272 3378

Non-factor services; gold (net) -126 -120 -112 - 81 - 64 - 97
Investment income (net) 1/ -230 -172 -182 -208 -241 -258
Transfer payments (net) T/ -244 -235 -253 -260 -259 -263

Current Balance -4 -T7 -321 -319 - 84 -1

Financed By:

Private l.t. capital (net)l/ +180 +235 +280 +220 +222 +145
Official l.t. capital (netT + 21 + 48 + 84 + 18 +102 + 45
Public grants + 49 + 31 + 24 + 93 + 93 + 60
Short-term capital (net)l? - 66 , 65 - 78 - 72 - 80 - 95
Use of reserves (- = increase) - 93 - 32 ' 71 +132 -176 +147
Other - 66 -30 -60 - 72 - 77 -148

1/ This table is derived from Statistical Appendix, Table 19, but is tenta-
tively adjusted for omissions from the official data. However, analysis of
the external payments position using these data has to be cautious because
of the statistical inaccuracies which follow from the freedom of movement
of goods and money.
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A healthy trade surplus re-emerged in 1965 and 1966, for export reasons
which have already been discussed, although the slow down in public invest-
ment in 1966 contributed to the very small fall in the trade surplus from
196$. The reduction in Commonwealth military expenditures increased the
deficit on services; investment income and private remittance payments
probably rose, reflecting the prosperity of the economy, although a portion
of the former were as usual reinvested. If reinvested factor income pay-
ments are left out of account, then in 1965 and 1966 the current balance
on goods, services and transfers was about zero. The trend from mid-1965
onward is however adverse, as is the outlook for 1967.

34. The most worrying element in the 1966 balance of payments picture
is in the capital account, however. Official borrowing was again low, and
the problems of mobilizing external finance nroved much more difficult than
was visualized at the time the Plan was formulated. Also, in 1966 the Govern-
ment did not attemnt any new market borrowing abroad on account of the tight
money market conditions in the leading world financial centers. The inflow
of official grants remained catisfatorv although military assist.nce at

the present level seems unlikely to continue. It seems probable that pri-
vate foriman investrmnt.aso fell reff IiQsIin;l n lfA nmhtov benas
of business uncertainties about economic relations with Singapore and In-
domasia- and in aooutheast-Asian asn-hoqenand.partl beoncas i+.c qorrmn.
for investment in the traditional sectors - rubber and tin - apparently

and in the absence of new tin discoveries. Also, increased taxation by the
ITX on'1"~ - as begu to take effct

.L1J. Y 1.JLJV ZQ LACtL O' i I I U V O Uak ±_.LZDU UIF.L~y~ AJ~J1 ~

increase in the magnitude of unrecorded outflows during 1966 compared with
a. may C.LU e LUnllau Ulr Was -iUmfeu UapLcL. outo.Llw rLeaU).Llig .LmIIU

the sale to nationals of foreign-owned estates, and some increase in unre-
corded privately-held foreign assets. all tl, nowever, by tne end o1
1966 Malaysia's net official gold and foreign exchange reserves (including
the T gold tranche position; amounted to P1y2,594 million. This compares
with the end-1965 figure of M$2,741 million and represents a decline of
Mr$44 mllun during the year. The firt quarter of 1967 saw a further lalL
of m$5o million. About 91% of the reserves are held by monetary authorities,
Tederal and State Governments, Government agencies and Public authorities,
while the remaining 9% are held by the commercial banks. This level of re-
serves is adequate to finance about 9 1/2 months, imports at the current
rate, which is a highly satisfactory position of external liquidity by in-
ternational standards. What is a matter for concern, though, is that re-
serves fell at a time when public investment was unchanged over 1965, and
the economy on the whole was progressing well without apparent adverse trends
in merchandise trade. The question of future reserve use is discussed in
Chapters III and IV.

(E) Prospects for 1967

36. Real output and exports in most sectors should continue to rise at
about the same rate as in the recent past, with GDP in constant prices in-
creasing at about 5 1/2%. However, export prices, particularly that of
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rubber, are likely to be significantly weaker than in 1966 - during the
first quarter of 1967 receipts from rubber were 10% lower than in the pre-
vious year. As a result, GDP in current prices is unlikely to rise by
more than 3%, so per capita real income is probably going to remain un-
chanaed. or even decline. for the first time since 1961.

37. The balanc of nqyments nrone-ts for 1967 shor further detp.ri or-
ation. Earnings from merchandise exports are expected to be at the level
of the current year (Prounri MLAc8 mnillion) rn.nte likply nr -n sz in
volume in most major export commodities, on account of the anticipated price
declines in rnbber. Retained imnnrts are likely to shonT annn i-nerene of 11
to M$3,530 million in response to the higher level of incomes and expendi-
tures. if nnblin anital spending rice h 10-11% as honed. The countryt
deficit on non-factor services may increase by M$50 million, over the 1966

lelofM.tQ). n4JJ4~r%, V;l__Tj 7k^n nv+P -41n -P ^'.xnfn,

wealth defence forces. All told, therefore, if other elements in the bal-
___0 rvf' nv4 - - 4,, L41 Vl l ,~ in inrae L I 4

deficit over 1966 may be about M$150 million.

38. In the field of public finance the prospects for 1967 are not

rate which represents a considerable step-up over the Plan target), be-
L UILL 111Z UUVt:ILI1Li.1 1IWIUI1UL)L cot-ena-l tax V efors TUS aadituou.L UU2LU-

tion effort should more than offset the adverse impact on public savings
f uh higher tman projected increases in expenditures, and as a result

the current surplus of both the Government and the public sector should
ris Y arOund H$-0 million. The level ol investment in the public sector
in 1967 is also expected to show an increase of around 9%, which would be
welcome progress after the slackening pace of advance in public invest-
ments in recent years, but this is critically dependent on an acceleration
of disbursements of external finance. In order to achieve a public sector
investment target of M$850 million without an excessive drop in reserves,
external resource inflow in 1967 will have at least to double over the 1964-
1966 average of M$120 million a year. It will not be easy: the external
finance bottleneck has emerged as the most important short-run problem now
being encountered in Plan implementation.

39. In summary, 1966 and 1967, the first two years of the First
Malaysia Plan, have not turned out as expected. The export boom of 1965,
which continued into 1966, gave Malaysia a level of exports over M$200
million higher than had been projected, mainly because of a better supply
situation than had been expected, and as a result the levels reached by
GNP and per capita real income have also slightly exceeded expectations.
The related boost to levels of expenditure have, however, benefitted con-
sumption rather than investment; as is noted below public investment is
slightly below target but private investment so far is slightly ahead of
expectations. Private consumption has been lower than anticipated, prob-
ably because of the high incidence of taxation, but public consumption is
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still well in excess of the nlanned IRvPl. A Pood imnot substitution
performance kept the growth of imports down, however, aided by a tax ef-
fort which alsn had the affect of kepning publin navings ahovp thp t.rget.

thus helping to offset the severe shortfall in mobilizing external assis-
tnrine. Sinna I97 i tniqine a ron in +.ha vhh r nrirp nn+. hitha.n

anticipated before early 1969, it may be that the worst of the export
nrice declines are over and real per canita inome growth should be re-
sumed in 1968.



III. PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS IN PLAN IMPLEMEJNTATION

(A) Progress in 1966

4O. The strategy and objectives of the First Malaysia Plan, 1966-70,
and the constraints and assumptions on which it re, have alr

described 1/. In essence, it continues without radical change the policies

of the early 1you' s in both west and East Malaysia, ULIUUil vA±s, ± W--±

important changes of emphasis. Much more ambitious plans for agriculture,
irrigation and land settlement replace the previous emphasis on tranSportatIon
and other infrastructure investments, and there is also a more ambitious
program for educational development. It remains basically a public secour
program, and the strategy of maintaining essentially laissez-faire policies

toward the private sector is being continued, with the exception, as in the

past, that new agricultural development and matters affecting the use of land
are usually initiated or controlled by State or Federal Governments.

1. As the impressive overall growth of the economy confirms, as
described in the last chapter, the chosen strategy is clearly one which suits

Malaysia, although in recent years good management of the economy has been

aided by buoyant demand for Malaysia's exports. As a result of this export
buoyancy, economic growth in 1965 and in 1966, the first year of the Plan,
was about 1% a year higher than expected and the projected turndown in export
prices was delayed by slightly less than a year. Likewise, the apparent
current external deficit did not increase as much as expected, although
reserves fell almost HA10 million probably partly because of invisible

private transactions. Private investment in the first year of the Plan was

approximately on target, but consumption was higher mainly because of the

difficulties experienced by the Government in controlling the growth of

current expenditures. Public investment was about 8% below expectations,
mainly because of problems of mobilizing internal and external resources and

this meant that once again public non-security investment by governments in
Vest Malayia was stationary.

h2. Thre are thiree main problem areas which are emerging in Plan
implementation. None is entirely unexpected, nor appears to cast doubt on
the fundamental strater of the Plan: since little more than a year has

passed since the Plan was formulated, these are of course preliminary commentc.
an d a ful11 r-nI1n a tinn Sho1d awnif. -n rther longer neriod of experience.
Firstly, although the private sector is doing well, the public sector, and
partIculrl the Federal ovren,is av-no-riantin nzqret d~ifficulty in

(a) mobilizing internal resources for investment purposes and (b) obtaining

November 1965. "Malaysia's Development Prospects and Plans", h vols.,
.LixiiJ aw ~U £~ , VUeLJLUC".Y L /~.L~
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disbursements on external loans to meet the residual public sector and
balance of Dayments gaps. These nroblems are dismissed in this chanter.
Secondly, the problems of increasing the pace of land development and of the
develoDment of apricultural services are nrovino qis inta.qh1P qs ever - annd
on the whole finance is not the most serious constraint here. This situation
is discussed in Volimn TT + this rePno+. andi i -manriqed loa T. ++I
progress has been made also in planning for the industrial sector. Thirdly,Mala,vsi a f'rom thig yny *rmi-rov-o"~Ac 'hQn% lnnn+rNnvn,n 7.o
savings constraint for the economy as a whole rather than just the public
sector as ~ - ~i hi.-17f -h navrs ce-Inr trend in prcsfrmost
of Malaysia's major exports. Thus, given the fact that supplies of externalfinnnoin will vr%+ 'kn +1 thi4s implies there wil 4-

accommodate immediate needs by means of reserve use. Therefore, as is fore-
-4 W&A X7 .JC"L, CLUU.LULV11O_L.J ±'.L-t:;JLJ, UU.LLUW_Lar, W_L_. L) Ut- <tdI u ~I u luIZ

management of the economy through fiscal, monetary and other measures, to
keep the UmanU ur g LUeEl tXchangU n 11ne With ValVlability, UUU.11lme a
more critical problem. This is discussed in Chapter IV. Firstly, however,

the~" prgrssife major suctors is discuss5ed.

iJ* Lu tne first Two years o tne Flan kt6oo ana IYotJ, Tne estimaea
expenditure in the public sector may amount to M$1,630 million or 36.0% of
Mne ttal allocation. This presumes that it will be possible to achieve a
level of capital expenditure of M$850 million in 1967, compared with M$778
in 160. $o.50 million is already well below the Budget estimate, and it
should be possible to mobilize sufficient external finance to meet this target.
The large increase in agriculture is attributable to the Muda and Kemubu
Irrigation Projects. In terms of non-security development expenditure, the
percentage would be marginally lower - 35.4% (M$1,348 million out of the
total of M$3,812 million). Preliminary mission estimates of public sector
development outlay in various sectors are summarized in the following table:

1966 & 1967
Plan Estimate Estimate Estimate Percentage

Sector Allocation 1966 1967 1966&67 Implementation

Agriculture 1,087 163 200 363 33.4
Transportation 546 92 110 202 37.0
Communications 205 32 40 72 35.1
Industry and Mining 116 20 14 34 29.3
Utilities 808 136 155 291 36.0
Education and Training 441 70 75 145 32.9
Health and Family Planning 190 30 35 65 34.2
Housing 188 37 46 83 44.1
Social Welfare and General
Administration 321 43 50 93 38.9
Sub-total (non-security) 3 812 623 725 1:34 8  35.4

Defense 600 123 100 223 37.1
Internal Security 139 32 25 67 48.2

Grand Total 42551 778 850 1,638 36.0
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The estimated pace of implementation displays considerable uniformity
in all sectors except housing and industrial development. In housing it is aDout
10% higher than the average, while in the field of industrial development it
is about 10% lower. The latter is attributable to the fact that MARA 1/, which
accounts for most of the small Plan allocation for this sector, is still in the
process of being reorganized. The brisk progress of the Housing Sector is
explained by the comparatively large sums of money which have had to be spent
in acquiring land for the low-cost housing schemes in their initial phases. Up
to the end of 1967, by straight interpolation, 4O% of the total Plan allocation
should have been spent, or about 38% assuming some acceleration over the period.
As the estimated expenditure in the two years is likely to approximate 35.2%,
the shortfall is only like to be 2.02 for the first two years, or 2.65
excluding defense.

44* The financial performance of the first two years appears heartening,
when it is realized that Plan expectations about the arrival of foreign aid are
likely to be only partly fulfilled during this period. The total net inflow of
foreign loans and grants to the public sector in 1966 was about M$110 million,
and in 1967 it is anticipated to be not more than M$245 million. The expecta-
tions of the inflow of external resources during 1966 and 1967, at the time of
the formulation of the Plan, were of the order of M$250 million and M$350
million respectively. As described in the last chapter, the government was
able to mop up liquidity in the private sector by unexnetedly high local
borrowing and buoyant tax receipts. This situation will not be able to continue
if the export downturn persists. so the satisfactory performance of 1966 and
probably 1967, does not vitiate the argument for a sizeable additional internal
and external resource mobilization effort, if ersive eserv rnndown is to be
avoided.

45. Agriculture and Land Development have been allocated M$1087 million,
almost 30 of the Plan aln+ocaton a wi,4+h 17% in +h 1o6A6 perid he
to the dominance in the economy of the tree crop culture, with long gestation
peios the "-~- deelpmn prora envisage in, theL~I,~1 plan isL' not.~ exece to ' /LL

show significant results in improved productivity and higher output during the
Plan pe.riod- itsel, bu 1vis inene to,-A,, provid th potentia fo don so inv the

early 1970's by (a) implementing several large irrigation schemes, (b) improving
the quality of agricultural reeac --d extension programs which- are a pre=
requisite to effective future production promotion schemes, and (c) accelerating

being made on the Muda Irrigation Scheme, the largest (M$205 million)
irrigation project undertaken in "Lualaysia. D y 1970 it should be possible to
introduce double-cropping of rice on a further quarter of a million acres, but
output and incomes will rise only slowly unless supporting agricultural credit,
fertiliser and other inputs, etc., are made available to the farmer

s MajUis Amanah Ralayat - successor to the Rural and industrial Development
Authority, which is intended to promote Malay entrepreneurship.
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with adequate extension services. These services are not yet available. A

start on schedule has been made in training additional agricultural oricers

through an expansion to the Agricultural College at Serdang, together with

improvements to the curriculum, all with Ford Foundation help. A shortage

of teachers will however cause the number of new agricultural schools started

during the Plan period to be cut from 12 to 6, with some reduction also in

the number of rural training centers, and it is clear that the country will

suffer from a continuing shortage of trained agricultural administrators for

many years to come. Agricultural research is still seriously inadequate, but

the FAO is advising on research priorities. The new rice research station in

the Muda River Project area is an advance, and after the setback of dis-

covering that the promising Malinja rice variety suffers from "blast" in the

Mida area. it is welcome to note some cooperation with the IRRI in the

Philippines. Psearch on rubber remains excellent, but unfortunately, little

reearch in nrirnitnral economics is being carried out, and until this is

improved agricultural planning is going to remain one of the weakest spots
in the dyirelnment propram,

LA Some namnts are being made in the reorganisation of agricultural

credit, which is a prerequisite to the success of the irrigated rice schemes.
FAMA 1/ s mn4in an ener+ei and systematic start in tackling specific

marketing problems, and, within the limits of its administrative capacity,
will soon start on a number of nromising nilot s!hemes. As lone as FAMA

does not become ambitious for monopoly positions that are beyond need or its
aministrativ m ie'ew play+ areryNr useful role in assisting or

supplementing unsatisfactory systems. There are a number of other promising
programs, bOut overall -here rean ane for%rfi-rmer narinAtural planining

to put the work of the multiplicity of Government agencies - FAMA, FLDA 1/,

Federal and State ag.-iCuOtur fie,SaeA-1 ~ siehs 4R LR

Ministry of Commerce, RRI 1/, Farmers'..Association, etc. - into perspective.
11 -- a en+ nv q-,nrrP mnannower

All these have laudable programs, but all are ompting for s e a

resources without necessarily having consistent objectives.

47. Land development by the FLDA continues to progress efficiently, and
is Only SilgUlLy UendU Ute an targets. However, settlement ndr-

schemes is seriously below the target, and this over a period may have seri-
ous repercussins beas thee rrlea hc new 1,- Ac4 jq

less than the rate of increase in the number of farm families. Moreover,

lana is not scarce in IaE-aysia, an extension uo eln are, offers pe-

haps the best available avenue for increasing rural incomes. Despite their

excellence, the high cost of FUDA settlement sUme O over nVVU,1 per

family underlies the urgent need to find alternative less costly settlement

patterns. There may also be ways of reducing settleent costs in VLDA

schemes by devices such as inter-cropping, for example. State schemes in -

land-rich states, which under the Plan were assigned responsibility for sWo-

tlement on 150,000 acres - more than FLDA - might well be more efficient if

1/ FAMA - Federal Agricultural Marketing Authority
FLDA - -Federal Land Development Authority
FLCRA - Federal Land Consolidation and Rehabilitation Authority
RRI - Rubber Research Institute
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an improveu agricultural extension service coula be utilised, but this is
not yet available. This land settlement problem is explored further in

vW. Malaysia already has an excellent Transport system, and the transport
sector has been given, justifiably, a somewhat lower priority during the re-
mainder of the 960's. After having accounted for 25% of total development
spending during the 1961-65 period, the proportion has been cut to 14.3% in
tne 1yoo-7u period. There are no serious implementation problems in the sec-
tor, although the organizational and operational problems of the railways re-
main unsolved. A series of railway studies has been made, and legislation to
give the railways greater autonomy has been prepared but not so far put forward
because of strong union opposition. To date, the major impediment to sound
transport planning has been the absence of a comprehensive survey of long-
term needs. It is welcome to note that the Government has obtained UNDP assis-
tance in preparing a general transport study. This study, which will start in
mid-1967, should establish transport planning on a sound and continuing basis
and provide a coordinated investment plan for the various forms of transport
for 1969-75, as well as making recommendations for improved regulation of the
transport industry. Because of this impending study, the implementation of
certain new projects in this sector has been deliberately postponed, until
their justification can be confirmed by the master plan study, or by separate
feasibility studies. This will be all to the good in the long-run, because
it will ensure that only those projects vital for the country's development
will be undertaken, and will also help ensure that external financing can be
arranged with the minimum of difficulty. Planning for the transport sector
is thus off to a sound start, and it is to be hoped that the political sepa-
ration of Malaysia and Singapore will not lead to an uneconomic diversion of
trade away from Singapore towards Malayan ports.

49. In the field of Telecommunications, the program has been slightly
delayed because of inexnprience in ntaining external finance for equipment.
External finance on very competitive terms is usually available for such
equiDment. and some further delay mav have +to he enred in ordr to allow
time for arranging suitable loans. Some elements of this program, however,
can probably be nostponed into the next plan period without adverse effects on
the economy; this applies, in particular, to the proposed satellite ground
station. and perhaps the tropospheric radio link between johore-Bharu and
Kuching, and parts of the inter-urban trunk system.

50. In the field of Utilities no particular problems have arisen; the
hulk of the program in this sector is carried out by the National Electricity
Board whose program, financed partly by the IBRD, is almost on schedule.
Some municipal wa-ter supply and seerg shee have been slightly delayed
by the process of seeking external finance. In the Social Services sector the
education and training program is proceeding Only slighl.y behind schedule as
far as capital spending is concerned. Compared with the growing recurrent
os, the cal ucos have ben kept more unuer control. However, because

of the doubtful utility to the country of a very expensive rush into compre-
hensive lower secondary education, with accompanying lowering of teaching
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standards, it may be necessary to slow down the rate of enrollment with some
consequential reduction on the capital side. This step was contemplated in
the 1967 Budget Speech. A project comprising certain elements of the voca-
tional and technical education program may be financed by an IBRD loan.

51. In the field of noliev towards Industry there have been few develon-
ments. The Federal Industrial Development Authority (FIDA) recommended by the
Rueff Mission in 1963 and anroved by Parliament in early 1965. is coming into
existence following the appointment in early 1967 of the Director after a long
search. If FTDA is given strong rovrrnmPnt imnnort to enable it to ninv its

intended active and central role in identifying and removing bottlenecks in the
path of acceleratedA ineqwqstrial nAva-nce, t.he prosqPcts for t,his secntonr wTill be.
much enhanced. Although industrial output is increasing healthily, it appears

.h.+ _~ T~g nestment. has notineae i--TI pr b-h1y7 m-Iil asa
result of the separation of Singapore. At this stage, therefore, the promo-
tinanl mactiitS -- VTT)A --"; a" +In'-' "l 'n4Ir n-P

n~~~AL -UeJ& ofI&Jsue- ert-J *-_

scope in that in 1965 domestic output accounted for less than a third of the

52 .P. UX CZ. U V.LL~ L A U i~U '~L.

course, from the fact that the investment climate in Malaysia remains one with
financial and price stablity, virtual freedom from exchnuge and phyoical
trade controls, and good infrastructure services. The level of tariffs for
protective purposes is showing a tendency to rise - In partiuar cUses oU 70/
or more - to levels which are sometimes prohibitive rather than protective.
me larill Advisory hoara nas not pernaps been as ellectve an 1iulunu
for recommending appropriate tariff levels as had been hoped, and is sometimes
by-passed. While a switch to higher tariffs is probably essential to quicken
the tempo of industrialisation, its non-selective use can produce distortions
in the use of resources which could result in an unwarranted transfer of real
income away from the consumer to the producer, leaving the country as a whole
worse off.

53. Other incentives are on the increase, and in the 1967 budget,
promises of more concessions for private industries were held out. The
Government has announced its readiness to accept in principle the grant or
special depreciation allowances for machinery and equipment to factories
which require modernization of their production techniques. Also, expenses
incurred by approved Malaysian resident companies on export promotion will
be eligible for double deduction for income tax purposes. This concession
will be on a year-to-year basis, subject to satisfactory export performance.
The Government has also announced its intention to enact early an Investment
Incentive Act, to replace the existing Pioneer Industry Act, which would
embody not only the main features of the latter but also contain new pro-
visions of accelerated depreciation allowances and other fiscal incentives.
The Singapore budget, which preceded the Malaysian budget, also introduced
generous industrial incentives, and in effect Malaysia chose to follow suit.
Finance on the whole is not a problem holding back industrial development,
and results of the past few years have been very good.
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54. What continues to be missing is a systematic set of industrial
policies and goals. Apart from feasibility studies for a few selected indus-
tries, there does not appear to be a clear idea of the path which industrial
growth may take in the near future, and as a result there is little basis for
determining appropriate promotional policies, particularly on tariffs. A case
in point is the fledgling automobile industry, in which distributors of several
makes of cars - the latest being Alfa Romeo - have been induced to plan assem-
bly plants by the existence of a 30% tariff. Assuming that the locally value-
added portion of the finished product is around 20%, this means 150% effective
protection for local plants. with little chance of efficient local production
of automobile components because of the lack of standardisation and a small
market. The situation in this sector. as in all others. is aggravated by the
failure to establish or plan any limited form of common market with Singapore.
The Malayawata Steel Mill. now beinL constructed near Prai. nromises to be un-
usually efficient for a 130,000-ton integrated plant, and a 15% tariff protec-
tion would seem to suffice (10X after 1970) alt.honh a iaher tariff haZ been
sought.

55. In summary, therefore, the Plan progress in the various sectors hasbepn Pood- although somea nrnorC hia beeZn denlnaed becausle ofV atemt *M To
obtain project-tied external assistance. Government policy towards the two
most intractable a-roeas ofn the-ecNomy-t idsralplc nd agrclu
policy - is significantly improving, although so far most improvements are at

the planin stgehe most serious umergig.Lrobe ix_ . _s thus thAt. of publc
finance, which is discussed next.

(B) The Emerging Public Finance Problem

56. There are three basic elements to this problem, in each of which
the e=peri4ence of -the past year suggests that-4 change from th n __ uip
tions are necessary. First and principally, it is now clear that the avail-
abilty and use of external finance will fall well short of the target level
of M$2,250 million, and reserve use thus cannot easily be kept close to zero;
secondly, both the need for, and the feasiDilty of obtaining a higher level
of public savings and domestic borrowing were underestimated; thirdly, the
prospects of reaching thle PIl targetu ofL puicIPapit3pefdlig ofU.$L,~
are thus now somewhat clouded. Originally it had been estimated that M$1,410
mIlLAin or 31% of Plan expenditures would be financed by public savings,
M$1,800 million (net) or 39% from abroad and the balance of M$1,340 million by
local borrowing which would have an expansionary impact giving about 'u$8u
million of reserve draw-down.

57. The external aid bottleneck is discussed in (C) below. After making
optimistic assumptions about market borrowing and grants, it seems doubtful,
given the types of external finance likely to be available, the slow start
(only I1W17 million disbursements in 1966) and the difficulties Malaysia has
in using aid offers, that the best possible achievement will exceed M$1,250
million net, i.e. M$650 million less than hoped for. While this does not im-
ply that a higher target should not be sought, it does indicate that the do-
mestic resource mobilisation effort will have to be increased. To date the
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public savings position has been better than expected, and despite a 11% rise
in crrent eendr4 +.i1r= in 10A and nrobably 8% in 1967 (compared with targets

of 9% and 7%) the current balance is likely to exceed expectations because of

goA reeue vin 19AA nnA +.h now tAw nroceds in 1967 - in fact. such

revenue over the plan period already will more than achieve the target of
MUn -rn -- o r o- -- tes. All thi as wl be to n nniil i f c-13rrpnt spendine

growth is not curtailed; if existing tax rates and current spending trends
con-.Z. -11-.---1 1- 10ItI00w _,e,- ,nr 'knjn.y +.hD, +.nycrp. Tn~ fan~t. +f

CfLuZinue, pubic± sa,vings, woLN~lJ. Lu T-w-3- __ - - - -,I

a reasonable level of capital investment is to be achieved, a level of public

savings ri$h0\0 ILi above theV UCLr. --,-~i i-- -__ _-, an adiir

M$700 million has to be mobilised, by actions on both the revenue and current

e ,P 11ditu e s 21. l

>a. Unf tne revenue siue, there is in any caew a
tax changes because of the changing structure of the economy in order to off-

set the tendency of revenue to decine relatve o ORY. 0 r AmIira

to be slightly higher than was originally expected over the next four years,
it should be feasible to raise an additional more than wffas

originally thought possible, although this would imply that tax revenue would

rise from 19.3% of CivP in 196 to 20.6% in 1967 and 22.0 in 170. If oca
security taxes and public authorities' current surpluses are included, the

total tax burden would rise to 270 of GNP in 1970 - a level which mighu have

slight adverse effects on the private sector at a time of sluggish export

growth. To some extent, however, there is room for taxation that w" cur-

tail consumption of consumer durables rather than investment, and have a

favorable balance of payments effect as well.

59. The principal problems are on the expenditure side, as was recog-

nized in the Plan. It is not only that more resources must be released for

investment now, but also the fact that the economy cannot forever withstand a

rate of growth of public consumption in excess of revenue and GNP. Current

expenditure growth must be curtailed to 6% a year from 1968 if the necessary

public savings level is to be achieved. Such curtailing would release another

M$300-350 million for investment purposes. As was pointed out in the last

chapter, defence, internal security, education, some social welfare services

and administration have been the leading growth sectors. Since 1961, non-

developmental expenditure, both current and capital, has grown faster than

developmental. In the past three years, the wage and salary bill of the

Federal Government, 1/ excluding teachers, has increased by 56% while the
number of employees, 1/ also except for teachers, increased by 32% from

122,200 to 161,700, thus indicating an average wage and salary rise of 24%

in three years. Only part of this increase can be accounted for by an in-

crease in the relative number of senior staff. Most of the increase occurred

in 1964-1965. As the wage and salary bill of the Government accounted for by

about 55% of the total current expenditure, one-third of the 40% increase of

the current expenditure during 1963-1966 would have been curbed but for the

magnitude of the wage rises. 2/ Another trend which has been adding to the

1/ Excluding the current expenditure and the employees in East Malaysia.
2/ Details are presented in Appendix Table 31.
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financial stringency is the enlarged responsibility of the Federal Government
towards the new States of East Malaysia. In forming Malaysia, the Government
committed itself firmly to a reduction of the gap in the standards of living
between East and West Malaysia. The result of the firm commitment is net fi-
nancial assistance by West to East Malaysia amounting to about M$110 million a
year in 1964-1966, 3/ excluding considerable defence expenditures.

60. Concerned by the staggering increase of the current expenditure and
the consequent deterioration of the public sector balance in recent years, the
Federal Government started a serious attempt to curb the expenditure in the
course of 1965. An "Economy Drive" campaign was started and led by the
Economy Drive Committee formed by the Ministry of Finance, the EPU and other
related Ministries and Departments. Certain fringe amenities to Government
employees were curtailed; efforts were made to ensure the maximum economy in
building designs; a central purchasing system is under consideration. It is
highly doubtful. however, whether these minor savings can achieve the degree
of financial austerity required. In the 1966 Budget, it was decided that the
budzeted exDenditure should not be exceeded unless in excontional cases; in
the past, it was quite common to have a fourth or even fifth supplementary
budget. A freIina of the number of nosts in the lprnvernment was narpr py-

cept in exceptional circumstances; the States' Governments were also asked to
ensure the maximum austerity in their Prnonditu.re The 1967 Budat ns made

with the same austerity spirit, but despite the fact that these steps had been
taken, current snnling roe more than In in 19A and probably will ri: o
in 1967. It is thus clear that it will take more than an "Economy Drive"
camnnigyn +.r -r--c zg=,s somen -Nrirm na+n 41zhlneIr+ 4rl"4 +-n%

* r.x.. ILVL .A .L~.L U y VALK-, WA L .L "U 12J wu I UY QJJ2.

far has involved the curtailment of the investment program, not because the

easier to adjust. Secondly, some fundamental decisions have to be taken.to
scrutunise a whole array of policies, some such as euucation and uelence In-
volving both current and capital expenditure, whose continuation seems beyond
U-ILv ae to the pubUic sector, to see whether some modifica-
tions should be made. It is encouraging that the Government has started
sme acton on these fronU. FirIOUy, the DeveUpment Auminicrative Unit
has been set up in the Prime Minister's Office with the responsibility of
submitiUg recommendations tou Streamline the Uovernment structure and to im-
prove the training and use of civil servants. However, the work has only
just been started and it does not appear that substantial results, leading to
spending economies, are likely to be forthcoming soon. The emphasis of the
"Au's work has shifted more to the training side or development administra-
tion than to streamlining the Government structure aiming at more economy.
Secondly, in the 1967 Budget Speech the Finance Minister mentioned that the
comprehensive education program might have to be curtailed and Government
wage levels frozen if not reduced. Defence spending was held lower than ex-
pected. Hopefully, the 1968 picture will be a good deal more favorable: It
is not easy to choose between providing current services such as education,

3/^Fo dAils see- Appni Tabl -J_ P-1 30.)
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health and welfare services on the one hand and capital investments on the
other, but it would appear. however, that economic services account for only
about one-seventh of the total in 1966, and their growth has been half as
fast as those of other maior exnenditure items. As the investments in aLri-
culture and transport infrastructure are implemented, expenditure on economic
servines is bound to rise Buit it qenms nossible that the moderation of ex-
penditure growth need not endanger the utilization of the facilities made
Aun I qhl C 'hVT 4 n - rn-aC+TnA-A+.r, - 'n itz +'ha~ -nnl 4i ac e vmi4n +.ha -onni rl i nran .

of the current expenditure can be changed independently of the economic ser-

than expected, partly because of exceptionally good results in 1966 and partly

cial constraints, it is unlikely to be possible, as was hoped during earlier
A,; .SUSS4, VLO .,1'_".4- t -a s- In ... 1 4 .41e,. Pla, I-a .. ao:,] use ofa ca%.. V A

external assets. Rather, the problem is one of keeping asset use to the ab-
o%Luteu uLILLMmLumI W-LIUU. Ung Una u LLuVt:%Omn11U p1Vr,1CLAmO U1 1I"r, pvJ..u#y.
The Government and Bank Negara are however agreed to hold reserve use close
lo zeru uuring .yot, so as to avoiu snai-ing coniiuence n one new .
currency to be issued in June.

(C) The External Finance Bottleneck

63. It can now be seen that the target for gross borrowing of M$2,250
million - half the projected capital expenditure of M$4,55> million - is un-
attainable, for three reasons. Firstly, the foreign exchange element of the
Plan is much less than half, and few lenders are willing to lend for more than
the foreign cost of a project. Secondly, most available finance is tied
either bilaterally and/or to projects, and the difficulties Malaysia has ex-
perienced in utilising such finance, once it has become available, have re-
vealed an internal administrative bottleneck. Thirdly, the level of grants,
particularly defence grants, seems likely to be much lower than M$800 million
expected. Given the long lead time which characterises project-tied finance,
whether multilateral or bilateral, it seems very unlikely that it will be
possible to make up for the time lost during 1966.

64. On present indications, an optimistic estimate of the gross total
inflow of external assistance (project loans, public grants and market bor-
rowings) to the public sector during the entire Plan period would be M$1,550
million, of which the expectations of project loans are around M$900 million,
market borrowings M$200 million and public grants M$450 million. (The gene-
ration of disbursements on project loans to the tune of M$900 million assumes
total commitments of around M$1,400 million during the Plan period). Antici-
pating a debt repayment liability of M$300 million, the total of net inflow
of external aid of all types to the public sector would approximate M$1,250
million or M$550 million less than the amount projected in the Plan. On this
basis, disbursements on loans would be equivalent to slightly less than
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one-third of non-security capital spending, but even this will be difficult
to achieve. However, it should be stressed that this difficulty is one of
external finance administration and availability of suitable aid, and not
so much one of lack of phvsical caoacitv to execute nrolects.

65. The nrincinal. long-standing bottleneck is the lack of well-
prepared projects capable of meeting the institutional criteria of major
foreign lpndprR- Tn qnmp qPctor. nuch is nowpr in Wp.t Malavsin this nrob-
lem does not exist, and in other sectors such as transportation, impending
s+.dies wAIl remove the btlneck in onI n vtan.- Tn othiner qo +Ahin
Government has shown a reluctance to carry out feasibility studies in the
absence of indications' ofP financ o,iher for- the proj- ec- ori the stdyZTi

policy has now been modified, however, so less time should be lost in the
futre.The-re is a need for technical assistance-4 in -4 proec prprai nt

ensure that the necessary studies are done well, and when done are evaluated
- 1±VAI 41 W JW~IUUL tAF WLU11 .UtLUIIU J. - LUAU L J ul,JUI1±L JJ U ~ I'.' ' 4~L J~.-

been in the utilization of suppliers' credits as a source of financing. The

national competitive bidding and, while this is excellent as a method of en-
surLnug corietitive pr1iig of equipment, -It hasU- pvedVt UdIfiULt.L toV rlateCLI
successful bidders to the available finance.

66. The above difficulties in inducing the requisite inflow of external
assistance have been aggravated by the absence of a clear Locus of respons-
bility in the Malaysian Government for obtaining external finance. At present
the responsibility is divided between the Treasury and the Economic Planning
Unit, and on occasion both deal with the same issue. Given the seriousness
of the aid bottleneck, it is probable that organization would be improved by
concentrating the management of external finance in one place. There would
still be considerable need for technical assistance both at such an external
finance office and in the operating ministries, to facilitate the speedy
identification and formulation of projects and the evaluation of offers of
suppliers' credits.
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Chapter IV

CONCLUSIONS

(A) Problems of Economic Management

67. Development strategy in Malaysia is based upon maintaining a
laissez-faire environment in which the vigorous private sector can continue
to grow with virtual freedom from exchange and other controls whilst public
investment is devoted to infra-structure development and the advancement of
the poorer peoples and areas of the country. This traditional approach has
been very successful; a stable business climate has been maintained for many
years, and this has undoubtedly had an important effect on private foreign
investment, upon which the economy still depends heavily. Also, it clearly
is a strategy which is suitable for Malaysia's pluralistic society, and there
is every reason for attempting to maintain this approach in the future.
However, it will get less easy as time goes on. In the past, the system was
underpinned by the excellent performance of the traditional export sectors
which for many years gave the economy a level of earnings sufficient to
finance all imports, large transfers abroad, and an increase in reserves.
The Currency Board system carried with it 1005 currency hacking and the
promise of freedom f om exchange control at least within the sterling area,
and thusR easy rep!at.riatinn of prnfit. Tariffsq nd taxes n werekpt+ Inu,

Th1Aese dayrs are now past; as aresult of the separation nf

Singapore, the Currency Board system will come to an end in June 1967, and
the cu"rrenc 4oo-e will be% taken ovr, byN tHe BaInk- Weqnr"n Al en in the.I
last five years development ambitions have risen, and the resulting increase

1A LUJ_nest1Cn+% lhas lbee rg4 ea Lt-- th-a,f WUm s-W.riinrg-.sO.J..~ tS. .

of further adverse movements in export prices will tend to reduce the
L.uL/yan.ILy ofiva. - saLL dO~v.ings. Ths factors are.1. mau"11 V)010ULILK, UOL.JLLUJ.J, J WJ viLL

first time, dependent upon external finance flows, and in order to achieve
ULM: UCQ.L1 t: O vV_ jJ'J 1 -'J - -~i -- 1-~ _ - -_ -- --.

some use of accumQhated reserves. In other words, from now on, the economy

be done so as to mAintain as many as possible of the advantages for the
privaue foreign ang domestic invest-ori one present freedom fro. ich-anru
and other -controls.

69. Firstly, this implies that fiscal and monetary policy must be used
so as to control the rate of economic expansion and hence the rate of
reserve use. At present, the Bank Negara does not have sufficient resources
to exercise effective monetary policies, but this will change when the Bank
acquires the assets of the Currency Board, although the Bank Negara's
freedom of action is curtiled by the pledge still to maintain i0 currency
backing. Also, since Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei are intending to maintain
automatic interchangeability of their currencies, this too may curtail
freedom of action. However, regulation of finance companies, soon to be
undertaken, will be a useful-instrument. Fiscal and monetary policy are at

present on the whole separate.from each other and from the general framework
of economic policies and the financial system in which banks and treasuries
operate. It would be a step in.the right direction, if each year before
the preparation of an annual development program, a monetary policy is worked
out by the Bank Negara on broAd assumptions about Government financing,
private sector credit requirem4nts, the likely behavior of the foreign sector,
the expected trend in GNP and t e anticipated flow of foreign assistance.
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70. It will of course be necessary to maintain a fairly low level of
tariffs and freedom from restrictive trade controls if the expansionary fi-
nancing being contemplated is to result in control over reserve use rather
than an uncontrolled nrice change. In the near future it should be possible
to maintain freedom of movement for visible and invisible trade, and capital
movements. and to manape the balance of nayments by using fiscal and monetary
instruments, thus preserving the benefits of the traditional laissez-faire
system. With the annuisition of currencv-issuing Dowers the Bank Negara will
be in a better position to collect information on external transactions, which
wTould make n-,hi more qonhi st.i ated halant- of navments management. should
the need arise.

71. At present the workings of the private sectors of the economy are
.4 -I-~I-1 ~. !n1vjn -trc-41-tnnn 1 v fyny-m n +1o nn .o+. r n rf.i -n a

requirements, and international transactions are even less well known. If
UL~ UVO II~LIj.L~ .JU

1
J. UV I. WV a A.L.LU U .L'.A ~-1

economy, as is rapidly becoming necessary, it is essential to improve the
coverage, qua±ity3 and t±imlins of LJ. e ecoomi intelligence A
present there are virtually no payments statistics, and payments on imports,
exports, services, private transfers and captl muvements are mostly un--

corded. It is however encouraging to note that an IMF expert is working on
these problems. Estimates of private investment, domestic savings, the

foreign exchange component of investment, and income distribution are also
needed for better year-to-year planning. up to date infurmatun un pumL
sector finance is also lacking. Thus at present the Government and Bank
Negara have inadequate information on which to base curreunt fisl and m n
tary policies.

72. A second consequence of this change in the economic environment is
that, quite apart from the efforts necessary to mobilise investment resources

both domestically and by better foreign aid administration (as discussed in
the previous chapter), it will be necessary to devote more time to the whole

set of policies which will improve the quality of investment. The volume of
investment has already been raised to 19% of GNP and it is becoming clear
that this is a plateau which it will be difficult enough to maintain in the

coming decade. On the whole Malaysia's record for efficient public invest-

ment and appropriate policies towards the private sector, is good. The
pricing policy of public enterprises is conducive to efficiency in resource

allocation, and subsidies, where given as in the case of rubber or rice pro-
duction, are related to specific production promotion goals. As is noted in

Chapter III above, however, there remain more serious problems in agriculture

and land use; policy towards industry and import substitution is far from
systematic, and there is a danger of excessive protection. The opportunities
for a limited common market with Singapore still need to be explored. Re-

sponsibility for such scrutiny of development expenditures and policies rests
with the Economic Planning Unit, which has been substantially strengthened
recently by the arrival of a 5-man Harvard Development Advisory Service team.
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(B) External Finance Requirements and Debt Service Implications

73. Malaysia is starting a difficult period. Seventy-five years of
investment in profitable primary products have given a prosperity unexcelled
in Asia - apart from Japan - and a per capita income in the order of US$300,
albeit unevenly distributed. Over the last eight years the relative impor-
tance of tin and rubber in output and exports has declined, partly because
of autonomous growth in other sectors encouraged also by a boost from rapidly
increasing Government capital and current spending. Financial constraints
will Drevent the latter from beine. in itself. a significant boost to demand
in the future but growth in these other non-traditional sectors is expected
to continue. and eventually become the nrincinal source of the savings the
economy will need if it is to achieve continuous growth without aid. In the
meantime. however, the Aeonomy has to endure a seenlar reiline in rufbr and
tin prices, and possibly prices of other exports as well, with a consequent
decline in total svings not vt off.set hv savings growth in other sctors.
A sharp fall in the rubber price from M650 per lb. in 1966 to M570 per lb. or
lower in 197 qnnqr. to be nrw t1ina nlne* n liaht fn1rthPr ripelinp is
likely during the remainder of the sixties, together with adverse trends in
palmn oil ndr t.in pricep. Tis. isQ t.he manin reonn w.hyr Malays.qia nonrw ned aa A-

higher level of capital inflows than in the recent past. Having already
achevd highinvestment. rate -nd relatively high incom leel he mg

tude of external assistance needed to offset the savings decline, and the in-
Tr-l+Met eline 14n ) tha would -4 nhanen - nC,. n,n- ocu mc .-large th- fi n nflVlr'

4
C

of a similar size but at an earlier stage of development.

74. Long-term projections indicate that as a result of the adverse
~~AV'.hL ~ ~ Wt: QUV"I IU cZUV WIUWU..-J.C L I .L.J %A1± VJJ .11 V.11L U11V J.L Ut-,11U 1"r'1. A.U! V .L WJ.

around 20% of GNP to perhaps 17.5% in 1970 and then stay at that level until

future, Malaysia will probably have a declining savings rate. However, thisis because vi decliuiug p--c! - muu- profi a x v Iu Jn. -x r 1_4vo '!4.-_-4.1- __ _----I-- _a.J uaui~(.LU4(.L pil -. LU0 c±u .E-Ui.LLUC3'UL"U.Y L1 U1t uiIAyULI V 1 U Lu[ otdUI ciu

hides the fact that the savings performance of the rest of the economy is good.
iaturally, many uncertainties surround such a long-term projection, but it
would appear that the forthcoming decade is the critical decade during which
external resources must supplement domestic savings. 11 external aid is not
forthcoming on a reasonable scale, then Malaysia in the face of declining
savings would have to cutback the very modest public capital investment pro-
gram, as well as take measures which would tend to curtail private investment.
Such an event would jeopardise the growth in output and in effect prolong the
period over which external aid will be necessary.

75. Turning to specifics, the 1966-70 Plan, as considered at the May
1966 Consultative Group, proposed an investment target of E44,5u miLion.
The experience of the first year of the Plan has not indicated that any fun-
damental charge has occurred which casts doubt upon earlier judgements about
the justification of this target, However, some departures from the original
financing plan are indicated, for two reasons. Firstly, the Government is not
in a position to mobilise the targeted gross inflow from external loans and
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grants amounting to M$2,150 million - almost 50% of the investment target.
The administrative bottlenecks in the mobilisation of external finance de-
scribed in Chapter III(C), together with the fact that the achievement of
such a high external finance target implies the availability of program-type
loans, in effect put this target out of reach. Secondly, however, the growth
performance of the economy in 1965 and 1966 was better than expected, and as
a result it appears likely that more domestic financial resources could be
mobilised during the Plan period than had been projected. Taken together,
these two factors imply that it would be reasonable to assume a slightly
lower external finance target than the original M$2,150 million.

76. Compared with the Plan expectations, it should be possible to borrow
about M$200 million more locally without causing excessive expansionary pres-
sures. If tax measures and economies in current spending are introduced as
also discussed in Chapter III, then an additional M$350-400 million in public
savings could be obtained. Taken together, these additional domestic resources
would reduce the external finance needs of the public sector to about M$1,50
million gross. or M11.2qO million net of renavments which. as is discussed in
Chapter III, is about as high an external finance target as can be realised.
This imnlies commitments of about Mti 750 during t.hp Plan nPriod. For the

1967-70 period, since net external assistance disbursements were only M$117
Tni Iionrli n 196 tO -+hJ is n_ me n avrange )+ 1 netW9RC dibusmet of I$8 minnn
year for the balance of the Plan or 2 times the level so far achieved. It

likeiseimpiesthat disbursements will be eqivaen to- abu 3-- -f----l
capital expenditure during each year, so it is clear that achieving even this

rVised target uzill require a concerted effort. For 196A7 n- n n-rnm

budgetary pruning the net requirement is about M$250 million, of which about
AA 4 11L_ L~L1. Q11 ii.uI.Lu Ov ul u l v 11011. v~L±L'~I lA lIil.L uu kk A_WLL .L J O. 11", LCUL %,A. -

military) should approach N$60 million. If it proves possible to float a
TAOI..~i ondon U bon is u of 'P11miELion~±, as is be~±ig contex-ap"atdAJ, 4-1-~ 4-1,- 107'-

get will be attainable with an additional disbursement from loans to be com-
L±L,uu-ed-durng lae year OfL ]RAPJ)~ Il."VI. 11110 UUU. 11VUI O~U( £U1Y1VL.Ltv'$O ou

the outlook for 1967 is favourable. However, the level of disbursements for
1968 and beyond out of existing commitments falls off rapidly, so the urgent
need for project preparation work is emphasised. Also, it will probably be
necessary for Talaysia to mouify her present procedures for auiiing u-

lateral aid offers, and to devote considerably more energy to achieving dis-
bursements from suitable external loans. Wiaout sucn alUITonal iUnance,
the public sector investment program cannot expand.

77. If these internal and external finance targets for the public
sector are achieved, then the Government will have done well, yet it may nou
prove possible to achieve the investment target of M$h,550 million without
some further use of foreign assets. Use to date during the Plan period has
already amounted to M$200 million, and the Government and Central Bank are
anxious to avoid any further run-down during 1967 and if possible .1960 so as
to avoid shaking confidence in the new Malaysian currency. This objective is
fully justifiable, given the reliance this open economy has on investment and

re-investment by non-nationals, and it may prove necessary to curtail the
public sector expenditure program slightly to achieve that end. It is probable
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that some programs or projects of lower priority can be postponed without
seriously jeopardising the long-run growth targets; some elements of the
telecommunications and the large municipal water supply programs might well
be delayed, and some delays are already being deliberately introduced into
the transport program consequent in part on the late start to the Transport
Master Plan. An unwanted shortfall is already occuring in land settlement
schemes other than the FLDA, and lower capital expenditure on education
would be warranted if austerity falls upon the current budget. Taken to-
gether, such postponements, if necessary, should suffice to keep reserve
use under control while not jeopardising the main public investment objec-
tives. It should be possible, also, to encourage the private sector to seek
more long-term finance from abroad either directly or via Malaysian Indus-
trial Development Finance Ltd.; at present, given the virtual absence of
exchange controls, most financing of imported equipment is undertaken by
local banks. Shifting some of the private sector's finance needs to foreign
sources of funds would have the desirable effect of not only helping relieve
the pressure on the reserves but also of shifting some of the external fi-
nance burden away from the public sector capital program.

78. The external finance available to Malaysia falls into three main
categories - grants, mainly from Commonwealth countries; loans on conces-
sional or IBRD-type terms, such as from Japan; and loans on more or less
commercial terms. A projection has been made (Appendix Table 39) making
rather pessimistic assumptions about the terms of external finance but op-
timistic assumptions about the level of disbursements. Assuming that about
M$1200 million is disbursed anart from grants, with abont half on TBRD-type
terms (20 years; 6%; 3 years grace), one-third on commercial terms (10 years;

Q :no grace period) and one-sixth in the form of market loans (10 years;
6; $no grace period) then by 1970 debt service will have reached 6.5% of
merchandise exports or 12%1 of gross savings, compared with' 2.6%, a to re=
spectively in 1967. This debt burden is well within Malaysia's capacity to
servicee Lookeing ahead to 19751, Wnd assuming a level of borrowing lbtwe
1971 and 1975, 40% higher than in 1966-70, then debt service by 1975 approxi-
mPe 7.8% of{ exprts.Since by that time output- and savings- should be in-
creasing well, it appears fully justifiable for Malaysia to consider bor-
rowing at rate of n5h, 350 million (net) a yand ear assuming that about half
such loans will be on IBRD-type terms and half on good commercial terms.
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THE ECONOMY OF SARAWAK

l SnrnwAk onnMnh P nnnnt.ni Rtrin. hq0 milps long and varving
from 40 to 150 miles in width, in the northern part of the island of
Rnrnnn which is wshed by th Snti.h Mhina Son Tt. hn nn area of )tR20

square miles and is thus nearly as large as Malaya, but with a population
of only R61,000 (mid1QAA net.mate). which is aont. nn.-tont.h of Mannn

population. Population distribution is very uneven and in the rural areas

3 per square mile. Nearly three-fourths of the State is covered by tropical
forst U f he reM1 .Ainin . I2 W%% sq_uarev miXles, u 9,- 0 sqr - -

are used by the indigenous races for growing hill padi on the basis of

vation. Permanently cultivated land accounts for about 3% of the land area
onVy. -M.L- LIt rL o P1-UUUUeU UIue- UIe WUU UUeLU1: by,UFI (%b W as ULoe

bulk of the cash crops (rubber, pepper, sago and coconut) come from this
'I- - ML - '-11 hot, - - , - , t -- 1_ L .L __ _ - _ _.dlu. Iue imdUe is no, wet and hWnid; U1ne dverge UgU teJpercuU1 -S
88 0 F; the low 77 0 F; the relative humidity seldom drops below 70%; the bulk
of the area of the State receives rainfall from 120" to 140" annually.

2. The ethnic structure of the population of Sarawak is quite
different from that of the States of Malaya and consequently has signifi-
cant political overtones. The-Chinese constitute around 187% of the State's
total population, though heavily concentrated in and about the coastal
towns; other major population groups are Sea Dayaks or M0ans (3170), Malays

(18%), Land Dayaks (7.7%) and Melanau.s (5.8%). Despite being slightly less
than one-fifth of the total, the Chinese comprise nearly 05A of the segment
of the population engaged in commerce, 60% in manufacturing and 58% in trans-
port and communicationsA The Chinese participation in agricultural pursuits
is not very prominent, primarily because of the Sarawak Government's delib-
erate policies to protect the land rights of non-Chinese indigenous groups.
Educationally, too, the Chinese are the most advanced group. Some of the
current political tensions in the State can be attributed to the various meas.
ures of successive governmnets to limit ec6nomic and administrative opportuniti
for the dynamic Chinese community, in the interest of increasing the partici-
pation of other groups who at the moment are relatively backward. As compared
with the Chinese, the indigendus groups are primarily engaged in agriculture,
forestry and fishing industries.

3. Agriculture is the dominant sector in Saragak's economy. It absorbs
about 80% of the economically active population of theState, and accounts
for around h3% of its gross domestic product. Agricultural produce after
processing earns over 80% of the State's export income. Of the people
engaged in agriculture, about 70% are employed in producing rice, which
has a net added income of M$ 130 per head and which produces no export
income at all. Unlike Western Malaysia and Sabah, there are (for historical
reasons) very few estates in Sarawak, and none of more than a few hundred
acres. Rubber production (accounting for 20%6 of the labor force engaged
in agriculture) is a small-holder enterprise and the rubber processing
methods are primitive with the result that the oroduct is inferior in
quality. After rubber, pepper is the most significant agricultural crop
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in the State. Sarawak is now the third largest producer of pepper, coming
after India and Indonesia. Other relatively less important agricultural
crops are sago, and coconuts. Currently, the possibilities of growing
cocoa, coffee, lowland tea and manila hemp are being examined.

4. The rich forests of Sarawak provide the valuable product of
timber, which is now the principal export of the country. Timber industry
has grown at a phenomenal rate in recent years. A large proportion of
the timber exported is ramin and the bulk of it goes to Asian countries
and Australia. Sarawak has many kinds of good, hard wood timber in
accessible areas. There are timber companies and saw mills working on
all the main rivers of the State, the most important being the Rejang.
Currently the possibilities of developing industries based on forests
like plywood, particle board and hard board are being examined. Consider-
ing the importance of forests in the State economy, there is great need
to expand the forest Department and proceed expeditiously with the carrying
out of a Land Resource Survey.

5. Agriculture in Sarawak is characterized by a unique system of
land tenure articulated in a land code, which is quite different from that
of the other States, especially in West Malaysia. The purpose of this code
is to protect the natives' rights from exploitation by non-natives, while
keeping ostensibly a reasonable proportion of the available cultivable land
for development by non-natives. All land in the State belongs to the
Government and is classified into five tvoes: mixed zone land: native area
land; native customary land; reserve land and interior area land.

6. It is only in mixed zone areas, which encompass 4,400 square
miles and are found along the coatin larger towns and in river valleys,
that non-natives can hold land. Native areas refer generally to areas
of native customary rights in which natives have taken out a title;n
many cases this land is found interspersed in the mixed zone area; the
area covered hv snch land is 2,00 square miles. Native customary areas,
as the name implies, refer to areas owned by natives according to custom;
however, no titles are isued, but instead, natives who clear the land are
granted a license to use the land. The reserve land comprises forest
reserves and land sendmb h Government for the + onstuion+4 o ublic
buildings, roads, agricultural centres, and other works of public nature.
The interior areas encompass most of the under=developed secondary jungles
and forests which are not included in lands subject to the ownership of

7. No land is held in perpetuity; it is leased to the occupant.
Before the new land code which became effective on January 1, 1958, some

years. The basic annual rent of agriculture land is M$ 3 per acre, but
it i les for± lads~ used for grin and. ~ rice growing.
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8. In recent years, there has been an acute awareness of the fact
that the present system of land tenure was far from satisfactory and
consequently in 1962, a land committee was appointed to study and report
on the problem of land reform. The report of this committee was made
public in 1963. Its principal recommendations were: (1) Legislation to
enable existing customary rights in land which approximate ownership, to
be recognized as such without payment of survey fees, premium or rent;
(2) abolition of the present wasteful system of application for land;
(3) use of the village or block system for the purposes of land admin-
istration and registration; (4) abolition of land classification and
the protection of natives' interests by the insertion of a provision
in the law to the effect that the native may not dispose of his land
without Governmentfs consent; and (5) abolition of the rent of agricul-
tural land subject to the provision that the full increase in value would
be paid if it is converted into building land. In sun, these recommendations
are designed to rationalize the present cumbersome system of land rights by
liberalizing its restrictive provisions (and thus increasing the availability
of land to non-natives), and as a quid pro quo to give legal sanction to
the customary rights of the natives and imnrovA their economic prosnects
by settling them in land development schemes.

9. These recommendations were accepted in principle by the Govern-
ment. but on account of nertain noliti.al diffin1ties the necrSMary
legislation for giving effect to these has not yet been passed. The Govern-
mnnt wants to studv this nroblem afrpzh hAfnrP +.nking any Ainion in
this behalf. There is no doubt that the question of land reform is a
diffitnlt nno with qfrn nn1itirl mo+.nnae Theon nrv na1rchi.

of the natives constitute their entire wealth, and the natives are the
npnnl a whn iannr1lind h mnr+. offn-,nr '%r mvitr chnn, -n lnd 4Inr-I T+ ia

however, quite obvious that the restrictive character of the present land
code in RSarawT-ak is8 hamer1-ing agricultural "--A an-is iplfia
tion is overdue. The depressive effect of the land code on agricultural

to open up so far and the limited participation of the dynamic segments
of the poplation i agcricultural urwrits

Ir). IMLavo su vty ofv th vem.-we'ng-arcuj--"

54± SJ. WLA~ 'V L A ULJILALI6_LJ C . U.&L UL 1C%1CZUUU.. U L i t,±

economy, Sarawak has to depend on imports for most of its requirements
offodst-uff4s. -r inA 965 aboutn30 ofP the 4-4-1y~ total1 imor bll

M$ 295 million (excluding imports of oil for refining and re-export),
was accounted fOr bY f0d iUe.Ms. Vn1ucturiug aUviLes, uespipe
considerable encouragement by the Government in recent years by way of
tax reliefs, grants of pioneer Utatuu, and the provision of other required
facilities, is on a limited scale, concerned mainly with the processing of
primary produce for exports and some manufacture of goods for domestic
consumption; its share in the gross domestic product is 7.3%. The mineral
potential in the State is not inconsiderable; at present, however, the
contribution of mining and quarrying to domestic output is about 5.3%.
The minerals which are currently produced include oil, gold, antimony,
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construction materials, and lime; of these, only oil and antimony are
exported. Before 196) (When its mining ceatei) Vauxite was aLoV pIoucet.

There could be prospects of coal mining in the near future as sizeable
reserves of good coking coal have recently been proved in the 5ilanteA
area. A Japanese company has shown interest in starting mining operations
in this area. There have also been some recent discoveries of fire-eay,
glass sand and dolomite, which may result in considerable mineral growth.

The tertiary sector of service industries is quite significant in the

economy of Sarawak; its share in the gross domestic product is 39% and
it accounts for 13% of the economically active population.

11. Three major exports - timber, rubber and pepper are the mainstay
of the economy. In 1965, about 75% of the total export earnings of the
State (excluding re-export of crude petroleum) were derived from the exports
of these three commodities. Of these three, timber is the most significant;
it accounted for 34% of total exports in 1965 (up from 20% in 1961), while
the shares of rubber and pepper exports were 24% and 17% respectively. The

share of rubber in total exports has shown a marked decline since 1961,
when it was nearly 50%, because of price declines, and also the effect of
"confrontation".

12. The overall growth behavior of Sarawak's economy in recent years
has been quite imoressive. The gross national product (GNP) in current
market prices has risen by around 53% during 1961-66, or at an annual
rate of about 99 comnrad with an estimated rise of 1_j9 ner nnnilm in
1955-61. Gross capital formation also stepped up sharply during 1961-66,
by 67Z or by 10.80, Annunlly: in 1960 it iq RAtimpted to hav nonstited
22.4% of the GNP compared to 20.5% in 1961. Consumption has also climbed
by h5.6V, or at an annual rate of 7.81. Imoorts of goods and services
advanced by 29% up from M$ t429 million in 1961 to M$ 573 million in 1966,
while +hp innronmA in Pvnorts wn of the orAer of I1W. Ppr canitn nroduct

during this period has increased by about 35%. At its present level of

The principal sources of growth in the Snrawak economy have been the ever-

the rapid advances in the timber industry. Public investment increased
by inarly E50% bten16nd, 1966 andi there wa s also a sharp accelerantion.
in defence expenditures from 1963 onwards, on account of confrontation.

S.C-~ .
3

C.1.As ''a-u1.'.1 a watershe ~i n,C VAL UA iJ. , , - 4 ma& U econoIc. liJD.~ L .

Sarawak; since then, the-economy has been moving ahead at a-brisk
pace,

quite impressive. Between 1961 and 1966 the gross domestic product (GDP)
*: _ 4 -~4. - _- ---- J4. L n-.'?-Ll ouUnljUcnlk prLUWZ$ moatedavo 0 have registereu arn auvance ofcy(pu~n uuu u . PI -.- )fC U- U t U UV LjlaVl-- 1-t:GL UtZ.U WI-VII~"L U1 (

about 5% annually. The varying pace of growth between national product
au marseU Picdoestiu goos auL svU Lis as wLLUU a lUIUU U h pric
increases in domestic goods and services as well as decline in the price
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of rubber. The upward pressure on prices in Sarawak has been more
prnune than 4 4l~ -I - P~ 4 Mn I &1; -A.,~.1 N, n,,+- -' +t I nc!

than in Sabah. A survey conducted by the Department of Statistics,

in Kuching, compared to Kuala Lumpur, in October 1965.

Development Plan

1. Sarawak has had a rudimentary form of planning in the public

collating and arranging projects in different fields in the public sector,
and covering time spans ranging from four to eight years, all deigneU oU
develop the economy by strengthening its infra-structural base, as well as
Improving and expanding the social services within the capabiities of the
State to maintain the resulting increased expenditure. Public development
expenditures in Sarawak in the last seven years nave more than doubLu,

increasing from M$ 27.5 million in 1959 to M$ 67 million in 1966.

15. Under the First Malaysian Plan (1966-70), the total non-security
allocation (i.e. excluding defense and police) for the State of Sarawak
comes to M$ 401 million, of which around 75% is earmarked for investment
in the economic sector, 19yy for the social sector and ab for tne Government
sector. Security expenditures on defense and police in Sarawak under this
Plan are expected to amount to M$ 63 million, making a total allocation
for Sarawak of M$ 46 million for the five years. The per capita allocation
of M$50 is thus significantly higher than the comparable allocation of
M$ 450 for the States of Malaya.

16. The bulk of the Plan will be financed by the Federal Government.
The following is the summary showing the sources of finance:

M$ Million Percent

Direct Federal Expenditure 333 83
Federal Loans 31 8
State and Other Funds 37 9

401 100

17. The dominant share of Federal contribution in the financing
of the Plan, reflects the continuation of the trend of heavy reliance on
Federal Government apparent since 1964. The net financial transfer from
the Feder&l Government to Sarawak in the three years 1964-66 has been
M$ 215 million - M$ 73 million in 1964, M$ 64 million in 1965 and M$ 78
million in 1966.1/ Sarawak's Development Fund expenditure financed from
domestic sources amounted to M$ 7.3 million in 1964, went down to M$ 6
million in 1965 and in 1966 it was still less at M$ 4.8 million.

1/ For details see Statistical Appendix Table 30.
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18. In 1966, the first year of the Plan, the total estimated ex-

penditure on al duvelopment scumes (eu-uA-C -34 -

security and emergency resettlement schemes) in the State,was about

M$ 62.7 million. This was aUout rg 16 milion Less tan the amount
provided for in the budget. This shortfall of about 20% is mainly
attributable to the fact that 1966, being the fIrtof uthue Uurrent
plan, inevitable delays occurred in project preparation, land acquisition,
and other necessary preliminary work, resulIng in the ulayed relase

of funds; also, there was a diversion of a portion of construction capacity
for military, emergency and internal security worKs which still have to

continue despite the ending of confrontation with Indonesia.

19. For 1967, the budgeted development expenditure on non-security
schemes is approximately M$ 75 million, This is about M 16.1> million
more than the revised estimate of development expenditure in 1966. No

significant shortfall in the budgeted development expenditure is antici-
pated in the current year (1967) as with the ending of confrontation

with Indonesia the available resources and capacity can be directed more

fully to development work; also, the essential plant and equipment neces-
sary for implementing new development schemes and for accelerating progress

on projects already in hand have now been acquired. The progress on a

few projects in the transport and communications sectors may however be

delayed while external assistance is being arranged.

20. If, as expected, an amount of M$ 75 million is actually spent
on development in Sarawak in 1967, the balance for thezemaining three

years of the plan would be around M$ 264 million. It is reasonable to
expect that given the normal annual increase in the resources available
for development and the buildup of the implementation capability, the
target should be well within reach.

21. Agriculture being the backbone of the economy, the Plan has

correctly assigned the top priority to its development. There is a
provision of M$ 93 million, which will be spent on the various planting
and livestock schemes. The largest single scheme is for rubber replant-
ing (M$ 61 million). It is intended to plant 112,460 acres of rubber
durine the Plan period. This target can be met only if the land devel-

opment programme is pursued with vigor. The existing government depart-
mental agencies nharged with land development work. despite their record
which is not unsatisfactory, may need replacement by a Land Development
Aithority oi thp nattern of the FLDA in West Malaysia. if speedier and
more efficient operations are to be expected. Despite the sizeable
an11ontion fnr ruhber. an important aim of agricultural development is
to widen the variety of Sarawak production, emphasizing the development
of n+.bPr nit.nh1A aoinltural nroducts in addition to rubber. This is
sought to be achieved by stepping up the planting of large-scale export

crp like~ oil palm wan 1v t. deqvn-nmP.+. nf mixPH fnrmincy- n;;rtim~ilarIv
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of pigs, poultry and fruit farms, which would give small-holders a source
of income, other than rubber, as well as provide them with some of their
food. There is provision in the Plan to help establish oil palms as a
commercial crop. The scope for oil palm expansion in Sarawak, however,
is quite limited. Oil palm is a capital intensive crop, (costing approx-
imately M$ 2,200 per acre) requiring a high degree of skill in running the
factory and marketing the oil. It cannot easily be carried on a
small-holding basis. Significant progress in this crop would only be
possible with the importation of large capital skills. In the case of
pepper, the main thrust of effort during the Plan period would be towards
grading the produce, sealing it so that the buyer knows the quality of
the product he is buying. In the past, Sarawak pepper acquired a bad name
because of unhealthy trading practices. To obviate the impediments that
could arise in the realization of the Plan's agricultural targets, from
the inadequate availability of rural credit, a provision of M$ 12.5 million
has been made for this purpose. This may not be adequate, but this is the
maximum that can be handled administratively. It is proposed to strengthen
the GovernmentIs two agencies for supplying rural credit in the State,
namely the Cooperative Central Bank and the Sarawak Development Finance
Corporation.

22. In terms of its size, structure and strategy, the present
Plan of Sarawak can be endorsed as sound. The scale of development
effort contemplated in it is the maximum feasible and its priorities
correctly reflect the present needs of the economy. It very appropriately
emphasizes the strengthening and the widening of the infrastructure
combined with an accent on raising the standard of living of the rural
people by a vigorous stimulation of agricultural development. The
prospects for its fulfilment, without significant shortfalls (barring
unforeseen circumstances), are good. In the last two years, notable
improvements have taken place in the technical and administrative anacity
for project implementation. The machinery for project preparation and
anpraisal. however. needs str.nPtheningr



Annex I, Table 1

SARAWAK: Gross Domestic Product, 1961-66

(Constant 1961 M$ million)

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

1 (3~t 11 100 9nC7 91 r 99IAgri.culur£e alnd Forestry ........ 16 191- 1997 2M7 215 225
Mining and Quarrying ................ 34 36 36 33 31 31
rManIufacUr;Inlg ...... .......... 33 35 37; 39. 39 L42

Building and Construction ........... 11 13 15 17 18 20
Electricity and Water Supplies ..... h 5 5 5 7 9
Transportation and Conmunication .... 21 22 24 26 29 31
Retail and Wholesale Trade .......... 42 45 h8 h9 50 53
Banking and Insurance ............... 3 3 3 3 4 4
Ownership of Dwe1iIngs .............. 23 25 27 28 29 31
Public Administration ............... 28 31 32 34 38 42
Services ............................ 23 25 26 29 30 33

GDP at factor cost .................. 4008 31 452 470 490 521

Source: Mission estimate based .on data supplied by the Department of
Statistics, Kuching, Sarawak.



Annex I, Table 2

SARAWAK: National Accounts, 1961-66

(U$ jllnj ; current prices

11

Private consumiption.......... 2J33 6. 385 l9
Percent of GNP .............. 72.3% 66.3% 66.7% 65.1% 64.2% 62.4%

Public consumption .............. 65 78 93 109 118 136
Percent of GNP ............. 15.2% 16.1% 18.1% 20.5% 19.7% 20.7%

Gross capital formation ......... 88 93 102 112 125 147
Percent of GNP .............. 20.5% 19.2% 19.8% 21.0% 20.8% 22.4%
Public .. .............. 42 43 44 48 50 59

Exports of goods and services ... 410 422 404 437 493 537

Imports of goods and services .. 444 430 428 465 521 573

Export surplus -34 -8 -24 -28 -28 -36

Per capita GNP ....... .............. 558 613 635 667 705 753

1/ Estimated.

Source: Department of Statistics, Malaysia.



Annex I, Table 3

SARAWAK - Exports of Major Commodities

(M$ million)

199 1960 1961 1962 1963 lyl 105

Commodities

Rubber 94.9 122.4 83.3 72.6 69.6 60.1 59.5

Pepper 18.1 17.2 28.6 23.9 22.4 23.7 41.7

Timber, logs
and sawn 31.0 43.6 41. 6  40.8 53.7 62.2 82.6

Sago flour 2.4 2.8 3.3 4.2 5.6 8.1 5.8

Bauxite 3.8 5.o 5.5 4.1 1.7 1.7 1.6

Petroleum products
(net) 1/ 14.9 37.6 24.7 31.7 24.9 22.9 29.0

Others 44.1 19.7 20.3 35.4 20,5 26.5 24,1

TOTAL EXPORTS 239.2 248.2 207.3 212.7 198.4 203.2 244.2

(Exports of bunkers) (11.9) (10.3) (7.2) (5.7) (37) (3,2) (2.0)

1/ Exnort-,; of netnoleum nroducts incnie snorts of ruern il and all
refined products, less imports of crude oil from Brunei. Exports
of Bunkers are excluded from these petroleum export data, as is con-
ventional.

Source: Sarawak Eternal Trade Statistics, and various Annual Reports.



,nnex-. I, Table L-

SARAWAK - Public Development Experditure 1/ (non-security ),1959-67
(M$ million)

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
(Rev.Ests.)(Budget Ests.)

Sector

Broad casting - - - - 0.7 0.3 0.4 le8
Agriculture and Rural Develo:pment 2.7 4.5 3.7 4.2 5.- 12.4 10.5 23.3 25.1
Civil ,viation 0.4 0,3 1.0 1e2 1.0 0.4 1.2 2.2 2.9
E'ducation 2.7 1.9 3.1 3.3 5.0 3.9 5.6 7.5 10.2
ruel and Power 2.1 0.5 0.5 1.0 5.3 7.0 3.8 4.5 3.8
Health and Sanitation 1.6 1.9 1.6 1.5 1,2 1.2 2.0 3.4 7.3
Port Developnent 3.8 1.9 1.6 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.9
Roads and Bridges 5.5 6.8 6.6 11.2 12.6 10,0 12.1 15.6 16.8
Telecommunicati ons 0.9 0.6 0,2 0.1 1.2 1.9 3.1 2.9 3.6
Water Supplies 1.1 0. 2.4 1.8 2.9 0.4 1.1 1.2 1.5
PWD Plant and Equipment 0,7 1.2 3.8 4.7 2.8 4.6 9.8 0,7 1.0
Public Jorks (including Housin; and

Town Development) 1.9 3.9 3.5 .7 6.4 4.9 6.8 1.8 1.7
Industrial Development - - - - 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.6
Other Expenditure 4.1 4.6, 4.7 7.7 9.7 3.3 5.5 21 _.
Total Expenditure 27.3 28.5 32.7 ¯T.~9 -4.0 51.2 62.4 67.2 78.8

1/ Inclusive of capital expenditure by Sarawak Electricity Supy Corporation

Source: Ministry of Finance, Kuching.
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ANNEX II

THE ECONOMY OF SABAH

Area and P-2ulation

1. Sabah is the Easternmost State of Malaysia, located on the north-
east corner of the Island of Borneo, over 1,000 miles from Kuala Lumpur. It
has an area of 29,545 square miles, thus occupying one-fifth of the total
area of Malaysia. Its population in mid-1966 is estimated at 541,000, of
which about 23% are of Chinese origin, the rest being Indonesian and
indigenous ethnic groups such as Kadazans, Bajans., Muruts, etc. Sabah
is thus very much underpopulated with only 18 persons per square mile
compared with 166 persons in West Malaysia.

2. Because of the underpopulation, the economically cultivated
area seems to be about one-twentieth of the total. About 500-600.000
acres are under cultivation of the main crops such as rubber, coconut,
paddy and hemp in 1966. Rouzhl-v 200,000 acres are used for shifting
cultivation each year, which implies that over 2 million acres are used
Deriodicallv for dry-Daddy rice, cassava and other subsistence crops.
bf the totai populati'on, iess than 40% can be regarded as economic lly
active. of which about LO% an-Dear to be engaged in the subsistence
farming, while 32% are employed in tree crop production, timber and
fishing main1v aimed for exports. the rest being in food cron nroduc-
tion f r the-'do-mest-i-c-m-ark-ets-a-nd in-other acti-i-vities. The biggest
fivp timber romnarie.q-_t.hrPe Rrit.i.sli- One Ameri(,an and One Chinese~

dominate the timber industry. Equally, most of oilpalm. and rubber
nvo _-O.qn ny.m a 7kTr fn"Meyna",z nna +.n n IncQa" ov+on-F.- 'h-tr Miinp.qp-

Outputs and Expor..-

1. --- 'k- 'k--- -P-+ -;" ".-"+
- 4L V Q WLAWAUCY LL X -V - -- Aw

estimated GDP of Sabah (Table 1) has increased at an annual rate of 8.9%
c, u r r te nn u py r c e s 1-1 -1 7 10 -IL - AW 6 . T- +I,- _-+1, -n+-

.LL& %,%j1L VGLLLU F.L.L K-,Q$ VIA , ErLWWU14 --

of GDP during 'he same period seems to have been around 6-7%. This high
rate o4l grow" 'as been supported I~ __ _-_ __ _-__4--

_L Uli 11LCL U u U DY C"I UVU11 r.LVW%,Ii 111 UXY01 UQ W1.111-11

registered a growth of 10.1% per year due to the booming timber industry,
-1,41 4.U--VYI".Le otjiL ,l CLr1.L%_U_.LuUACL.L exports remaine-1 more or leQ-0- staplian.-L dur-ing the
same period. The timber industry's contribution to GDP rose from 26% in
nnt-l 4.- IC) L(V _-_ InfK.L7Q.L UU -)7-40 L.11 L7WW -

I.Li(j _U3_l1lUU1- M e' kM UUUU.Lt:lu L ull

ro'U U.LUIL L V.E UAIJo U nore t1' n e I Ive
year period of 1961-66, from 63 million cu. ft. to 140 million cu. ft.
'Table 2". The growth has been in response to tune guou Irial-Keu uuliujulullo
in Japan which imports almost 80% of Sabah's exports. It has also re-
flected the increased area devoted to timber exploitati-on, pri.Tuarily for
clearing forests for agricultural purposes or for the purpose of increas-
ing the native participation in the tirrfoer industry. The other export
products include rubber, copra, hemp, fish, cocoa beans, and palm oil
kTable 2%). With exception of cocoa beans and palm oil, which account
for only a small portion of the total exports, the production of these
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products remains stagnant. Rubber and copra production have been suffer-
in c riiq Ir -f-rrn +.h1 Inhn-r czhortae. Alt.hniiah acrea iinder rber has

been increasing gradually at about 6% per year, due to planting of high-
ii IA nc wav.-i n+ i nnnoQ+od Evhi + ciiqhir+ir nf +hn PuKhr Fin-ur Annrd_ th

shortage of available tappers has made it impossible to tap all potential
on+tnu n+ nresen+ - + I dl-P +A- -- + 

- n+ A . *n1 + n+ -om4 ne in+ annr

Equally, in the case of copra, the actual output is only 65% of the esti-

Besies the export products, the only- majrariu_ltur al pro-

duction is paddy. 70-80,000 tons of rice are annually produced, of which

4/o is accounted for by shifting agriculture. As thue local produCuloul
falls short of the staple food requirement of the population, annual im-
ports of about ->,00 tons of rice are necessary

Expenditure and imports

6. On the expenditure side, the growth of the capital formation
has been very fast. It increased by 12.2% per annum in 1961-66, reflect-
ing the increased public investment in transport facilities and in land
settlement schemes. Thus, the share of the gross capital formation in
the gross national expenditure has gone up from 18% in 1961 to 19.57 in
1966. Consumption growth is also characterized by growing public con-
sumption, which has more than doubled in 1961-66. The import growth kept
pace with the growth of aggregate expenditure, increasing at an annual
rate of 9.8%. The increases in imports are mainly due to the increased
imports of vehicles, machinery and building materials reflecting the
buoyant capital formation, as well as to the import growth of foodstuff
and other consumption goods.

State Government Finance

7. The financial situation of the State Government of Sabah has
been better than the other states of West Malaysia and Sarawak, due to
the good revenue results from the booming timber economy. In 1961-1963,
current expenditure of the government increased sharply due to the in-
creased cost of maintenance of roads which had been considerably extended
in the previous five years (Table 3). This led to a slight decline in
fovernntnf. qnviny.q_ rjqm-nite n )i9 inr_-re-q.P in r,e-niP reflanrtin, the hom-
ing timber export. At the same time government investments, mainly con-
centrat-d on -roadi constructi+on, linr jnrrPn.Pr byv 71 , wr.hic-h ledi to. a:nPer-
ance of an overall deficit of the government of 1.$ 22 million in 1963
Comnaed dth the balann in 1041. The overall Afici+ in 1Q49-1Q63 wAe

easily covered by U.K. grants ranging from 1,$ 8-13 million, supplemented
&J.1 \ J.4 ~ L~. .I i. 1 CL4a -Lc.. U. s+ -- 4-,j j' - Pc'14-J. L. 'AUd
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8. The formation of Malaysia had brought some change in the State
finance picture. Although the new financial arraneements with the Federal
Government assured the State of Sabah 40% of the custom duties and 30%
of the rest of the Federal revenue raised in Sabah. the State revenue de-
clined sharply and has become inelastic. As the decline in the revenue
exceeded the dpnree in exnPnditure iu to the tRe-over of ome of the
State responsibilities by the Federal Government, the current balance of
the State Government turned toa nfii+. in ioAL).10A althnh the hoom-
ing timber industry pushed up revenue so that the deficit was smaller than
otew S _eJ .Ceneran1Drsprea1dngh.o , e_ v0_rt14 Fea . L 'DJ d CUt-r,

was more than enough to cover the current deficits, and, coupled with the
Federal capital grants and4 loans, -A ~ inrese inth gven

ment investments in 1964-1966, compared with 1961-1963 period. If the

public investment in Sabah has increased by 85% from 1961-1963 to 1964-
196644. Bnd thi is th4.1 e net transfer of capial from West 'Talaysia to
Sabah, amounting to about M$ 32 million in 1964, M$ 50 million in 1965,
8iiu 11 p _)4 iluI VII I li± I;Iuu. I/ AD1111al IeWU VraXlb1e3Fb 01 L,IU& 111ag1LLUUUt:J,

averaging about M$ 7 per person in Sabah, have been adding to the financial
strains of the Federal Government, and may be larger than economically
justified, as the per capita nonsecurity capital expenditure in Sabah
averaged $ 95> in l964-l966, compared with M$ 66 in West Malaysia. The
future picture of the State finance depends very much on the financial
situation of the Federal Government. On the State side, the timber
royalties were nearly doubled in 1967, with an expected increase of the
State revenue by 28%. As the timber industry appears likely to continue
to boom in some years to come, the prospects for the future of State
finance will be definitely brighter than for the other States.

Labor Shortage

9. The most serious problem which has been holding back the
economic development of Sabah is the labor shortage. The problem has, in
effect, existed for the past 75 years. In addition to underpopulation,
the existence of a subsistence sector in which about 4O% of the economic-
ally active population is engaged in low productivity agriculture aggra-
vates the labor situation. Furthermore, the fact that the Sabah economy
is not one integrated economy but a collection of enclaves centered around
three main towns reduces labor mobility, which further intensifies the
problem. Recently, increased public investments and the consequent cddi-

tional labor requirement for already scarce skilled and unskilled labor
have been causing inflation in Sabah. The magnitude of labor shortage
may be illustrated by 1,311 job vacancies in establishments employing
more than 20 persons in October 1966, compared with only 54 unemployed
registered in the Employment Exchange. The current economic loss due to
the labor shortage can be represented by the loss of about 40% of the
notential rubber outnut and 35% of the notential output of coDra.

1/ For details see Stati5tical Appendix Table 30.
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10. Before the formation of Malaysia, the main sources of additional
manpower had been indonesia, the Philippines, and Hong Kong. Immigration
policy has been changed since the formation of Malaysia. At present, the
recruitment of labor outside Sabah has first to be attempted in West
Malaysia, and to bring in foreign workers is permitted only after it has
been proved that comparable labor are not available for recruitment in
West Malaysia. These restrictive immigration policies make it difficult
to induce immigration of foreigners on a scale to relieve the present
situation of labor shortage. On the other hand, many of the few Malayan
immigrants who have come so far choose to leave after some time because
of the higher living costs in Sabah and lack of amenities both of which
more than offset attractiveness of higher wages prevalent in Sabah.

11. In order to relieve the particularly severe labor situation in
estate agriculture, the Migration Fund Board was established in 1966, with
the objective of promoting immigration of agricultural workers from West
Malaysia by giving financial and other incentives and at the same time
relieving the employers in Sabah of excessive financial burdens. The
Board pays the passages (including the return trip) and an initial settle-
ment allowance for the immigrants. The cost is to be shared by the Federal
and State Governments, and also by the emnlovers in the form of a cess.
Further, under this scheme, employers are required to ensure to pay
immigrants wapes 20FX hi shpr than thosp nrtvailin in Wst. Malaysia. It
is too early to judge the effectiveness of the Migration Fund Board, but
if it isq ton bep szfPt+.tn n -cl ujnc t.he labohnr sho-rtangeint.he eonnmly
the scope should be extended from estate workers to a wide range of
workers, includinge skilled lWrlrs

Economic Developm-ent Plan

JdJ.~L & QL.. Ualli 1 JJ.LLrs~V U: t_LV.P11It-,iLU Y_LCIIJ VC&0 Ov uv .LI L A,

although it was only a statement of available resources and their probable
diU.Lpsition in the governmeneit sector. TUnder thiLs plan abjout r$lp7 L.)IMl-l-LIn
of government investment was carried out in 1959-64, compared with about
11Yp VV L.LALn ab U1r_J .L1Jc1.L.Y Iii1lum~u. 1t over -so ko_"irUU,i of Lte t.cage w as

attributable to the rather pessimistic view of Sabah's development prevail-
ing in L7U anU to the sudden prosperity of utmber indusury. The main
emphasis of this plan was placed on investments in road construction which
caused the increase in the Governmentts current expenditure in the early
1960's through expanded need for maintenance. The second of the economic
development plans was prepared for l905-l97 with the ambitious investment
target amounting to about M$ 236 million, with much more emphasis given to
investments in public utilities such as water supply, electricity, and to
agriculture. The second plan was absorbed into the First Malaysia Plan,
and the fundamental ingredients of the second plan have been retained with
with little modifications. Per person, this amounts to M$690 over the five

years, well in excess of the allocation of Y$45C rer parson in MAlayn and

MWh0 in Sarawak. a disparity which contributes to the Federal Government's

financial difficulties.
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development, utilities and transport facilities, with considerable stress

culture, about M$ 55 million is supposed to be invested by the Government
duriLng Wit! E.Lctll Pt::1.LUU. .lile basicU sLauVW L JLL JU.LW -0LL3L±O

velopment during the Plan period is conceived as concentration of the
uovernmenis efforts on lanu setlemenU apu n scheesto vJXzk %J u±li

crops. The main objective of this policy is the settlement of people cur-
rently engaged in Low produucivity hifutig culvatiUn as well as some of
the fishermen with uneconomical small holdings. Of the total expenditure
in agriculture, about half is to be spent on land Uevelopment Ochmeo run
either by the State or by the FLDA of the Federal Government. The ultimate
choice of crops for Sabah's long-term agricultural development has to wait
for more research on land capability, but oil palm schemes are currently
predominant. In addition, replanting of rubber and other tree crop5 arve un-
couraged by the subsidy of the Rubber Fund Board. An intensive study is
being done to develop agricultural potentials of Labuk Valley, locatea in
the northeastern part of Sabah with an area equivalent to one-seventh of
total Sabah, under the United Nations Development Program. The study is ex-
pected to lead to considerable increase in future agricultural production,
but only little impacts will be felt during the Plan period. It is not
the policy of the Government to encourage paddy production, except for a
few small irrigation schemes for limited area of double-croppings. In view
of the current labor shortage, the concentration on tree crops aimed at the
improvement in labor productivity seems to be a sensible strategy in spite of
the rather long gestation periods involved. However, difficulties are being
encountered in transferring and settling shifting cultivators, and the conse-
quent slow supply of settlers on settlement schemes might slow down the pace
of development.

14. In the field of Forestry, little will be done in the form of
Government investments. Only research on a modest scale is intended. The
future output by the timber industry, however, could be greatly influenced
by the outcome of these researches. The Forest Inventory, currently under
consideration, might change the rather conservative forest life cycle as-
sumotion used by the Forestry Devartment in managing the Forest Reserve,
and outcomes of land capability studies may increase the area to be cleared
for agricultural exploitations. Both would increase timber output. Con-
sideration is being given to encouraging the further development of the
timber nrocessinp industry.

10L The Trnnsnortation field will continue to eet the largest share

of the Government investments in the First Malaysia Plan. Since there is
no transport facilty cnneting three maior towns of Sabah exceDt by air
at present, construction of roads connecting the West and East Coasts and
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the West coast towns are contemplated, as a first step to an inte-rated
economy. Australia has undertaken to help finance construction o? the

East-West Cross-Country Highway, which will be started soon. In addition, a

master Dlan for development of transportation in Sabah is being made
under the United Nations Development Program. One difficulty in road in-
vestments is the fact that- beanuse of under-nonulation and lack of a
clear picture of the future agricultural development, the economics of
transnort investments have nnt hppn -_nt.i.qfntril- wTorkpi nt. As mnior
transport projects are tied to foreign financing, this inadequate prepa-

rnA nvi i n +Iia aevinmio-c r %~ -rf a,
4

p 
4

c l r% c1(.y Anf.rn, 4-1in iTn1 rnr+ + nn

limited in Sabah. Therefore, in the First M1alaysia Plan, only limited

been envisaged. The B.D.C.L. is a Commonwealth Development Corporation's

ment. The Government of Sabah, however, recently decided to set up the
C-UhE, o 0 4~jJJLLL CJ nveLUopmenjL Corporation 4.L1 4.1-t VUJ _L~V~U .1J.1iIJ

industries related to fishery and forestry. In view of limited possibi-
liues of setting up timber processing industries fOr various reasons anu
also considering lack of management skills required to run these types of
promotional activities, the decision might have been unwise, ana runs the
risk of duplicating the activities of the B.D.C.L. and .another CDC sub-
1idiary, the Borneo Housing Development Limited.

17. On the whole the development strategy seems sensible, and pro-
vided that financing is secured in the form of Federal capital grants and
loans, which in turn are partly dependent on the inflow of the external
capital, the investment programs amounting to approximately N$ 300 !/ will
not be unfeasible.

Plan Implementation

18. In 1966, the public investment in Sabah declined to M$ h2 million
from M$ 64 million in 1965. This reflected one of the problems that Sabah
has in implementing the Plan target. The decline in the public investments
in 1966 was partly due to the facts that the public investments in the
general administration were very high, reflecting the enlarged responsibi-
lities of the Federal Government in 1964-1965, and that the investments in
office buildings and so forth have been completed by 1966. Secondly,
the pace of the transportation project implementation was less than ex-
pected, mainly because these projects had been tied to the foreign financ-
ings which failed to be realized in 1966, partly due to the inadequacy of
the project preparations.

19. In addition to the financing problem, there are two other factors
which make the Plan target the maximum likely to be attained in the Plan
period. The first is the problem of inflation and labor shortage. Boom-
ing timber exports, coupled with increasing public investment, has caused

1/ Excluding capital investments for defense and security.
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increases in wage rates with consequent higher prices of domestic products.
inc,reases in- imprt hav kept - -pa- with -th grwt of- co-nsuion, bul't

the offsetting seems to have been only partial. The construction boom,
stre a fewJ yer ago ade to4~ the rising .aue of±J lands~ aroun maJ~~. J,jorId

towns. Thus, in order not to intensify the inflationary pressure in the
economy, the excessive stepping up of public investment will have to be
avoided until labor supply eases. The second is the limitation of the
administrative capacity to implement development projects. Although most
contemplated projects are to be financed by the Federal Government, the
actual administrative work of the project implementation to be carried out
by the Federal Government accounts only for less than one-fourth of total
capital expenditure. Unless there is technical assistance by the Federal
Government in the project preparation and implementation, the present State
staff may not be able to carry out the necessary preparatory work for new
projects, together with execution of on-going projects.

Prospects for the Future

20. In the near future, rapid growth of the economy appears to be
maintained, though the pace of growth may be a little slower. GDP is
expected to grow by about 30% in 1970 over 1966, at an annual rate of 6.8%,
compared with 8.9% in the recent past. This modest slowdown in the growth
rate is attributable to less rapid increases in the future timber output.
As Japanese demand for Sabahan timber seems likely to continue to be strong,
and as it is likely that more licenses will be issued for indigenous people
who want to participate in the timber exploitation or to clear timber for
agricultural purposes, the likely timber output in 1970 may be around 190
million cu. ft. compared with 140 million cu. ft. in 1966. In addition,
due to the development of the land settlement schemes oil oalm production
would increase from 4,000 tons in 1966 to nearly 37,000 tons, thus becoming
the third biggest exnort commodity of Sabah. On the other hand. as the
problem of labor shortage is likely to remain for some years to come, the
ruhber and cona production will continue to suffer. Taking into consider-
ation planting of high-yielding varieties, the rubber production would not
exceed 30000 tons, compared with 2A.000 tons in 1966, thus still leaving
some potential output untapped. The copra output would increase by about
8,000 tons. As far as the production of the domestically consumed crops
are concerned, about 10%increase in the paddy production is expected, thus
ging- an ,imornt.-~ boost to the 0 mrost -vbckw,va sector of t-heo nomy.r



Annex II, Table 1

SABAH - Gross Domestic Product and Expenditure 1961-66 1/

M1$ milUIni curn l npqr n. fAtn n+1

(est..

Agriculture and Forestry 238 242 263 268 316 363

Mining and Quarrying 1 2 2 2 2 2

Manufacturing 8 7 6 7 7 7

Public Administration 16 20 27 33 37 37

Others / 76 83 89 94 100 109

GDP at factor cost 339 353 387 ho3 463 518

Indirect Taxes 39 42 50 65 73 84

GDP at market prices 378 396 437 468 535 602

Net Factor Income Payment
Abroad 21 24 30 30 37 48

UNF at market prices 357 371 h07 438 498 554

Exports 3/ 220 235 275 260 305 358
Imports T/ 215 239 305 303 336 347

Gross National Expenditure 352 376 437 481 530 565

Gross Capital Formation 62 80 92 85 103 110

of which: public 20 27 37 48 63 42
private 42 53 55 37 40 68

Consumption 290 296 345 396 427 4S

of which: public 47 56 78 72 90 Lo
private / 243 250 267 324 337 351

1/ These estimates made by the Mission are rough orders of magnitude only.

2/ Includes such items as building and construction, electricity and
water supplies, transportation, commerce, banking and insurance and
sprViines.

3/ Merchandise trade only.

4/ Includes private remittances abroad.
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SABAH - C osition of Exports 1961-66
;k 3 -4-1 LILLII . .LP *JUO I

Timber
I,-- - ,. tj -. -I -I x. N- n) v -I ,r ~ 0 - ).A~ n'

VU-Lum", k1IL1±LI.ul LU*. IL~. U)j.O,U Li 7-.? 7 .L CJ. -L&4V. W

Value 102.8 122.1 150.0 148.6 185.h 259.8

Rubber
Volume (thousand tons) 2.,6 2 2 1.4 e. .2 22.8 23'.
Value 4l.2 36.7 32.1 32.2 34.0 31.9

Copra I /
Volume (tnousana tons) O O,y 44.[ .5Ya 1 40 m4o> 4v
Value 27.1 18.5 17.6 15.9 13,5 11.3

Hemp
Volume (thousand tons) 4.1 3.4 3.6 4.o 2.5 2.6
Value 4.8 3.2 3.8 4.5 2.7 2.8

Dried and Salted Fish
Volume (thousand tons) 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.0 1.2 2.0
Value 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.8 3.6, 6.1

Coeoa Beans
Volume (thousand lb.) 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.9 2.0
Value 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.5 1.1

Veneer Sheets
Volume (million sq. yds.) 0.2 l. 3.3 4.3 4.6 (n.a.)
Value 0.1 0.6 1.3 1.5 1.5 (n.a.)

Palm Oil
Volume (thousand tons) 0.1 0.1 0.7 4.o
Value - - - 0.1 0.3 2.0

Sub-total - Value 178.1 183.8 208.0 205.2 241.5 315.0

Other Exports - Value 42.2 50.9 66.8 54.7 63.5 32.7

Total - Value 220.3 234.7 274.8 259.9 305.0 358.3

1/ Based on the data sunlied to the Mission bvDenartment of Agriculture.
Sabah.

2/Tnr-Iindt-.-, xrs

Source: St+Meate of Sabah i Annu,l Repot of Royal customs and
Department, Sabah Region, 1965.
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SABAH - Summary Account of State Government Finance 1961-66
(M$ milli on)

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 if
(est.)

Revenue and Expenditure
Current Revenue / 67 77 93 45 47 5h

Current Expenditure 47 56 78 51 67 75

Current Surplus/Deficit 20 21 15 -6 -20 -21

Capital Expenditure 20 27 37 37 47 34

Overall Surplus/Deficit 0 -7 -22 -43 -67 -5

Financing

Fo-reig rantsr8nn 13-1 3/

Assistance - - - 21 26 31

Federal Govt's Capital Grants - - - 12 17 20

Federal Govt's Loans - - - - 4 14

Local Borrowing - - 12 - -

Change of Assets (-:increase)
A /~-anu VU1U.L-0 Z/ -2 ) 17 -13

110)Ga- r-Manucing 0 7 z 22 Of

1/ Based on revised budget estimates as of November 19o

2/ Excludes U,K. grants under Overseas Service Aid Scheme, which are
under "Foreign Grants".

3/ After 1964, British capital grants for Sabah are classified under
Federal grants.

h/ Including errors and omissions.

Source: Based on data provided by the Treasury of the Federal Government,
Financial Statements of State of Sabah, and Sabah Budget Estimates
for 1967.
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SABAH - Capital Expenditure 1961-66

M million)

Plan Target
1961 1962 1963 196h 1965 1966 (1966-70)

(est~)

Agriculture and Rural
Development 1.Q 30 3.7 )8 1i.9 11.1 95.o

Industrial Development - - - 0.8 (.3 O.3 1.7

Transport 9.2 15.9 25.2 17.5 18.9 10 6R.3

mmnicaton+ 0 n. 7 1.6 9 R 9 0 925.6

Utilities - 1.9 - 6.2 1 .5 2 58.0

Education1., 1. ..4 -c 3. n.5 .2Helt c.2 uj.£ c.7 14 3.6 3.4 8.m

Secl_ and Community
Services o. 1.5 - 1.3 3.9 2.4 16.5

General Administration
anu ut,ners 1.y U3 U.4 U. .LL 1D)

Total:/ 2/ 19.5 26.5 36.7 f .4 60 . 6.8 297.7Lo

1/ Excluding capital expenditure on defense and internal security,

2/ Including Federal and State Government capital expenditure,

Source: Based on data provided by the Treasury, AnnuaLL Bulletin of
Statistics - Sabah, and First Malaysia Plan 1966-70.
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Table 1

MALAYSIA - External Medium- And Long-Termli Public Debt Outstanding
Including Undisbursed as of June 30, 1966 With Major Reported Additions

July 1 - August 31,1966

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency

(In thousands of U. S. dollar equivalents)

Debt Outstanding Major Reported

Item Ntiune A 196 Aiti
Net Of Including JuLy 1 -

Undisbursed Undisbursed August 31, lou

TOTAL EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT / 223,933 339,117 37,000

Publicly-issued bonds 31 66,272 66,272 -

Privately-placed debt 3,000 13 385 -
Sunliers' credit - 7!781 -

Bank credits 3.000 53604 -

TR lons Ch1hb 111 19S 7-nn00

U. S. Government loan - aLF I~L6 114,161 -

Loans from other Western governm11ts AA 6
Brunei 4/ 343,863
Franc 20,255
Germany 1,439 9,000
Hon± uig n 179 1,79

United Kingdom 38,951 39,119

l/ DebuJith anUL oii alL or exteded~ murit~.y of on year or moreI.

2/ Does not include a loan of $50,000,000 from Japan which was reported
in the press as having been contracted on November 22, 1966.

3/ Net of accumulated sinking funds of $24,601,000.
W/ Net or accumulated sinking funds of $ 6,712,UUU.
4/ Net of accumulated sinking funds of $ 201,000.

Statistics Division
IBRD-Economics Department

January 31, 1967



Table 2

MALAYSIA - Estimated Contractual Service Payments on External Medium-
And Long-Term Public Debt Outstanding Including Undisbursed As Of

June 30, 1966 With Major Reported Additions July 1--August 31. 1966

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency
(In thousands of U. S. dollar equivalents)

GRAND TOTAL

Debt Outstanding at
Beginning of Period Payments During Period

Year (Inciuding Undisbursed) Amortization Interest Total

1966 318,789 2/ 10,835 10,086 20,921
1967 37,386 12,742 10,583 23,325
1968 332,394 17,062 12,957 30,019
1969 315,330 18,407 13,218 31,621
1970 295,656 20,436 13,987 34,422
1971 274,10 12,248 0,492 2 6,739
1972 260,893 13,705 13,927 27,632
1973 246,159 22,724 12,863 35,587
1974 222,412 12,932 11,842 24,774
1975 208,463 12,625 11,304 23,929
1976 194,745 29,898 10,16 40,062
1977 164,007 10,838 9,013 19,851
1978 152,601 11,363 8,4149 19,812
1979 140,620 11,922 7,855 19,777
1980 128,028 16,305 7,024 23,328

PUBLICLY-ISSUED BONDS - TOTAL

Debt Outstanding at
Beginning of Period Payments During Period

Year Gross Net Amortization Interest Total

1966 90,873 12/1 66,272 '/ 3,82225D ,3

1967 88,373 62,029 4,474 3,956 8,429
1968 864,623 56,576 6,974 3,681 10,6514
1969 78,373 49,907 6,974 3,337 10,311
1970 72,123 42,001 10,076 2,703 12,779
1971 46,553 31,172 551 2,242 2,753
1972 46,553 30,099 551 2,242 2,753
1973 46,553 28,979 9,219 1,787 11,006
1974 35,739 19,167 371 1,332 1,703
1975 35,739 18,230 371 1,332 1,703
1976 35,739 17,257 11,186 914 12,100
1977 7,893 5,684 79 496 575
1978 7,893 5,449 79 496 575
1979 7,893 5,196 79 496 575
1980 7,893 4,925 4,008 286 4,294

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2

MALAYSIA - Estimated Contractual Service Payments on External Medium-
And Long-Term Public Debt Outstanding Including Undisbursed As Of

June 30, 1966 With Major Reported Additions July 1-August 31. 1966

Debt Renvable in Foreign Currency
(In thousands of U. S. dollar equivalents)

PRIVATELY-PLACED DEBTS - TOTAL

Debt Outstanding at

Year (Including Undisbursed) Amortization Interest Total

1966 13,385 2/ 2,945 165 3,111
1067 in LLn 1 61 oA8 1, ROC
1968 8,826 1,649 207 1,856

1970 6,528 649 115 764

1972 5,231 761 78 839
1934,1470 761 60 82

1974 3,709 761 41 802
1975 2,949 761 23 784

1976 2,188 8154 5 458
1977 1,735 1146 - 1146
1978 1,588 146 - 16
1979 1,442 146 - 10
1980 1,295 146 - 116

IBRD LOANS

DeU vubtaUig at
Beginning of Period Payments During Period

Ybar k±icludig Undisburedl Amrtiuzation interest_ Total-_

1966 131, 2 63 J1,1145 1,692 2,837
1967 167,672 1,117 2,20 3,837
1968 166,255 3,119 5,212 8,331
1969 163,136 3,330 6,020 9,350
1970 159,806 4,826 7,625 12,51

1971 154,980 6,301 8,691 11,992
1972 18,680 6,621 8,326 1h,948
1973 142,058 6,924 7,904 1,868
1974 135,135 7,452 7,509 15,002
1975 127,683 7,087 7,124 14,212
1976 120,595 7,500 6,715 14,215
1977 113,095 7,934 6,283 14,217
1978 195,162 8,390 5,824 14,210
1979 96,772 8,875 5,300 1h,215
1980 87,896 9,391 1,826 14,218

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2

MALAYSIA - Estimated Contractual Service Payments on External Medium-
And Long-Term Public Debt Outstanding Including Undisbursed As Of

June 30, 1966 With Major Reported Additions July 1-August 31, 1966

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency
(Tn thousands of U. S. dollar eauivalents)

TOANS FROM GOVERNIMNTS

Beginning of Period Payment During Period
Year (Including Undisbursed) Amortization interest To+.1

1966 107,869 2! -: ,63 3,979 7,42
1967 106,245 5,237 3,927 9,1611
1968 100,737 5,321 3, 8 57 9,177
1969 95,110 5,454 3,727 11,181
1970 87,321 4,885 3,503 9,428
1971 82,073 4,787 3,463 8,250
1972 76,84 5,812 3,281 9,093
1973 70,652 5,820 3,073 8,893
1974 59,14ol 43348 2,919 7,267
1975 59,601 4,106 2,824 7,230
1976 54,705 10,758 2,531 13,289
1977 03,493 2,679 2,233 4,912
1978 40,402 2,748 2,128 4,877
1979 37,210 2,821 2,020 4,841
1980 33,912 2,759 1,911 L,668

1/ Includes service on all debts listed in Table 1 prepared January 31,
1967 except for loans to the value of $20,255,000 from France and of
$73.000 from the United Kingdom for which repayment terms are not
known.

2/ Outstanding is as of June 3O. 1966: nayments for for the entire year.
3/ Net of accumulated sinking funds.

Sta+is+ics Tivision

IBRD-Economics Department
Januar 116



Table 3

MALAYSIA - Estimated Population by Age-group and by Race, mid-1966
_i thousands

States of Malaya Sarawak Sabah Total Malaysia
No. No. No. No.

A. AGE GROUP
O-e ................ 1424 17.2 160 18.6 102 18.9 1686 17.4
5-9 ................... 1242 15.0 140 16,3 88 16.3 1470 15.2

10-14 .................. 1109 13.4 90 10.5 53 9.8 1259 13.0
15-19 .................. 820 9.9 77 8.9 45 8.3 942 9.7
20-29 .................. 1234 14.9 126 14.6 92 17.0 1452 15.0
30-39 .................. 886 10.7 101 11.7 70 12.9 1057 10.9
0-49 .................. 654 7.9 76 8.8 46 8.5 776 8.0

50-59 .................. 497 6.0 48 5.6 25 4.6 570 5.9
60 and over ..... 4...1.o l3 5.0 43 5.0 20 3.7 476 4.9

TOTAL ............. 8279 100.0 861 100.0 541 100.0 9681 100,0

B. RACE
Falays .............. 4148 50.1 156 181 - - 4304 44.4
Chinese ............... 3047 36.8 276 32.1 124 22.9 3447 35.6
Indians and Pakistanis 919 11.1 3 0.3 - 922 9.5
Others ................ 165 1/ 2.0 426 2/ 49.5 417 3/ 77.1 1008 10.5

TOTAL (all races) .. 8279 100.0 861 100.0 541 100.0 9681 100.0

Percentage Distribution ..... 865.3 9.C) 5.7 100.0

1T Includes Aborigines and Indonesians.
2/ Includes Ibans,Melanaus, Land Dayaks, etc.

31 Includes Indonesims and indigenous ethnic groups such as Kadazans, Bajan, Murut, etc.

Source: Adaptation of official projections based on latest census in each region.



Table 4

MALAYSIA - Land Use and Area 1964-1965
(Sq. miles)

States of Total
Malaya Sabah Sarawak Malaysia

Rubber ....... ........ ... 6,530 387 597 7,51

Rice . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,330 139 b46 1,915

Coconut. . . . . . . . . . . . 800 166 105 1,071

Oil Palm . . . . . . . . . . . 305 27 - 332

Pepper . . . . . . . . . . . . - - il lb

Sago . . . . . . . . . . e . . - 6 189 195

Fruits .i.l.-./ 171/ 388

Shifting Agriculture . - 3,100/ 8in1/2/ 11,550

Other Crops and Fallow Land. .Å 616 751 186J R91

Forest Reserves. . . . . . . . 13,4lb 9,885 11,684 3h,983

All Other Land . . . . . . . . 27301_ 15,592 26,562 69,455

TotalU. . . . . . . . . >U722_ 67LU,25 128,33

1/ Rough estimates.
2/ Vcluding hill padi.

Source: hission estimates based on data provided by the

Department of Statistics.



Table 5

MALAYSIA - Popuatio,Labor Force and Employment 1962-66
(mid-year estimates in thousands)

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

a 7-V4 -*** *** _,; -- v -_.r

% of Population .............. 34.2 34.1 34.1 33.3 34.4

Employed ..................... 2799 2880 2959 3060 3149

Unemployed ................... 155 158 161 166 169
%0 of' Labor Force ....... 5.2 5'.2 5.2 5.51

% Growth Rate of Labor Force 3.5 2. 2.7 J.4 2.y

States of Malaya

Population .................. 7377 7611 7614 8039 0279

Labor Force ............... 2454 2523 2590 2678 2756
% of Population .............. 33.3 33.1 33.1 33.1 33.3

Employed ..................... 2306 2372 2435 2518 2593

Unemployed ................... 148 151 155 160 163
% of Labor Force ............. 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.9

Sarawak - Population ............ 778 900 818 840 861

Sabah - Population .............. 487 498 518 528 541

1/ Average Growth Rate 1955-66 is 2.5%.

Source: Mission estimates based on Department of Statistics "Report on
Emloyment. Unemployment and under-Employment. 1962" (Kuala Lumpur.
1963), and other unpublished information provided by the Economic
PlanninL Unit.



Table 6

STATES OF MAIAYA - Unemployed as Percent of Labor Force in

Five Metropolian lownu 17uc-u

1962 1963 1964 1965

Weighted Averg , .7 ~ 9. 10.0~ 9' .0

and fl Petlin Jaya Grgetown I,a lang an Joor Bahru. 0

'719-11- ILI - Iff - - - . * *

Sue re o o e.mplo and Unles r".1 remloent Metroplitan Towns

30 - 70 3.8 7.7 3.8 7.6 3.8 7.4i 3.3 6,7

All Ages 7.4 15.9 7.5 16.8 7.6 17.7 7.4 16.7

Weighted Average 9.7 9.9 10.0 91

l( The five metropolitan towns covered by this table are: Kuala Lumnpur
and Petaling Jaya, Georgetown, lpoh, Klang and Johore Bahru.

Source.: "Report on Employment and Unemployment in Metropolitan Towns,
States of Malaya," published by Department of Statistics,
Malaysia, 1965. This report furnishes figures for 1962, 1964
and 1965. The 1963 figures have been interpolated by the mission.



STAT-ES Our MALAYA - Rubber StatisticS 195-1966

Planted Acreage Production
Yield per

Small- Small- Tapped
Year Estates holdings Total Estates holdings Acre - Estates

k 00 acres) (000 long tons) kpound)

1953 2,041 1,6111 574.4 341.8 232.6 470
1954 2,028 1,629 586.5 345.5 241.0 480
1955 2,025 1,650 638.7 352.5 286.2 490
1956 2,017 1,686 626.0 351.6 274.4 496
1957 2,020 1,710 637.5 368.6 268.9 535
1958 1,989 1,766 662.9 390.1 272.8 586
1959 1,950 1,839 697.8 408.0 289.8 641
1960 1,942 1,892 708.4 414.1 294.3 676
1961 1,937 2,035 734.6 428.5 306.1 720
1962 1,927 2,130 749.5 438.3 311.2 746
1963 1,919 2,235 786.7 458.3 328.4 782
1964 1,893 2,325 824.1 476.8 347.3 818
1965 1,859 2,400 870.3 490.9 379.4 850
1966 n.a. n.a. 927,1 501.2 425.9 n.a.

Averaee Sinzaore Exoort Unit
Year Exorts Imports Price R.S.S1#1 Values

(000 long tons) (Malnvn cents per lb.) (Malayan $ pnr ton)

1954 612.1 27.1 67.3 176
1955 659.5 33.3 1 2 2402
1956 6h9.1 fi3.7 96.8 2,L22
1957 655.1 37.9 88.8 1.991
1958 62o2 96.1 2 17
1959 782.9 53.3 101.6 2,:9
1960 éý , 7017 108. 1 2,385
1961 790.6 6898. 124
1962 791.0 67.3 78> ,729
1963 841.5 53.27. 1,633
196h 8>7.8 40.6 68.1 1,538
1965 886.9 46.1 70.0 1,546

Q66 939.7 45.0 65.4 1,452

*: Produ~tion of Rubber i 4he St o a c t f

'-"-i-..J S.J."V L J&O .LL ULIL 1>likAvu Lj .L ric~Lcya f.L " u lbj .LU1 akuJU ;ýP Q1

total Malaysian production. Rubber Statistics for Sarawak and Sabah
are show i-anne 4I -nd IIA rbepeively.

Sourcef Department of Statistics, Mlaysia.



Table 8

tEA I , A 111 - O±..j '.Lz2 ZZIntl
M4IIR~ - iLin btf-Ltc I O yU-00

WF x p o r~ t s

Year Production 1/ Imports 1/ Concentrates 1/ Metal Total
1960 52.0 -70.7 .3 ~ 76.3 -7.5
1961 56.0 16.6 .4 74.2 74.6
1962 58.6 25.0 .5 81.3 81.3
1963 59.9 20.1 .5 84.6 85.1
1964 60.0 10.3 .5 71.2 71.7
1965 63.4 7.8 .6 73.3 73.9
1966 (Jan.-Sept.) 51.2 1.5 .6 52.9 53.5

1/ Tin content of concentrates.

Year T_r-dp _____ VPe Toa

1960 t91- 70 -5591
1961 72 572 52 696
1962 66 582 56 7064
1963 66 593 50 709
1964 69 768 63 900
1965 65 979 59 1103
1966 (September) 67 907 55 2.029

Source: Department of Mines, Malaysia.

C. Tin Prices

Year London - Cash New York- pomt Singapore -- ex-works
(L ona tn UI Ont.1M nr n7n1

1960 796.6 101.4 393.8
1961 888.6 113.3 kh7.7
1962 896.5 116.6 447.8
1963 909.7 116.6 455.4
1964 1239.2 157.7 619.4

1965 January 12514.6 163.1 621.1
June 1499.1 189.1 747.2
December 1404.1 174.2 687.3
Average 1965 1413.5 178.2 702.8

1966 January 1424.7 178.8 704.02
.& I r .Lvv V.U .U

September 1225.8 154.2 605.86
December 1211-0 1 6)0 A- n

Source: Department of Statistics, Malaysia.

Note: All domestic tin production is in the States of Malaya, and virtually
all the entreport trade in tin is via Malayan ports and smelters.



MILY1A - Agricultural Production Inaices kly5y=1UU)

Weights 1964 1965 1966 1970
(Est.) (Projected)

Rubber ........................ 58.5 114 121 128 164

Forest Products ............... 8.2 191 196 208 229

Rice ............ ..... ... 7.4 135 140 148 177

Livestock Products ............ 7.0 166 175 181 229

Coconut Products .............. 4.7 101 102 121 129

Fish .......................... 4.2 157 167 177 224

Palm Oil and Kernels .......... 1.9 168 188 215 358

Other Agriculture ............. 10.1 123 128 130 148

Combined Index ................ 100.0 128 135 142 177

EKport Commodities ............ 69.8 125 133 140 177

Domestic Commodities .......... 30.2 136 142 148 177

urces. rod.eLdo thimate oD n ofJW S.LLisIcsC,Ku.la Z.LpLu aaysa
.provided by the Department of' Statistics, Kuala Iumpur, Malaysia.



Table 10

STATES OF MALAYA - Structure and Growth of Manufacturing
(D$ million)

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966
Tanufacturing (all firms) (Est.)
Value added )'0 hP8 72 531 610@ 660 723
Rubber processing 182 136 132 128 125@ 130@ 132
Other manufacturina 971 999 Th0 hol h85@ 530@ 591

Leading groups
vnnd. hAv. tnhanon 7k 78 94 106 113
Wood, cork prod. 33 26 30 30 31

Chemicals & chem. products 44 50 56 67 70

Metals & metal products 47 57 72 82 90

Manufacturing (survey firms)
va±ue auueu V f m I) eu-4CW -)Jf I u) qy

High growth sectors
Tobacco products 11 1o 22 28 28 37 40
Sawmills, plywood 27 36 33 36-38* 43 51 54
Rubber products 12 l4 16 10 20 z" 35
Chemical products 13 18 23 28-30* 43 55 55
Cement & struc. clay 5 7 o 10-12* 14 19 20
Basic metals & products 6 8 10 11-16* 19 21 23
Indust. machinery parts 3 4 4 5-9 * 9 10 14

Employment (full-time survey firms)
(in thousands) 39 43 45 48-54* 59 65 76

No. of firms (survey firms) 545 572 595 15b1-2620* 2360 2381 2757
Total sales (survey firms) 953 1144 1053 1144-1226* 1421 1700 112

Pioneer Status Firms
Number of firms 18 32 b 68 65 90 100
Value added - 4 10 19 33 72 122 156
Total sales 11 25 52 94 195 393 13
Rployment (full-time)

(in thousands) 1 2 3 5 7 10 12.

@ Mission estimate.
* Industrial survey expanded in 1962, thus figures for both old and new series are

given.
Source: National Accounts of the States of Malaya 1955-1963, Census of Manufacturing

Industries in the States of Malaya 1963, Survey of Manufacturing Industries in the
States of Malava 1965 and the Annual Reort and Statement of Accounts. Bank Negara
Malaysia, 1965, Dept. of Statistics, Kuala Lampur, Malaysia; First Malaysia Plan
1966-70. E.L. Whapwripht: Industrialigtion in Mnlavsia. Melbourne University Press.

1965; the Far Eastern Economic Review 1966 Yearbook, and"the Quarterly Economic
Review: Malain PrinlAi .in0pore# Manrh & Tin_ 1Q6., Eonomiqt Tnt11iPgence

Unit, London.



Table 11.

ILALAYSIA - Gross Fational Expenditure and Product 1960-66
Zj,' million, current price)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966
(Est.

Total Consumption ........................ 5oU 5315 630 6074 6693 6892 7322Prj'vate ....................... .......... 16 L-3=2 ~ t35
Government ............................. 881 963 1048 1213 1370 1548 1735

Total Fixed Capital Formation ............ 881 1054 1296 1388 1U5 1607. 1653Government 7........................ 233 39 - -5 _0 7F T _TL T 608
Private Enterprises ................... 648 656 746 818 903 989 1 045

Stock Changes 2/.......................... +120 +80 +78 +64 +76 +51 +48

Total Gross Capital Formation ............ 1001 1134 L374 162 1521 1658 1701

Gross Domestic Expenditure ............... 6045 64L9 7004 7526 8o1 8550 9023

Plus: Current balance on goods and 3/
non-factor services ............. +8837' +429 +220 +174 +214 +L86 +L67

Gross Domestic Product at market prices .. 6928 6878 7224 7700 8223 9o36 949Q
Plus: Net factor incomes from abroad .. - -230 -172 =15 2 _- T -NO :-23

Gross National Product at market prices .. 6643 6648 7052 7518 8020 8796 9252

1/ Zncludes public authorities and government enterprises.
2/ States of Jalaya only.
3/ P.ough estimate.

Note : These data are approximations, based on fairly comprehensive official data for the States of Malaya
in 1960-1?6L and Sarawak in 1961, but roug-h estimates for other regions and years.



Table 12

MALAYSIA - Estinated Industrial and I'e.ional Origin of Gross Domiestic Product
(M$ million, current prices, 1960-66)

Regional Breakdown - 1965

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 ilalaya Sarawak Sabah Total
(EsE) ~ -- Malaysia

1/
Agriculture: of which .............. 2549 2330 2323 2383 239- 2706 2625 22hh 250 212 2706

a. Rubber and Rubber Processing ....... 1569 1303 1267 12 T2705 TM3 1I 133 - -~ T3
b. Other ............................... 980 1027 1056 1138 1190 1273 1340 901 188 184 1273

Mining and Quarrying..................... 344 418 431 h61 536 615 595 581 29 5 61
ianufacturing ............................ 312 333 385 448 522 582 660 530 ho 12 582

Building and Construetion ............... .... 172 210 266 30h 360 390 435 346 25 19 390
Electricity, Water and Sanitary Services 75 86 95 107 122 138 160 125 8 5 138
Transport, Storage and Communication 218 223 236 247 261 278 310 225 30 23 :278
Distributive Trades ..................... 886 929 976 1064 1124 11é5 1260 108h 55 h6 1185
Banking, Insurance, and Real Estate ..... 76 81 94 99 113 123 136 116 h 3 123
Ownership of Dwellings .................. 280 293 307 327 341 353 382 291 34 28 353
Governnent and Defense Services 2/ 653 677 730 794 869 942 1010 866 43 33 942
Other Private Services .................. 360 401 hh8 4 82 565 636 659 564 32 30 626

Total: Gross Domestic Product at factor cost 5925 5979 6291 6716 7208 7938 8632 6972 550 116 7938
(Per capita) ..................... (719) (703) (717) (7h) (787) (843) (872) (868) (655) (788) (843)

Plus: Indirect Taxes, Net .............. 1003 899 933 984 1015 1097 1058 978 62 57 1097

Gross Domestic Product at Market Prices.. 6928 6878 7224 7700 8223 9036 9)490 7951 612 h73 9036

1/ Rubber processing both on and off estates is included under An-riculture.

2/ Inclu.des Education and Health Services provided by the Governrnent.

Source: Based on official estinates for Malaya 1960-65 and Sarawak 1961 and mission estimates for the remaininu
dafta. Borneo States data are rcugh approximations.



Table 13

WEST MALAYSIA - Gross Domestic Product by Industrial Origin
rLill "on~±u; 1960 prizavi

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 196$ 1966

1. Agriculture, Forestry, Hunting and Fishing ......... 1976 2075 2131 2241 2312 2407 2521
a. Rubber.......................................... 1233 1282 1307 1369 114c 1v1 1W91
b. Other .......................................... 743 793 824 872 869 903 930

t -O pal .............................. ... h31 7 qA 60 6L

(ii) Tea ....................................... 5 5 6 5 6 7 7
(iii) Coconut ................................. 88 82 74 73 72 72:- 73
(iv) Livestock ............................... 78 106 125 132 139 146 151
(v) Forestry ................................ 84 83 85 96 105 115 122
k i) Fishing .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... 7-L 7V0 1 2 3
(vii) Small hold Agriculture (n.i.e.) .......... 354 375 372 389 365 372 378

2. Mining and Quarrying ................................ 306 337 343 364 349 373 386

3. fnufacturing ......................................... 453 4809 533 609 691 7O ouu

a. Rubber Processing ............................... 182 189 193 202 213 222 237
b Rice Prndction -----------------------11 12 11 12 12 13 1h
c. Manufacture of Bakery products ................. 8 10 12 13 114 16 17
d. Manufacture of dine products ................... 11 11 11 12 12 12 12
e. Canning and Processing of fruits ............... 7 7 8 8 8 11 13
f. Tobacco Products ............................... 12 14 17 19 20 21 21
g. L - 1 -- 11 1 , ). I ).A

.. ............................ ...... ~J -' ''

h. Manufacture of Rubber products ................. 15 17 18 19 20 21 23
i. Xanufacture of non-metallic mineral products ... 15 17 17 19 25 40 U
j. basic metal products ........................... 9 10 10 10 10 11 12
k. Chemicals ...................................... 2h 25 28 33 34 40 48
1. Rest of the Manufacturing sector ............... 1..::o ±"y -r ( e4 ZZ ZUr

4. Construction..................... 158 191 2140 274 320 360 400

5. Electricity, Water and Sanitary Services ............ 70 79 87 95 109 123 141

6. Transportation, Storage and Communication .......... . 189 195 202 207 219 237 259
a. Water transportaton ...... ................. 18 21 21 21 1 99 91
b. Rail transportation ............................ 46 48 46 40 43 46 52
c. Other transportation ........................... 85 83 88 94 99 106 114
d. Communication and Storage ........................ 40 43 47 52 56 63 70

S WhTolesale and Reta Trade ........................ 817 8c D 7 .

8. Banking, Insurance and Real Estate ................ 71 79 87 96 106 116 128

9. Ownership of Dwellings ............................. 245 255 264 277 290 305 318

10. Public Administration and Defense .................. 343 340 343 375 400 425 450

11. Services ........................................... 592 642 694 748 799 864 920

Gross Domestic Product at Factor Cost ......... 5220 5541 5824 6265 6630 7081 7534

Annual Growth Rate ......... 7... ............ 6.17 . 6f AA

Source: Departments of Statistics, Malaysia.



--- --I~~ I966

1961 1962 1903 19o4 (o eYOU
(est.)

Generation of savings

Gross Domestic Product 6878 7224 7700 8223 >036 940
less: Net Factor Income Payment Abroad 230 172 182 203 241 250
equals: Gross National Product 6648 7052 7518 8015 3795 9232
less: Consumption 5315 5630 6134 6553 662 7422
equals: Gross National Savings 1333 1422 1384 146Q 133 1:10

Use of Saving

Gross National Savings 1333 1422 1384 1462 1033 1310
less: Net Transfer Payments Abroad& 244 235 253 260 259 263
less: Gross Capital Formation 1134 1374 1152 1521 1653 1701
of which: ublic (13981 (g50) (570) (542) (618) (608)

private (656) (746) (818) (903) (969) (1045)
stock changes (80) (78) (6h) (76) (51) (ke)

equals: Resource Gap = Balance - --
on goods, services and transfers -45 -187 -321 -219 -64 -154

Financing of Resure Ga

Long-.term capia inflow (net)A 20rn 283 369 23c _24 1' ix
of which: private (180) (235) (285) (2) (222) (145)

public (21) (8) (84) ( ,) ?102) (45)

plus: Public Capital Grants 47 31 24 93 93
less: Shr-term' " caia outflow (nt 6 5 7 72 co 95

plus: Use of Reserves (- = increase) -93 -32 71 132 -176 A;
pls EXTors andL hisson 441±~ . U-30 ) -65 -72 77 - 17

equals: Resource Gap 45 187 321 31j 64 154

Gross National Savings as % of GNP 20.1 20.2 18.4 16.2. 20.9 1,.6

1/ Excludes public capital grants.

Note: Ho Independent estimates of savings..exist. The data in this table
are derived frcm the relevant national accounts aggregates. The
data on external payments are based on the mission estimates of the
balance of paymentsLon-p. 16, and not on the official balance of
payments estimates in Table 19. As the national accounts data are
partially dependent on the official'balance of payments estimates,
there are thus slight differencesAalso between the national accounts
aggregates in this table and those in Table 11.



Table 15

MALAYSIA - Growth of Product and Income 1960-66
(M$ million: 196 prices)

Annual
Growth

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 Rate o

Gross Domestic Product at
factor cost .... o.. q92q 6263 6623 70qh 7563 8078 8595 6.h

,roR Natinal Tnnm p 6AA cA201 AO.1 A961 A711 72 7783 q.5

Tntl nsmAn ---- n-------9 07 -- h -AQ ---- -A99 7106 6.0
2/

pnnula+Ann (Thosands A9A A28 0 A77A O9 997A 9hh 9A 3 0

DU n 4omP+o D 4-4-a 710 714 71 1 7AI A 91 ALA AW7 I
AVA 'ay. A bu ** **** I ./ I -.- I/- I-- - J -.-

Per Ca-4 4-a Rea-l Inconi 687 I, -690''1 R"

~~~~~~J I UiJuijJ J.± %.~ ~ ~ J.7-i I I -I)

U ross National Income is the purchAsing power, in 1960 price, of the
current value of the National Product. It is obtained by adjusting
Gross Domestic Product in yo0 prices for changes in the terms of trade
and for net factor incomes paid abroad.

2/ Year-end Estimates.

Source: Mission estimates based on national accounts data.



Table 16

1/

Percentage share

2/ in total exports
1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1961 1966

Rubber
Volume 861 857 908 91h 951 1,024

-1 et', -1 I. 7 1 L'71 n nn -I IL 1 1.1 0 1. no ~v41 G L, ?U I 1jq 4 ( L' U U J. -)7u L,LjUrL , Wy UL4 4us - )U )

Unit price 81 77 73 68 69 69

Tin
Volume 74 81 85 72 74 73
Value 50 616 638 728 872 789 17.0 20.3
Unit price 7,,l114 7,571 7,539 10,158 11,797 10,890

round Timber
Volume 1,816 2,2D5l 2,551 2,828 3,321 4,296
Value 135 161 204 204 262 349 4.2 9.0
Unit price 74 78 80 72 79 81

Sawn Timber
Volume 318 332 380 499 521 501
Value 51 119 64 91 95 82 1.6 2.1
Unit price 159 118 168 181 183 160

Tron Ore
Volume 6.b35 6.1i 6.582 6-317 6.61. 6-15o
Value 164 166 176 163 161 148 5.1 3.8
Unit price 25 26 27 26 24 24

Palm Oil
Volume 93 106 11< -191 11.-1 1 7C

Value 61 65 69 81 107 115 1.9 3.0
Unit price 655 616 601 654 762 656

Palm Kernels
Volume 21 20 20 1 19 2
Value 7 7 7 7 9 9 0.2 0.2
Unit price 341 320 37h 392 71 L10

Pppor
Volume 12 15 13 13 19 16
Value 31 30 26 26 44 42 1.0 1.1
Unit nrice 2Oq 5Oh I Qr> 1 Oc 9 TCA 9 AT

Copra
Volume 110 65 66 39 41 43
Value 46 28 31 19 24 22 1.4 0.6
Unit n- rc 418 1424 1Ac 191o C Cn

Coconut Oil
Volume 45 37 32 17 20 28
Value 30 24 214 16 18 22 0.9 0.6Unit price 659 6149 735 825 91 800

Total Major Exports 2.6LL1 2.622 2.711 2.728 3.055 3.062 81.6 79eO
Other Exports 597 738 616 '654 728 814 18.b 21.0
Total Exports 3,238 3,260 3,33O 3,382 3.783 3,876 100.0 100.0
of which: 3/
Re-Exports2 341 313 324 291 306 310
Domestic Exports 2,897 2,947 3,006 3.091 3,477 3.566

:L/ vumwae figures are in thousanas of tons, value figures are in millions of
Malayan dollars, and unit price figures represent f.o.b. prices in Malayan
dollars per ton. excent that rubber pries are in Mlavan cents per nonde
and timber (round and sawn) prices are in Malayan dollars per ton of 50 cu.ft.

2/ Estimate.
/ Estimates of re-exports have been worked out by the mission on the basis of

available external trade data.

Source: Data supplied to the mission by the Department of Statistics, Malaysia.



Table 17

MALAYSIA - Comsition of Imports by SITC Sections 1961-bb

(M$ million)

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

Food and Live Animals ......... 665.2 670.1 783.1 835.4 749.6 773.7
BAverapes and Tnbacn ........ 127.h 125.6 130.5 114.3 123.5 96.5
Crude Materials, Inedible

excp al e - - 109 361.2 307.3 2hl. 237.7 173.8
Mineral Fuels ................ 358.6 376.0 355.5 364.8 388.5 445.4
A-4-ftl -mA U---+nle rl41-

and Fats ................ 15.7 15.7 14.4 15.3 18.2 15.6
Chemias 119O 173.3 189. 2 01.3 23-.9 2h8.5

Manufactured Goods ........... 473.2 534.8 545.3 544.2 597.6 614.2
LA.CLi.LJJ.LI y 14C".& UC.LiJJLA U

Equipment ............... 458.0 561.4 613.0 631.3 728.6 783.3
rusce1ld-an~u si~f Mu-- i,evared

Articles ................ 160.7 171.7 187.4 191.3 206.3 191.6
Transactions and Commodities

n.e.s. 6................ 64.2 67.0 66.3 65.7 72.3 76.6

Total ..............2,815.8 3,056.8 3,192.7 3,205.0 3,356.2 3,419.0

l/ Unadjusted trade data in c.i.f. Excludes imports of military weapons,
ammunition, aircraft, etc.

2/ Preliminary.

Source: Data sunlied by the Department of Statistics, Malaysia.



Table 18

M,ALAYSIA - Direction of Trade 1961-65
(M$ million)

Imports_Exports

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965
Sterling Area
United Kingdom .............. 614.4 625.3 630.6 601.7 658.7 362.1 308.1 264.9 310.0 279.8
ustralia ......... 108.7 130.2 14 171 18. 9-.8 131.8 9.9 98.4 106.2

3runei 1/ ................... 191.5 195.5 174.4 182.7 193.4 4.1 3.8 4.8 8.9 8.6
gong Kon ..................... 124.6 134.3 146.8 137.6 133.9 24.4 33.6 36.4 38.8 33.7
India ....................... 71.9 51.0 68.0 63.1 56.7 72.1 75.5 66.2 68.3 64.4
Singapore ................... 243.1 283.5 287.0 325.6 371.3 697.0 672.0 699.3 76h.8 905.9

,'zo ~~~ ',,1 n.'- ,O-' f'7ý4 1.- fl '0 C I ' 4 '71. iOther SterlIng Area ............ 8 7 95.9 1U.6 1 31.9 38. .56.4 75.6 7'.5
Sub-"otal............... 1.411.0 1.496.2 1548.1 1,663.4 1.727.8 1.286.4 1.263.2 1.222.9 1,364.8 1,473.1

M'iddle East N,on-Sterling
Countries ............... 16.3 24.4 47.2 48.3 68.8 10.3 21.7 19.8 33.8 47.4

Continenital Eirnoe
j2 3 t Aermany............-.83.2 84.0 945- 117.1 J,0.0 17R 115.5 1257 13i. 1163
France ...................... 26.7 28.6 27.4 33.6 38.5 100.9 98.4 77.3 86.3 85.4
Italy .......................... 19.5 24.0 26.0 29.2 30.8. 105.8 102.6 114.1 104.4 109.3
Uetherlands ................. 56.6 65.2 59.4 64.8 63.5 51.7 52.7 40.3 46.6 61.9
Belgiun ..................... 27.5 29.3 26.8 25.9 30.9 37.4 54.3 44.0 22.5 19.9

1.' I . 1.1 nl '7nr n . r Nr- '7ø nl i7 f . nl '7O '7Other ................ ,....... 42.4 4 .9 3 9 4 . u . 3 . 3 .7 34. 3.

Sub-Total ............... 255.9 273.0 274.0 316.6 358.8 512.3 462.4 435.4 433.9 429.6

Eastern 1,uropean Countries .. 14.7 8.2 12.7 11.1 8.8 66.4 48.1 82.5 83.8 84.4

FrEastCountries
China - ~ainland ............ 105.8 118.4 173.4 223.5 228.6 0.8 - 2.0 1.4 4.3
ja-an--------------211.0 qq6.3 2954lnfR.1 34). i)i5,60.9 9ý32 - 600-ý 9- ý9ý A
Thailand .................... 275.3 269.3 269.3 313.9 301.8 23.6 25.4 23.5 30.4 34.6
Indonesta ................... 272.4 315.9 236.7 52.9 11.4 38.7 26.5 6.0 3.8 0.4
Other ....................... 23.0 26.6 40.3 70.6 58.8 29.8 43.7 60.6 27.7 50.7

Sub-Total ............... 888.4 976.5 1.014.7 969.0 944.9 653.8 627.7 692.6 651.3 683.4

U.S.A. ..................... 1)45.2 185.2 186.4 172.6 197.4 338.9 386.1 393.0 415.2 558.8

. ................... 4.4 6.1 5.4 5.2 6.2 158.8 225.3 209.3 127.2 225.6

OtherL 2/.................... 109.7 106.3 127.3 18.8 43.6 91. 265.4 272.2 280.3

Total - World ........... 2.8h5.6 3.075.9 3.215.8 3.205.0 3.356.3 3.212.4 3.236.2 3.301.1 3.382.2 3.782.6

1/ Primarily import of crude oil piped from Brunei to Sarawak for refining.

2/ Includes import of Borneo States from Continental and Eastern Europe.

Source: Data provided to the mission by the Department of Statisties, Malaysia.



Taoe 19

-ALAYSIA - Balance of Payrents, 1961-66
(2$ million)

1/
1961 1962 1963 1964 .1965 1966~

Merchandise (f.o.b.) ............................ +557 +340 +286 +295 +55o +565
Exports ...................................... +3208 +3232 ¯ 96 +336 6 +3752 +3b42
Imports ...................................... -2651 -2892 -3010 -3051 -3202 -3278

Non-monetary gold (net) ......................... -29 --5 -2 -h -7 -3
Non-factor services (net) ....................... ~¯¯ -1.15 ¯¯·110 -77 ¯-57 -96
Freight, Insurance and other transportation (net) -129 -162 ~~.193 -1-l6

Travel (net) ....................... ......... -67 -70 -69 -74 -81 -77
Government transactions and other services (net) +97 +97 +112 +142 +171 +129
Balance on goods and non-factor services ........ .. +h29 +220 +17h +21 +h86 +h67

Investment 'Income (net) ...................... ~~73n -172 --182 -208 1-241 -238
Transfer payments (net) ....................... ~ -52 -22 ¯-219 -2,2

Private (net) ............................. ~705 -207 ¯.206 -201 -19 -201
Government (net) .......................... -39 -28 -32 -27 -24 -27

Balance on Goods, Services and Transfers ........ -45 -187 --246 -222 +28 +1

Private Long-Term Capital (net) .............. +180 +235 +320 +250 +26o +185
Official Long-Term Capital (net) ............. +21 +48 +8h +18 +102 +45
Public Capital Grants ........................ +49 +31 +24 +93 +93 +88

Balance on Current and Long-Term Account ........ +205 +127 +182 +139 +h81 +319

Errors and Omissions, including unidentified
capital movements ......... .. -112 -95 -253 -271 -305 -4-32

Net change in Reserves (- = increase)......... -93 -32 +71 +132 -176 +1&7

Federal and State Government, Government agencies
and public authorities -174 +39 +63 +201 +72 +212

Monetary authorities (Central Bank and the Currency
Board)..................... +6 -92 -39 -68 -113 -97

Commercial Banks (net) ....................... +77 +23 +59 ... -116 +33
I1VF position ................................. -2 -2 -12 --1 -19 -20

1/ F!reliminary. Source: Department of Statistics, alaysia.

Note - For analytical purposes certain adjustments are made to these official statistics, see p.1 6 of text.



Table 20

STATES OF Y1ALAYA - Import and cport Price Indices, and Terms of
Trade, (1958-100)

2nd Quarter
1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1965 1966

Exports
Price Index

Rubber 126 135 104 97 90 85 88 91 84
Tin 107 107 121 122 123 168 190 200 179
Total 120 127 105 102 99 100 104 104 100

Volume Index
Rubber 115 110 114 114 12L 127 133 121 130
Tin 98 151 157 154 176 166 179 161
Total 108 123 133 136 146 146 168 146 164

Imports
Price Index 98 101 100 101 101 102 93 92 103

Volume Index 106 128 133 152 151 149 169 169 146

Terms of Trade 123 126 105 101 98 98 112 113 97

Source: IMF - International Financial Statistics.



Table 21

MALAYSIA - Consolidated Public Sector Finance, 1960-67
(M$ million)

1/
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967-

Revenue and EKpenditure

Gurrent Revenue ......... 1276 1308 1360 1436 1509 1648 1784 1980
Current Expenditure 2/ ... 930 995 1079 1210 1292 1527 1693 1,3 6

Current Surplus ....... 346 314 2c3 229 217 121 91 144

Public Authorities Current
u................. 2, 3 5 52 58 6

&nployees Provident Fund
Receiptlu-s (ne) ../ .......... _ 7 5 U. o 9

Total Current Surplus 419 406 397 332 348 268 254 319

Capital Expenditure by
Governments 4/........... 213 365 544 600 585 660 669 725
Capital Expediture by
Public Authorities 5/.... 41 39 67 70 87 109 109 125

Total Capital Expenditure 254 40U 011 670 672 769 778 850

Overall Surplus or Deficit +163 +2 -214 -338 -324 -501 -524 -531

Financing

EKternal Sources 6/...... 103 72 78 98 82 160 105 246
Dnmestir Sources 7/ --... 92 29 34 109 98 365 21 119
Use of Assets 8/.- ...... -358 -9)4 102 131 18.4 -24 _178 144

Total Sources of Finance -163 2 214 338 324 501 524 531

1/ Projections based on the Federal Budget estimates and the mission
estimates on the other components.

2/ EKcludes foreign loan repayments.
f/ Må+ -Pf 74-D T 1 nir~,i i ii+c4A +In n ~ 1<

4 r, c! nn+- ̂ -m/41 fEFledn usd t pbli-- ctr net of investmnent'ncm
accruin: from investients in governierit securities.

1/ Inclua.in loans -- d equity cnjrtins by governmnts to public

authorities.

-/Ecluding ion -A eqiy- otibtos,ygoenenst-pbi

authorities.
0/ Foreign borrowinig (net nu foreign gruants.
7/ Domestic borrowing, not of EPF lending to governmonts.
0/ InlclUUs erolU U isbL'io. (-) means increase in assets.

Source: Derived from Tables 22 through 29.



Table 22

MALAYSIA - Sumary Account of the Federal Government, 1960-67

-7VV -LYQ- -Lyue LY0.5 LYO" Ly 17) 1700U -LYU

(Est. )(Proj.)

Revenue and Expenditure

Current Revenue ..... 998 1016 l04 1102 1279 lil 1559 1727
Current Expenditure 2/ .......... 790 843 909 999 1198 1409 1543 1670

Current Surplus/Deficit ...... 208 173 -103 71 2 1 57

Capital Expenditure 3/........ 1-41 265 405 454 501 582 600 650
Overall Surplus/Deficit..0.... +67 - 92 -270 -351 -420 -550 -5 4 -593

Financed by:

External Sources V/............ 84 60 49 74 61 137 72 198
Internal Sources / *.......... -151 32 221 277 359 443 *12 395
Total Sources of Finance....... - 7 92 270 351 Ti 6 504 T1

1/ Adapted from the Federal Budget estimates for 1967.

2/ Excludes foreign loan repayments; includes budgetary grants to State
Governments.

/ Ineludes Innns and ennity nontribution to public nut-horifice vos- pmt

grants and loans to State goverments.

1/ Foreign grants and borrowings (net).

5/ Domestic borrowing and use of accumulated assets.

Source: Based on data provided by The Treasury.



Table 23

MALAYSIA - Summary Accounts of the States Government, 196 1- 6 6

(mDmilon) i91/

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966-
(Est.)

Revenue and ExDenditure

0-irrent Revenue 9/ ................ 297 317 342 246 259 250

West Malaysia .................. 1T[ 152 15 I6 167 167
East Mlaysia ...............o 156 165 196 90 91 83

Crrent ERxnpnditure ............... 265 288 341 280 306 359
West Malaysia .................. 9-0 0 1 181 191 205 9
East Malaysia- -------- 108 123 160 89 101 110

C rn tSn1c/efricit. - + 19 + 29 + 1 - ih - 47 -109
West Malaysia................... -13 -. 13 -33 - - 38 - 82
Eas+ Malaysia + t< + + 3h + 1 - 9 - 27

West Mlaysia ................ atalayi Me .;,.......... 52 n I c 78 85,39 )

West Malaysia.................. - -73 -93T -137
West Malaysia .................. w 71 7 3 1 =3 i -h

Financed by:

Federal Govt. Budgetary Assistance 69 72 uu 1C :L_J J-

Others /*................*. ... - 1 37 56 - 6 - 12 37

Total Sources of Finance ....... 68 109 114 119 L25 178

1/ Based on 1966 Budget Estimates.

2/ Excludes budgetary assistance grants by the Federal Government.

3/ Excludes expenditure on projects financed by Federal capital loans and

grants.

4/ Changes in assets and other borrowings. Also includes errors and omissions.

Source: Data provided to the mission by The Treasury.



MAT.AV.qTI - rii-1rrl Parn~iio nrf P5r0v-1 nni q~+n+n 1 ,i~ie oAn.-A 7

(M$ million)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

Direct Taxes

Inccme Tax 2/ .......... 206 253 259 267 262 302 360 400
1 / 0 0Estate Duty * a 64 o 7 u

Sub-Total 4*********8* 21 2 7 _" 27-2 270 310 .36 4U

Export Duties

Rubber ................. 213 136 109 95 76 86 72 55
Minerals . ...... 6> 55 72 82 114 138 121 YL
Others................. 11 11 14 9 12 19 21 22

Sub-Total ........... 279 212 195 186 202 243 2 1

Import Duties

Tobacco e********** 127 131 129 142 131 133 132 136
Petrol and Oil ......... 96 100 95 97 50 56 57 59
Alcoholic Drinks *...... 52 54 54 49 39 43 34 34
Others .... *.......*. 118 117 132 120 156 166 182 204

Sub-Total...********* 393 4-0- 410 4068 176 198 O5 433

Excise Duties

Tobacco ........***** 2 2 2 2 2 2 15 16
Petrol and Oil ......... - 1 1 17 69 76 93 100
Alcoholic Drinks ....... 12 13 14 24 24 22 31 34
Others 3/.............. 79 81 86 80 8h 120 160 16h

Sub-Total........... 93 97 103 123 179 220 299 31)

Other Revenue

License, Fees, etc. ... 84 98 102 122 135 155 181 203
Trading Denartments h/ 51 52 57 69 63 67 9L 10
Interest ..... ..... L5 67 75 73 66 60 42 36
Currency Board rnnnnr 18 22 1 LO i 8 hh 38 -3

Others ................ 105 102 116 1-43 160 151 1h 1)46
Su-Tta T----- 30 T T M~ MIq9 7.7 TQ U

SiieT+n Ta.e..or1967.. IM I. 1. .11

rn'A T~----------- IDA I InR I lAn I h )1 A I C 0 -1 A)IR 1 7A), 1,980

1/ Proiections for 1967 are mostly based on budaet estimates.
/ Includes tin profit tax.
3/ Includes invenver tax. Davroll tax. tin and timber royalties.
/ Net of current expenditure for posts and telecommunications.

Source: Based on data provided by The Treasury.



Table 25

MALAYSIA - Current Exenditure of Federal and State Governments, 1960-67

L7VV~ _L7U.L _L7VC L7V.J) _L7U"4 +7U_) -L7v%- J7U I

(Es .7 (Proj.)

Economic Services 1/

Agriculture, Rural Develop-
ment, Fisheries, Forestry,
etc. * 62 65 73 78 87 96 106 114

Commerce, industry, ) * )4 3 4 a 6 6
Public Works arid Tiai!.sport 108 116 123 119 118 137 146 160

Sub-Total*********. 175 105 l99 2UI LJUY 238 250 z00

Social Services

Education .................. 178 200 238 261 283 334 353 385
Health ... 85 90 95 103 116 127 135 153
Information, Radio, T.V. .. 10 12 15 17 23 26 32 34
Social Welfare, Water Supply 10 12 15 24 20 24 30 27

Sub-Total......... 283 314 363 05 742 511 550 599

General Services

Administration and Others 2/ 163 175 189 238 183 236 342 340
Defense 3/*.. *......**. 75 84 85 98 155 203 238 250
Internal Security 3/........ 108 91 95 113 133 159 140 147
Debt Services 4/**..**....* 67 86 94 94 110 110 110 166
Pensions and Gratuities**** 78 77 71 72 71 82 74 74

Sub-Total..**.**** 491 513 53 4 r IP 70n -)nL 077

TOTAL *** q49 1,0129 i-no 1,221 1q30 1.539 1,712 1,856

1/ Excluded are the current exDenditures of posts and telecommunications which
are treated as offsets to revenue.

2/ Contributions to various statutory funds are excluded.

3/ Excluding items of capital nature.

4/ Sinking funds are assumed to be outside the government's accounts. Amortiza-
tion are 4i nde. A\T-+ nf A + -rvice~ to E

5/ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _--_ Bae_nth aetesiae Po eea spending and on t'he 1966- budget
estimates of states.

6/ Adopted from 1967 budget estimates of the Federal Government. States

Source: Based on data provided by ne reasuary.



Table 26

MALAYSIA - Non-Security Capital Expenditure by Region and Entity
(M$ million)

1/ 1/
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966- 1967-

(E-t~) (Pro0.)

Federal Government

West Malaysia ...... 130 2h2 375 388 376 371 355 437
East Malaysia ...... - - - - 52 88 105
Sub-Total......... 13Ö 25 7 ~2-9 ~9 4r7. W2

States Governrnents

West Malaysia ....... 97 18 60 60 h6 L6
East Malaysia ...... h5 52 78 85 39 32 13 22

------t-- 79 100 1VÅT 171 7T _7 7

Pulic Autho1nrities

West Malaysia ....- 39 68 70 87 109 109 15
East Malaysia ....... - - - - - - - -

C1u1-Tol 4... .----- ~779 -53 ~7n 7 109 in9 797

Total. PUliLc Secto-r
±0~ý 0~iJ _'5 UL'/L ---20A

West Malaysia ....... 198 329 503 518 509 526 )20 61h
East Malaysia....... 45 52 78 85 91 120 103 127

2/
TOTAL: ........... 2h3 381 581 603 601 646 623 742

1/ Budget estimates minus anticipated shortfalls.

2/ Components do not necessarily add up due to rounding.

Source: Based on data provided by EPU.



Tabla 27

MALAYSIA - Capital Expenditure of Federal and States Governments and Public Authorities, 1960-66
(M$ million)

1960 1961 1962 1963 196h 1965 1966
(Est.)

Land Development ......................... .5h 1.6 47.0 38.9 30.3 38.5 57.0
Rubber Replanting ......................... 42.9 35.7 29.1 20.8 29.1 39.9 2h.0
Drainage and Irrigation.................... 6.9 19.1 26.7 2h.8 21.0 26.7 48.0
Others ............................... .... 0 Y.9 12 13.7 30.4 32.8 3M.0

Sub-Total ........ 59.C 79.3 115.1 98.2 11 . 139.3 16*-

Transportation

Roads and Bridges ......................... 33.0 55.3 113.7 111.4 90.1 80.6 54.0
Railways .................................. 8.0 6.4 8.7 11.2 13.4 14.9 9.2
rorts ..................................... 0.3 16.3 20 o 19.8 8.9 7.5 15.0
Civil Aviation ............................ .1.6 2.6 9.3 17.4 18.0 31.8 11.6
PWD) Plant qnri Enuinment .................... 11.q 17-1 1.9 17.0 12.h 12-1 3.1

Sub-Total ........ .75 117.9 I.T 17. U- TT. U-6. -1.

Communication

Le"eccmcrun-cUt on ..................... .. 1 '1.A'd4.7.' .1.3 n nA~. L'J. ni.L 4 n

Broadcasting and T.V. ...................... 1.2 1.9 2.2 5.2 11.1 8.2 9.2
Posts ..................................... 0.7 0.9 2.0 1.8 0.7 1.0 0.7

Sub-Total ........ 10.6 1. 21.9 23.3 32. 35 .6 2.0

industry

Site Dveonme---------------------------- 1.8 A n u 1 1 1.1 2.0
Industrial Finance ........................ - 0.6 - 22.5 0.8 - 8.0
Others .................................... 4.1 1.2 0.4 3.4 13.3 7.8 10.0

Sub-Total ........ .1. 3. b. 25.9 15.2 Wl 20.

Electricity ................................ 38.8 L6.2 86.h 88.6 79.8 88.7 106.0
Water and Sewerage ........................ 16. 29.7 jO. 42.0 48. 9.9 30.0

Sub-Total ........ 53.1 7.9 126.7 130.6 128.2 12. .

Social Services

Education ................................. 17.8 32.8 50.6 58.1 51.1 66.7 70.0
Health .................................... 6.8 11.2 32.5 20.7 19.3 25.1 31.0
Housing ................................... 20.5 31.2 32.0 h6.6 41.3 39.5 39.9
Social Welfare, Administration and Other... 12.3 17.6 23.5 2.88 01

Sub-Total .......... )u. o 07.> 132 ( U. Y -C)L. 5 -L(35,2 10..

Defense ..................................... 9.2 P171 240 CC <9 AA A 123.0

Internal Security ............................ 1.7 2.1 4.8 10.8 19.2 34.3 32.0

nn..MTf MnMATI/ nrn n I.rd a Z-, I Z. -. r Z, 0 _.o - n -a

UKLU'w IvInAit . . . . 7 LIVUL. C UIL.L14 UJU.U Q0I1_0 (oo.y Y I(U .V

V Components do not-necessarily add up due to rounding.

Source: Based on data supplied by EPU.



Table 28

MAT.KYSTA - Public Sector Domestic - Finance, ilon-A7

(M$ million)

1
10AA 1061 109 1OA 1O6, OAc 19AA 10A

(Et )(Proj.,

A. Total Federal Domestic Debt
Outstanding 2/ ................. 1106 1231 1379 1588 1780 2183 1314 1433

less: Holdings of
E.P.F. .................. 530 617 736 847 974 1124
States Governments ....... 50 54 47 47 56 49
Public Authorities ....... 21 30 37 34 41 35

Total Federal Domestic Debt
outside the Public Sector 3/.... 505 530 559 660 709 1073 1314 1433

of which: Bank Negara .......... 8 11 13 35 38 67
Commercial Banks 4/ 103 lU4 118 162 205 392
Others ............... 394 415 L28 463 466 614

B. Public Sector Domestic Borrowing
(Annual net change). 92 24 34 109 58 365 241 119

Annual Federal Borrowing ....... 92 25 29 99 49 364 241 119
Annual Borrowings of State

Governments and Public
Authorities 5/ ............... - -1 5 10 9 1 - -

1/ The projection is based on the Federal Budget Estimate for 1967 and
on the mission estimates for the rest of the Public Sector.

2/ Includes: Treasury Bills, Treasury deposit receipts, advance deposits,
2-year, 5-year, 16-18-year and 18-20-year development bonds and other
long-term debt.

3/ The Federal Government Sinking Fund is assumed to be outside the
Public Sector.

4/ includes holdings by Singaporean commercial banks.

S5/ Excludes ba nk overdrafts and other short-term borrowi ngs,



Table 29

MALAYSIA - Public Sector External Finance, 1960-66
(M$ million)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966
Foreign Grants (Est.)

Defense Grants 1/
Britain 1 20 9 4 40 4 45

Sub-Total 31 20 9 33 35

Economic Grants 2/
Bitain. 21 24L 19 P2 20 9f

Of which Borneo Dev. Grants (-) (-) (-) (2) (20) (17) (17)

10, Garlants

Fore i B o rrowirt,g. i

Market Lons
Britain - - - 43 - - -

Brunei 4o 20 - - - - -
0"V-J UA -L -

IT: '~ec U LAdTIL

Britain 22 11 7 3 1 1 -

U.S.A. 3/ 3 5 31 15 3 4p -

Sub-Total 33 26 T5 T2 31 37 70

Total Gross Borrowing 73 46 68 85 31 113 70
, 0 ,0 -In ,- , -ntepa,ymets 21 bu LU _ _ 25U

Total Net Borrowing 52 2B 50 73 77 9T

Total External Finance 103 72 78 98 82 160 105

1/ Some defense grants in kind are neither included in this table nor in
the public sector receipts and in expenditures. Defense grants in kind
from Commonwealth countries amounted to M$33 million equivalent in 1966.

2/ Colombo Plan grants, provided by Commonwealth countries and Japan, Peace
Corps of the U.S. and various U.N. Assistance programs are not included:
nor in the public sector revenue. The amounts of grants under these programs
are as follows:

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 (Est.)
7 7W _T- 19 23 71 29

3/ Excluding Chase Manhattan Bank loan to Bank Negara (M$15 million in 1963).
7/ Excluding IBRD loan to MIDFL.

Source: Based on data provided to the mission by The Treasury.



Table '30

Transfer of Funds from Federal Government to Sabab and Sarawak

(In N$ million)

S abah Sarawak T.ot al

1964 1965 196 196L 1965 1966 1964 1965 1966

1. Federal Revenue 58 69 81 60 71 71 118 140 152

2. Federal Current Expenditure
a. Direct 1/ 39 36 39 59 55 60 98 91 99
b. Pensions, etc. 3 3 3 5 h 5 8 7 8

3. Federal Budgetry Assistance 21 26 31 18 25 23 39 51 54

4. Current Balance /1-2-07 -_5 +-L + 8 -22 -13 -17 - 27 - 17 - 9

5. Federal Capital Expenditure
a. Direct 2/ 15 33 8 34 31 32 L9 64 L0
b. Loans - 4 1-4 3 2 2 3 6 16
c. Grants 12 17 20 14 18 27 26 35 47

Subtotal 27 54 12 51 51 61 78 105 103

6. Overall Balance IT-57 -32 -50 -3 -73 -60 -78 -105 -11 -112

1/ Excluding defense expenditure.
2/ Excluding defense and internal security.
/ evised estimates.

Source: Mission estimates based on data provided by the Treasury of Federal Government and the
State Governments of Sabah and Sarawak.



Table 31

STATES OF MALAYA - Government Employees: Numbers and Compensation

1960 1961 1962 1963 196 1965 1966

Number of Employees (in thousands)

Federal Government

(Agriculture) (3.6) (3.6) (4.0) (4.1) (4.6) (4.7) (5.0)
Sucia Services 1/ 33.u 31. 38.1 4u.3 3.2 U-. L6.u
(Education) 2/ (16.9) (17.1) (17.3) (17.4) (17.5) (17.6) (17.9)

v .ntr 55 >.1 48o. 49.4 54.2 o1.u 7o.3 01.7
(Defense and
internal Security) (A.) (38.0) (40.1) (43.6) (54.9) (6o9.0 (U4.7)

Daily Rated Workers 12.0 12.7 13.1 13.5 1.8 15.63/ 16.40

TotalFederalGovernment 112.3 113.6 114.1 122.2 134.1 151.3 161.7

State Governments

Officers 14.5 16.3 17.3 18.7 19.4 21.0 21.7
Daily Rated Workers 2.5 26.2 28.6 28.6 27.8 28.5 3 29.031

Total State Governments 39.0 42.5 45.9 47.3 47.2 49.5 50.7

Comoensation for the Government Employees (in M$ million)

Federal Government

Economic Services ) ( 1b 15 19 2)
(Agriculture) ) ( (11) (11) (114) (17)

Social Services } ( 279 291 337 378
(Education) ) Not Available ( (214) (225) (259) (293)

Administration and Other 1 (
Government Services ) ( 241 306 378 388
(Defense and Security ) ( (169) (198) (259) (29h)

TotalFederalGovernment L39 441 483 532 612 73 43/ 7903/

As Percent of the
Total Federal
Current Expenditure -/ (C61 (52) (531 (53) (56) (56) (55)

1/ Excluding daily rated workers.
2/ Only a small portion of techn service i.s included.
/ Mission estimates.

Source: Based on data provided by Federal Establishment Office and
the Department of Statistics.



Table 32

MALAYSIA - Plan Outlays in the Public Sector
Mi millon)

1966-70 1966 1967 1966 and 1967 Balance to
Plan Target Estimate Projection Total rof Target Complete

Agriculture ............................ 1087 163 200 363 33.h 724
Land Development .......................... 376 57 ~3 120 5l~ -3?

Rubber Replanting ......................... 160 2 4 214 48 30.0 112
Drainage ani Irrigation .. . 333 h8 76 124 36.9 209
Other ..................................... 218 34 37 71 32.5 147

Transportation ... ...... * ..... ......... 546 92 110 202 37.0 344
Roads and Bridges ................... 97 31.9 96i
Railways ............................... 21 9 9 18 85.7 3
Civil Aviation ............................ 22 12 7 19 86.4 3
Ports .. 114 15 17 32 28.1 82

Communications ............................. 205 32 40 72 35.1 133
Telýecormmunbcations .................... jTE2 42 76 T 36. 92
Broadeasting and TV 0.................. 53 9 11 20 37.7 33
Posts ............................. . 10 1 2 20.0 8

Industry and Mining .......................... 6*C l16 20 l14 34 29.3 82:
Indlustrial EsTates ............. ~2 ~1 ~3 lj1
Industrial Finance ...... ............... 16 8 - 8 50.0 8
Other ek .**......... ............ .. 86 10 13 23 26,8 63

Utilities .................................... 808 136 155 291 36.0 517
Electricity ............................... 667
Water Supplies and Sewerage ............... 22) 30 35 65 29.0 159

Social Services and General Administration ... 1050 181 206 387 36.9 663
Education and Training ................. 70 ~? 75 145 32.9 296
Health and Family Planning ....... . 190 31 35 65 34.2 125
Housing .,...............,. 188 37 46 83 44.1 1C5
Soc:ial Welfoare, Gen.Administration & Other. 231 43 50 93 38.9 138

Sub-Total (Non-Security) ..................... 3812 623 725 1348 35.4 2464
Defence ... 0..................... **96 223 100 22 37.1 377
Internal Security .......... ............ 139 _2 .2 7

SOURC1' dased on data frvided b- trc Treasury anJ <3.



Table 33

MALAYSIA - Analysis of Money SUpply 1960-66 1/
(M$ million)

1960 .1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

Money Supply

Currency in circulation2/ 781 782 824 803 950 1018 1096
Private Demand Deposits 3 i 486 496 534 591 614 656 734
Money supply 1267 1277 135 _145T 156T 1677 1 3
Currency as ; of Money supply (61.6)(61.2)(60.8)(59.3) (60.7) (60.8) (60.0)

Factors Affecting Money Supply

A. Government net position-

Government securities held by
Bank Negara 8 11 13 35 38 67 83

r1nuArnmPnt qPniri M es hPO1 d by

Commercial Banks 103 104 118 162 109 183 310
r,rn.q bhnk- nrprlitt

government 112 115 131 197 147 250 393
Te s: vermen+ n at

Bank Negara 100 53 95 94 116 160 148

Commercial Banks 109 127 106 103 122 153 174
Sub =P+ -Ta 29 I_H 201 TU7 2357 13 322-

Net Credit to Governments -97 -65 -70 0 -91 -63 +71
Annual Cl-ge - (+32C) ) (+7n) (-91) (+2A) (+1)nh

B. Private Sector17"' ''

Commercial Bank Credit 564 651 812 955 1063 1122 1270

Net Credit to Private Sector +7 +9-2 +20 +25 +272 +17 Tf
kLijilud- Chiange - . %. I/ -~ I- \. '-- VI / \ % f %_1

C. Net Domestic Credit 11 +27 +135 +255 +181 +132 +266

Annual Change - (+38)(+108)(+120) (-74) (-49) (+134)
D. Miscellaneous items (net)

including Asset Revaluation 61 -40 -160 -163 -154 -211 -225

E. Net acternal Banking Assets

Currency Board 930 954 1065 1101 1167 1268 1380
Bank Negara 13 112 153 150 192 20 163
Commercial Banks 266 - 212 165 111 177 279 246

Sub-Total 133 :: 127 U I_ -)-.3 1361 I~ (:)U 178QU9

-Z- -n-- -
F. Total Money Supply 167 7 of3( _5 nUo 1454 1O ±00/ 10U

Annual Change - (+10) (+81) (+96) (+110) (+110) (+156)

1/ All figures refer to the end of the period
2/ Total circulation in area covered by Currency Board, less estimated circulation

in Singapore and Brunei. Includes notes and coins held by Public Authorities
and State Governments.

3/ Includes Public Authorities. Source: Based on data prepared by
ITI Federal and State Governments. Bank Negara, Malaysia.



"~A T A~T IrLn ~ - ..T A C- - - -A TT-sn n-r' P',inflo I QA~('L.AA

(M$ million; end of period)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1965 1966

Sources of Funds

Domestic Sources
Capital and Reserves ......... 28 33 39 46 53 66 65 93
Deposits .................... 1075 1186 125 1398 1532 1744 1663 1879

Demand ........................ 52 U7 570 7 6-27 66O 7UT -67 708
Time and Saving ............. 542 628 667 761 857 1018 983 1167
Other ....................... 6 8 12 10 10 12 12 h

Other Liabilities ............ 114 7 11 9 24 17 12
Sub-Total............1?2 12VA 101 TFq _1 T 1T 17UT 1 9

External Sources
External Liabilities (net) .... - - - - 5 - - 7

Total Sources of Funds .... 1132 1233 1301 1L55 1599 183 1745 1991

Uses of Funds

JJLIL'.fJS.- VO 'J

Cash 1/ *.................... 128 132 135 17 137 148 130 137
."IV UOUlliullUID **** **** **** *** ) 1 )U -LLQU 17 -L_ 7 C f7 r_C U L4 )

Treasury Bills 2/ ........... 37 29 _7 3 lb6 65 239
= / n~ -2 17- ,, ,rn 0. n a 01, 7

UovU. ecur -oU es 4' ......... ou o( 68 5U 7e oU u (u

Commercial Papers ........... 48 28 31 30 24 68 55 79
Other Securities ........... 11 12 1 22 19 25 2 3-

Loans and Advances 3/......... 467 654 737 871 1020 1029 1049 1128
Fixed Assets and Others ****** 142 5z 57 o 112 9z 9u 9o

Sub-Total............ 01 974 1077 1_29 i72 1 1195 1796

External Uses
ine rbak funds (net ORA 02 105 19 1 0O 100 141

Commercial Papers (net)4/...... 40 29 26 37 44 44 50 50
Other A.Sets (net) .. .. A ....... 3 1 15 -

Sub-Total............ 329 23 229 171 174 307 26E 201

Timing Adjustment............. 2 5 - 5 - 5 - 3 - 21 - 14 - 6

Total Uses of Funds........ 1132 1233 1301 1455 1599 1834 1745 1991

1/ Includes cash in hand and with the Central Bank, and money at call in
Malaysia.

2/ Includes small amounts of government securities other than those of
Malaysian Federal and State Governments.

3/ Net of interbank loans.
L1 Payable outside Malaysia.

Source: Based on data provided by Bank Negara, Malaysia.



Table 35

MALAYSIA - Classification of Loans and Advances of Cormrcial Banks, 1960-66
S million; outstanding at end of period)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1965 1966
(Tune) une)

Government and Public Authorities ....... 0.1 31.8 3.3 2,4 11.5 21,2 1500 15.7
of which: Governments 1/ .. ... ............ ( 01) (31.8) ( 3.3) - ( 2.0) ( 3.0) ( 3.0) ( 3.0)

Other Public%uthorities and Utilities - - ( 2.4) ( 9.5) (18.2) (12.0) (12.7)

Agriculture ......................................... 37.0 56.6 614.8 97.9 102.5 97.5 lo6.4 92.9
of which: Rubber ................................. (35.0) (52.9) (60.4) (72.1) (67.7) (66.0) (70.0) (61.9)

Mining and Quarrying ............................... 8.2 18.5 34.6 36.3 29o0 31.9 28.4 30,2
of which: Tin ..................................... ( 4.) ( 3.9) ( 8.6) (11.2) ( 9.5) (11.0) ( 9.3) (15.7)

Manufacturing ................ 53.3 63.1 83.2 103,2 164.4 174.2 197,6 216.3
of which: Rubber Products ........................ (22.4) (22.3) (35.7) (34.3) (43.7) (36.9) (37.9) (38.3)

Tin Concentrate ........................ ( 2.6) ( 4o5) ( :2.) ( 05) ( 3.8) ( 3.0) ( 2.7) ( 3.9)
Food, Drink, Tobacco .................... ( 4.1) ( 5.1) ( 5.8) ( 9.9) (21.8) (27.0) (18.8) (29.1)
Soaps and Oil **...**.......** .*( 3.8) ( 3.4) ( 4.4) ( 4.8) ( 5.5) (12.4) (15.1) (21.0)

Construction ...........*** *** .................... 19.1 25.7 36-5 63.1 81.0 83,4 84.5 9b.4
Commerce * * ***......* * ***...............** 215,0 227.2 272.6 361.5 385.1 423.7 338.2 460.7
Others *.* * **....................................... 153.3 205.5 199,0 272.9 310.2 309.2 323.2 328.8

TOTAL..................... 186.0 6:?8.4 694.0 937.3 1083.7 1141.1 1093.3 1239.0

V Federal and State Governments.

Note: (a) This table includes bills discounted and bills receivable, which are included in the cormercial papers in
the previous table. Hence the totals of this table differ from "loans and advances" in the table, Sources
and Uses of Funds.

(b) For the period 1960-62, Sabah and Sarawak are excluded.

Source: Pank Negara Malaiysia.



Table 36

MALAYSIA - Structure of Interest Rates, 1960-66
(percent per annuT7-

Date of Change
July 1 July7 T Aug.10 Feb.2 Feb.15 Aug-30 Jan.1 Nov.25 Aug.1 Oct.1

1960 1961 1961 1962 1962 1962 1964 1964 1965 1966

Malaysian Treasury Bills Discount Rato 4 4 5 15 4 4 4 5 5 5

Commercial Bank Rates
Fixed Deposits

1 month 2 2 2 2
3, 6. 9 and 12-month 4 5 5 41 4S 4 4 5 5 5

Savings Deposits 1/............ . 2 2 21 2 2 21 2- 2- 3 3

Minimum. Advances Rates against:
Government Securities, etc. 2/ 6 7 7 6 6 6 6 7 7 7
Stocks and Shares 6 7 7 7 7 6-3/4 6-3/4 8 8 7
Properties 7 8 3 7 7 7k 7 8 8 7

1/ The Post Office Savings Banks pay the same interest rate on deposits.

2/ Including advances against municipal securities, commodities, and clean advances.

Source: Bank Negara Malaysia.



Table_Z

.STATES OF MILAY4 - Consumer Price Indices (1959=100)

1960 16I 1962 1963 196h i96q 1966

Food...............100 99 100 lo loL 103 105
Trink and Tobancoren 100 00 in 101 101 102 n i l)I

Clothing ................. 102 102 102 100 101 101 102
WrnI-hMi H Iinn 100 inn Inn 'I0 ) 101

Fuel and Power.............. 98 98 97 97 96 95 95
Trns ot 1n) - noV 'Iy in12. in -Ino 'Ino

. 4 " e-frli. - * * * * ' * * ' * ' * * a * ... ** .±AJ LjAiL -.L% t.J ±J_) .. L..J -- /.

Services and Entertainment.. 100 100 85 88 88 89 95
*0no -I n4 'In -I... r11 -i rAJP -1-10 -1-111 .L ' .J~

Rent, Repairs ............. 100 101 100 101 101 102 1.02

Total 1/ 99.8 99.6 99.7 102.4 102.4 102.3 104.3

1/ Weights are from the 1957-58 Hous3hold Budget Survey.

Source: Department of Statistics.



Table IS

MALAYSIA - Gold and Foreign Ecchange Reserves, 1961-1966

~~~~~~14 - - -1 U4LU J .. ~

'MM-- m4nill4nntrlva n.iAp YA -

IMF gold tranche position ...... 1,093 1,252 1,308 1,357 1,500 1,597

Central Govenament ...............1,070 1,046 1,004 819 752 515

State Governments ................ 118 116 95 80 87 115

Government agencies and public
authorities *,.~.......136 -L4' I1. 13.5 124i 12U

Total official (net) V 2/........2,217 2, 559 ,>40 2,300 2,b3 2,34b

Commercial banks (net) ........ 258 235 176 176 279 26

Total 2,675 2,79h 2,724 2,562 2,7L1 2j5ci

1/ The market value of foreign securities shown in official reserves includes

changes due to revaluations. Since these revaluations do not reflect
balance of Dayments transactions proper, the annual changes shown in this
Table are not strictly comparable -with the corresponding changes in the
balance of nayments data.

2/ The liability that is netted aLainst the reserves of the monetary

authorities is the statutory cash reserve of Singapore banks held with
S he Cente Bank

Source: Ban.k Negara Malaysia



Table 39

MALAYSIA - External l)bt Service Projections 1/
,.79 1ilos - - u7l77v

Total
10AA 19A7 1A 1OAO 1070 1AA-1970 197 _/

Amortization 33.2 39.0 52.2 56.3 62.5 243.2 111.4
T 'n 'o 1. -)0 A ). n . 02 A -IAA -1 1N.Lte e t _j V ..)J7 -,) C a4 ./o0-W L+O& &+ a ~ '-- .- -. +-4

Total 64.1 71.4 91.8 96.7 105.3 429.3 216.0

Project and Equipment
Loans U Lic>.UJ 1UUU] kL";0U) O L V)UJV] L17u -

(at concessional terms) -
amortization - -U - 3,_ 100 13,8 28.y
Interest 4.5 12.0 18.0 25.5 34.3 94.3 30.7

Total 4.-5 12.0 180.0 249. 3 44.3? 101U9V

Project and Equipment
Loans - (60.0) (100.0) (125.0) (150,0) (435.0) -

(at commercial terms)
Amortization 6.0 16,0 28.5 43.5 94.0 43.5
interest 4.5 11.6 19.0 28.9 64.8 l2e

Total - 10.5 27.6 48.3 72.4 158.8 56.0

Market Loans (44.0) (44.0) (50.0) (62.0) (200.0) -
Amortization - 8.. b8 13.8 20.0 47.0 20.0
Interest - 2.9 5.5 8.2 11.2 27,8 5.3

Total - 7.3 14.3 22.0 31.2 74.8 25.3

Total New Loans (75.0) (229.0) (24.0) (300.0) (362.0) (1210.0) -

Service Payments on
External Debt

Amortization 33.2 49.4 77.0 102.4 136.0 398.0 203.8
Interest, , 35.4 51.8 74.7 93.9 117.2 373.0 153.1

Total 2! 68.6 101.2 151.7 196.3 253.2 771.0 356.9

macternal Public Debt
Service Ratio 1.8 2.6 3.9 5.0 6.5 4.0 7,8

1/ This table was constructed on the basis of the general pattern likely to
emerge in coming years and does not indicate specific magnitudes. ProJect
loans at concessional terms are assumed to average 20 years at 6.0% interest
with three years grace period; Project loans at commercial terms were
supposed to be for 10 years at 7% interest and no grace period; and Market
loans were assumed to be for 10 years at 611 with no grace neriod- The loans
were assumed to have been raised and disbursed at the beginning of the year,

2/ In constructing 1975 figures it was assumed that the level of external
borrowing in the 1971-75 period will be around 40' higher than.in the 1966-70
period. Service payments on all loans contracted prior to 1971 are included
under"existing loans".

3/ In calculating external public debt ratio, the denominator used was merchan-



ed± 14V

MALASIA - ProjectIons 01 Vort volume,
Pricps and Valile 1970

1965 1966 1970

Rubber
V .J W~ILV 7.1)-L ,..~t

Unit value 69 69 50
IT--I. - 14n -1 1.0 . -1 1. nn

V a.Lut: ±L4UC L 14 -L 4C

Volume 74 73 67
U111- Va-ue .. (( ±,~u l,u
Value 872 789 703

Round Timber
Volume 3,321 4,296 5,250
Unit value 79 81 85
Value, 262 349 447

Sawn Timber
Volume 521 501 550
Unit value 183 160 180
Value 95 82 99

Iron Ore
Volume 6,634 6,150 3,500
Unit value 24 24 20
Value 161 148 70

Palm Oil
Volume 141 175 350
Unit value 762 656 555
Value 107 115 195

Palm Kernels
Volume 19 22 52
Unit value 471 410 350
Value 9 9 18

Major EDports - Sub-total 2,968 2,976 2,952
Other Fxcorts I900 T7-

Total Rmnorts 3.783 3.876 4.002

Note: Volume figures are in thousands of tons, value figures are in
millions o nalaySian dollars, and unit price figures represent
f.o.b. prices in Malaysian dollars per ton, except that rubber
prices are in Malaysian cents per pound and timber (round and
sawn) ptices are in Malaysian dollars per ton of 50 cu. ft.
Volume and value figures include re-exports.

Source: 1y9o>, 1900 figures are aerived from Table 10. 1970 rigures are
the Mission's projections based on various data provided by
Malaysian authorities.
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